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ABSTRACT 

Recent Critical challenges to the Realist theoretical perspective in international relations 

(IR) suggest that its dominant intellectual status is waning. The positivism in Realism has 

been anacked as spurious social inquiry, as have its foundational analytical concepts. 

Critics submit Realist theory as a dogmatic polernic against "utopian" thinking with no 

basis for claiming a theoretically supen'or status. Alternatives to Realist theory attempt 

to delineate the extent to which the pmctice of theory reflects both a nomative and a 

constructive element of our intellectual urge to h o w .  It is the contention of this thesis 

that both approaches are mistaken in their conception of a permanent Tnith as having 

intrinsic properties which are discemed either rationally or scientifically. In place of these 

two alternatives a prapatist position is offered here; an approach that sees the "truths" 

expressed in Westem theories as based in intersubjective agreements which determine 

what constitutes knowledge and the ultimate theories derived in response to the problems 

giving rise to inquiry. Since the historical context of theories are bound to change, the 

nature and status of these agreements are subject to periodic adjustment. Accepted 

epistemological assumptions thus no longer stand up without justification-a fact 

obscured by a Westem tendency to both foundationalist thinking and empiricism. 

Recognising this, a philosophical pragmatic approach to inquiry will be used to show the 

need for both Realists and Critical IR theorists to take theory seriously, to cease with their 

piopensity to use theoreticai discourse to champion useless rnetaphysics instead of 

opening the discussion to al1 voices who may bave something of value to contribute to 

the collective quest to solve theoretical problems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The end of the Cold War can be interpreted in a number of ways. but at the very 

least it ended what was hitherto a novelty in world politics-an ideological rivalry tbat 

turned traditional notions of interstate politics into a game based on pining one 

eschatoiogy against another. In that sense it was a unique historical context. Reading 

Francis Fukuyama, the end of the Cold War in the favour of the West was a vindication 

for laissez-faire liberalism worldwide and the end of so-called History, an ideological 

incarnation to which the West was immune. Rhetoric aside, Fukuyama's hisüionics are 

mystifiing yet perfectly understandable given the simple, ethiiocentric, and ideological 

ways the West typically inclines to view international politics. The types of ethnie conflict 

which appear of late to be the nom rather than the exception defies typical theoretical 

explanations of the causes of conflict and the rnanner with which they are dealt. And the 

blunders that seem also to be the nom as the Western powers attempt to solve problems 

that it does not understand (or has not tiied to understand) through dubious means, 

suggests that the way international politics is viewed is in need of an overhaul. In short, 

the extant body of theory in international relations has little to offer in terms of insight 

about what brought the end of the Cold War, or how one is to understand a world in 

which former European enemies share a cornmon cumncy only fifty years afler they 

nearly annihilated one another, or where two forma superpowers work togethet on 

peacekeeping missions, placing themselves in the middle of a centuries old e h i c  

quagmire, when stock market plunges have a snowball cffect worldwide, and when every 

nation worldwide has access to an abunâancc of Amcrican television and culture. Citing 



a slightly amended Chinese proverb: these arc interesting times we live in. 

And yet, according to Realist theory, they are the same old anarchic, stnicturated, 

power-dominated times that have always marked world politics. It is suggested here that 

the world is now contextualised by vastly difEerent social and political relations fiom that 

of the Cold War era or any other era before that. To speak of social and political relations 

in international affairs has, however, meant to speak within the narrow confines of 

anarchy, power, structure, intenst, and sovereignty as stipulated by the dominant 

disciplinary discourse. To speak of aspects counter to these conceptions, notions such as 

cooperation, agency, identity, is seen as somehow unorthodox in a discipline which 

prefers to amend the rneanings implied by these tems rather than discard them when they 

become untenable. The predominant theoretical perspective in international relations (IR) 

theory, that of Realimi, bas used these concepts in an attempt to establish them as the 

permanent context of world politics. And in so doing, it often proceeds discursively as 

if the use of these mere ternis was enough to ensure their real rneming in the everyday 

expenences of real-world agents. They do not however, exist; ratber they are constnicts 

which have, in the past, helped scholars explain international politics. It appears that 

today, the ways in which international politics is îraditionally understood via such 

concepts is becoming ever more unuseful. 

The problem is the extent to which tbese constnicts arc posited as parts of a 

permanent context of world politics. Critics have righffilly chosen to attack the positivism 

used by Realism to justify thir permanence swing it for what it is; an intellechial gloss 

used to conceal noimativity ûehind an "objectivew venter, and a rathcr poor atternpt to 



conceal a consmative, Great Power ideological perspective as a "reality" of world 

politics. Critical IR theorists have admirably swght to re-orient theoretical discussions of 

international relations around issues of crucial importance to twentieth century political 

theory: the intersubjective recognition of agency, notions of identity and Werence, and 

theory as practice. But the theoretical criticism at times betnys an intellectual arrogance 

bat is just as unpalatable as that of Realists. In their moral contempt for the mamer in 

which Realism appears to provide an intellectual alibi for the exclusionary practices of 

theory and action in international politics, cntical theorists, in their enthusiasm and 

genuine ethical concem, forget themselves as they champion an emeiicipatory alternative 

that seems equally guilty of the same kind of discursive construction of reality as Realists. 

Such tendencies borrow fiom the Enlightenment based Critical Theory of Jûrgen 

Habermas; an exponent of theoretical practices of nom justification that are to say the 

least, essentially contested. Post modern critical IR approaches eschew this emancipatory 

import fiom Critical Theory, but are far too hasty in abandonhg their fait. in reason, thus 

tenâing to promote a scepticism without justification. 

These intellectual divides are unsettliog given the extent to which the wisdom and 

judgement nceded for good practice in world politics depends in large part upon the 

intersubjective understaodings of the what and the why of international relations. 

Discourse in International Relations theory marks what Kuhn would refer to as a 

discipline in a pre-paradipatic stage, which on the upside presents a worthy intellectual 

ptoponent with an opportunity to rcatablish IR theory as a theoretically robust discipline. 

But this cannot be done so long as IR theorists think that knowledge needs a permanent 



footing before one can say anything definitive about world politics. The reason that the 

sides in the theoretical debates appear not to be talking about the same thing is because 

they insist on starting with their respective metaphysical commitments before theorising. 

At the end of their jomey they wind up with two "incommensurable" theories that 

ostensibly de@ any impulse to compare hem or rationally choose the better of the 

alternatives. It is at this point that theoretical debates in IR become somewhat polemic 

as both sides castigate one another for their insipid intellectual commitments. This is 

ostensibly why these theories are incommensurable, and it is this which feeds the 

appearance that there is no way out of the rift. Stepping back fiom the debate, it is 

astounding, yet perfectly reasonable as to how this could have happened. Botb sides are 

more committed to their metaphysical platforms about what the world is rather than to 

the establishment of some intersubjective basis through which an understanding worid 

politics is made possible. To take a cnide example îhe rift is tantamount to an American 

and a Briton sticking to tbcir respective use of the word 'socccr' and 'football' to describe 

a game where two teams dribble a ball with tbeir feet, on a field with specific 

dimensions, and attempt to put the ball past a man who tends a space defined by two 

vertical posts joined by a horizontal crossbar. The two sides talk about the same game, 

but the disagreement tends to hinge on the definitional representation rather tban the 

substance of the game itself, and the insistence that the debate stay et the lcvel of the 

abstracted words rather than to the game itself forever forbids any kind of reasonable 

solution. Does this not describe the terseaess of the debate in IR thcoty? How nasonable 

is it to stay at the lcvel of abstraction when attempting to understand and act 



authentically? Does it not also show the limitations of attempts to posit that words and 

concepts can be used to correspond to or perfeetly describe something as intersubjective 

as a "gamen? Finally, what matters rnost, the word (or definition), or the fact of the 

intersubjective understandings that make the game possible? 

It should be noted here that the two sides are not on equal footing. Since Realivn 

is the founding disciplinary theory, it is generally the standard against which alternatives 

are judged; a fact which is problematic given the empiricist leaaings of its protagonists. 

Reaiists are not to be singularly faulted for accepting the dubious dichotomies of 

factlvaiue, or reaiityhtopia as the foundational relationship giving life to its analysis. 

Thinking in this way has been common in Western epistemology since Descartes' creation 

of the mind and the extemai world as two distinct realms of existence, and the 

evolutiooary mistrust of the mind's ability to apprehend and make ûue statements about 

this "external" world. In a nutshell, the xparation of science fiom philosophy is based on 

the extent to which the subjective influence of the mind is said to have been 

methodoiogically removed fkom the apprehension of extemal reality. Philosophers such 

as Kant attempted to put philosophy squarely ahead of science, but others since have 

realised that no amount of malytic rationality can deal with the fact of a world with real 

political and social relations. Which brings one to the basis of twentieth cennvy critiques 

of knowledge. These critiques summarily dismiss the notion that what is undcrstood as 

knowledge is anything 0 t h  than intersubjective, and that in so fat as one speaks of 

human relations, then tallcing about a "world" as existing indqmdently of those relations, 

or talking about the world as if it weic possible to nmow oneself hom bat world, is an 



arrogation to scieatism where it clearly has no place. The Cartesian notion of "two 

worlds" and the dichotomisations that corne with it have therefore taken a beating in this 

century. So too bas the Kantian miversality implied in his notion of apnon' rationality. 

These twentieth century critiques provide the intellechid grist for the mil1 of 

Critical IR theory. The first problem that these critics have is with the presumption that 

what Realists are taRking about is a reality that is somewhat resistant to human intentions 

to influence that reality. More importantly, these critics have imported the pst-modem 

scepticiun of discursive disci plinary constructions such as science, positivism , and 

"rationality" itseif as powerful but obscure systems of resistance to liberating or 

transfomative practices in the lifeworld. That Realimi continues to be the predominant 

approach in IR theory is seen as less a product of its supenor ability to explain and 

understand international phenomena, and more a nflection of the extent to which its 

positivism and historicim typicaily negate the influence of agents and experiences on the 

course of political life. This rnostly explains the deserved disdain not only for the Realist 

meta-theoretical assumption-that the world is an object, and that mie biowledge is 

scientific-but also the disdain for its theoretical constmctions of anarchy and 

sovereignty; concepts that explicitly define in advance specific identities and practices for 

agents in the world. 

This is to suggest that thm is much more to understanding Realism's dominance 

in the IR scholarly community than its accordance with the "nality" of world politics. 

Critical IR theorists attempt to show that Realism's positivism resists intersubjtctivity and 

opemess in theoretical practice thus malong it a poor t d  for rndcrstaading world 



politics. Critics are questioning the nature of the generalisations that make up the Realist 

conception of international politics, suggesting that too much is assumed away the by 

consigning the actions and intentions of political agents under the rubric of anarchy. 

Kenneth Waltz's Theoy of Intemutiond Politics, is for many a regression of international 

theory since it fomally instantiates the discipline of international Relations on a fimi 

positivist footing. It tends to subordinate the contingent aature of unique events, past and 

present, to an abstract theoretical system that codifies them and hicks them away in the 

dustbin of History . R B  .J. Walker observes 

Claims to novelty ... have an appropriate location w i t b  the established 
conventions of contnnporary intellechial Me. Even the stading dissolutions and 
reconstitutions of 1989 can Kem like business as usual once one is sedated by 
contemporary philosophies of history, by scholarly procedures that, no less than 
established political intcrests, are ready and willing to put novelties and 
uncertainties in their proper place.. . .Thtories of international relations.. .arc 
intaesthg less for the substantive eqlanations thcy offer about political 
conditions of the modan world than as expressions of the limits of the 
contemporary political imagination when confionted with persistent claims about 
evidence of fundamental historical and structural transformation. ' 
Arguments of this nature are characteristic of the kinds of criticisn levelled at the 

Realist theory of international politics. In sum, what Realist critics are really arguing 

against is the notion that international politics cm be known scientifically and that 

Realias have successfblly done so. They daim bat to understand international politics 

is to proceed normatively rather than inductively, scnsing that knowledge is ontologically 

embedded in the human cornmitment to physical, moral, intellechial, and social liberation. 

For the most part the thcsis is sympathetic to tbe meta-theoreticai assumptions of these 



criticai approaches, especially since I too, iike Martin Wight maay years ago, am inclined 

to disparage the paucity of theory in IR? To the extent that critical IR theory attempts to 

move IR theory away fiom its empiricist roots and positivist theoretical tendencies and 

back to the level of political analysis it i s  a positive step for the discipline. But in so f a  

as critical tbeory is rooted in emancipatory ends or is antitheticd to the act of theory 

itself, IR discourse degenerates into a metaphysical battle over whose theory best 

corresponds to a "Tnith" rather than a discourse aimed at practical theory. Rorty gives a 

good way out of this tendency, "Once we dump the idea that the aim of inquiry is to 

represent objects and substitute the view that inquiry aims at making beliefs and desires 

coberent, then the Parmenidean question of bow we can represent accurately what does 

not exist is irrelevant, and the notion that there is a truth about what is ieai gets set aside. 

So the only notion of 'object' we need is tbat of 'intentional object.' " 3  h oothr words, it 

may be time to swap Realist theory because of its intellectual attachent to 

essentialism-that is, because it depends upon the metaphysical notion that there is a 

world "out there" to be discovered through inquiry and illuminated via theoretical laws 

and generalisations. Cntical theories need to expand their lines of attack beyond their 

obsession with positivism in Realism and rcfiain from the metaphysical assertion that 

their rationalist, coptivist theories correspond to the emancipatory Tmîh of humm 

history. Both sides ought to be mindfii of the fact that the world is both a field of iaquiry 

A ebuge levelld by MMn Wight in 'Why is There no Iaîerartiond Tbeory", in Heikn Butterfieid, MMn 
Wight, Diplomdc Investigoiom, Essqs in the Thtoy of Infe11101ond Politics, Cambridge, MA: Huvud University 
Press, 1966. 

' Richard Rorty, Objectiviry, Reldvism. cnd Tmrli,, Philosophicd Papen Volume 1, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991, 106. 



und action-the one inseparable fiom the other-and one where there may be as many 

disparate sets of beliefs and values giving rise to action in the world as there are agents. 

This is a rather lengthy justification of the theoretical impehis for the thesis to 

follow, but it is quite necessary since the pragmatist position king argued throughout the 

examination gets much of its intellechial juices from aspects of both sides of the 

theoreticai fence splitting IR theory. The pragmatist resists the urge to take sides since 

this bas in many instances in Western thought rneant clinging to one metaphysicalist 

dogma over another. This is anathema to the full blown cornmitment to intersubjectivity 

that the pragmatist position sees as a necessar). element of "good theory." Good theory 

is not an explanation of "reality" or an elegant justification of a master plan for 

worldwide "emancipation." A good theory is one that has been ideally justified as "me" 

by as wide a body of discussants as is possible and which also allows us to "do better" 

rather than "to know" the Truth. Accepting this, deteminations of "better" always depend 

on intersubjective agreement, and that intersubjective agreement is contingent on both the 

identity of the discussants and the historical exigencies in which bey discuss. Unlike 

Realism and Critical IR theory, the pragmatisn being advocated herc never assumes that 

a theory hooks on to a reality, or that a theory is ever indefmitely bue. New contexts and 

unrecognised agents always make politics something that is unfolding, rather than 

something that is permanent. This is why an attachent to concepts of auarchy and 

sovereignty are pdcularly thrcattning in theory as they are in practice, since they over 

simplify the effects of identity and agency in an understanding of world politics. It is the 

aigument throughout the thesis that in so f ~ r  as Realists and emaiicipatory critical 



theorists are not taking seriously the notion of intersubjectivity, contuigency, and 

language, as important elements of theory-which key thinters mch as Wittgenstein, 

Heidegger, Rorty, and Putnam have shown-they are not tPking the act of theory 

seriously at ail. Both sides have a tendency to posit metaphysical univdisms as 

theories, and as mentioned above, this stems from a sinplar cornmiment on both sides 

to the existence of Trnth. Post-modems extol the vimies of not taking theory seiiously, 

so a discussion of theu relevaace to IR tbeory is necessarily bief and in passing in this 

exam ination. 

The thesis to follow may appear as something of an enigma depending upon the 

nader's particular level of femiliarity witb philosophy, political theory. or international 

relations theory. What 1 have attempted to do is discuss the many issues that cumentiy 

divide the scholarly comrnunity in international relations by juxtaposing a rathtr complex 

and relatively arcane (in spite of its widespread popularity) philosophical pragmatic 

approach into IR theory. It shall be up to the nadcr to decide if what is beforc them is 

good IR theory or good philosophy (or disconcerthgly, whether it is a poor demonstration 

of either). No doubt, experts in eithcr philosophy or international relations theory wiI1 be 

slightly dissatisfied with the presentation and trament of the main points of the No 

disparate disciplines which an king rather impiously married here. To say the least, thm 

is much more that 1 could bave said about either p~agmatism, pst-modanism, Cnticd 

Theory, and the many points of R d s m .  1 am well awve of the omissions. Without 

giving the reader too much ammunition with which to cut down the foliowiog 

examination, the common practict of malMg rn argument at the intellectuel expense of 



another's straw man is not abandoned here. In spite of this, I hopc that 1 have been 

somewbat successîùl in allowing the reader to see that the approach that 1 have taken here 

is somwhat unique in relation to those things which are cmmtly said in international 

relations theory. 

Before proceeding to a brief summary of the chapters, 1 would like to say a few 

words about the choice of subject matter. Just befon m a h g  the h a 1  decision as to the 

content of this master's thesis 1 happeneci to corne upon Hilary Putnam's Reason, Tmth, 

und History. At the tirne I was intellectually committed to writing a thesis similar in kind 

to the Critical IR theones which I have cnticised rathcr vehemently in this examination. 

However, 1 found the dogmatic and polemic tonc with which the critiques of Realism 

ofien proceeded to bc offensive and counter to my own sensibilities. Furthexmore, 1 

happened aot to believe that the ernancipatory goals of theory as zhey discemed them to 

ôe, were sornething tbat could be defined or reasoaably justified given the plethora of 

ways one could conceive of such goals on the sale of world politics. Wben 1 nad 

Putnam 1 was taken not only by the honesty with which he approaches bis subject matter, 

but with the fact that in form as in content, his philowphy invites challenge and 

amendment as mucb as it offers valuable insights to the nsolution of cornmon intellechid 

dilemmas. This is to be explaincd p d y  by his intcllectual disdain for the kinds of 

permanent Tnitbr which ofken, but not always, tuni open-minded scholen into unwitting 

dogmatists, and partly (mostly, 1 suspect) from a pasonai affability, one which secs 

scholersbip more as cooperation han cornpetition. 1 did aot scw this apprach in either 

of the Rcdist, Critical IR theory, or, especidly, pst-modernist pempectives. It came as 



no su~prist as I read more of his works to l e m  that Putnam is as notorious for changing 

his mind as he is for his pragmatism. mus, 1 was hooked. 

Chapter one will give a short genealogy of Westm thinking about tnith and 

knowledge fiom Descartes to the present in order to provide a basis for the critiques of 

both Realism and Cntical IR theory in sub~quent chapten. Because die examination das 

not delve hirther into the many challenging issues brought out in this first cbapter, the 

reader will no doubt be lefi a littîe unsatisfied with the coverage of any, or, perhaps al1 

of the elements brought out. This canaot be helped. Two things are essential to Chapter 

one: the first, that knowledge and truth are, or have thus far been, inseparable; the second, 

that how we obtain such knowledge and what this knowledge is for distinpishes one 

approach from another. I will attempt to show how Western thought has historically and 

mistakenly seen Truth as having intrinsic properties, the contents of which are 

appropriated in the mind or through methods and languages that help latch on to, or that 

correspond with, this Tnith. This historical tendency bas led to a negiect of the extent to 

which intersubjectivity and contingency designate what one means by laaguage, science, 

and ultimately, tmth in the first place. 

Chapter two of the thesis will subject the Realist theoretical tradition to much 

scrutiny. In an attcmpted to establisb an object of shidy, Realists have inclined to a 

reliance on over simplifiai readings of Thucydidcs, Machiavelli, and evcn of E.H. Carr 

and Hans Morgenthau. This suggests that whatever "Tradition" that exists in Rcalism is 

largely a fabrication, but one which seaas to have been accepted by both Realists and its 

critics. However, then is one thing that unifies dl modem Rcdists; a belief in the 



distinction between reaiityhtopia or fact/value, and the vastly divergent theoretical 

standpoints dictated by them. A closer reading of both Carr and Morgenthau indicates that 

this is something of a departurc fiom theu original pragmatic impulse to orient theory 

away from idealisations of world politics and toward better practice of world politics. 

Having ptovided good critiques of utopians for their rationalisations of politics both 

thinkers appear to sunender to empiricism when getting down to the business of 

theorising world politics, implying that they are talking about the harsh "rcalitics" of 

international political life. The positivist revision of Kenneth W dtz rcpresents a 

theoreticai nfinement that is the next step to the cmpiricism fostered by a generation of 

Realists, but M e r  clouds the minds of IR theorists of the extent to which theory and 

practice are linked. 

Chapter three will be used io demonstrate that critical IR theory repnsents a 

pragmatic step in the development of IR theory, but falls short of the mark when it begins 

to seriously talk about theory as part of the Enlightenment project. The most important 

contributions that critical IR theonsts make is in their emphasis on the extent to wbich 

nonnativity resonates thioughout the act of theory-indeed that theory is a normative act 

in itself-and the cxtent to which theones tha! are not intersubjective are implicitly 

marginalising other voices in theory and in practice. By arguing for a Western notion of 

universal emancipatioa this intersubjective, democratic theoretical impulse is lost. 

Fhally, chapter four ancmpts to keep the question of theory in IR dive by 

illuminating the extent to which the metaphysical projccts of both Enlightenment IR 

theoiy and Realism arc redly rcmnants of a western debate ovcr philosophical redism. 



Post-modern relativism and the appearance of theoretical incommensurability an seen 

negative outcomes produced by the intractable rifts between Rcalism and its Critical 

counterparts. In the end, the point of this final chapter is to provide a philosophical 

rejoinder to the kinds of arguments that are being brought into IR theoretical discoum 

which obstnict the progrcss of IR theory into a more human ceatred non-metaphysical 

approacb to howledge. This can only be done by dl sides taking theory seriously, which 

means engaging in a RU! debate by making an honest attempt to understand the other's 

theoretical position and abandoning the view that the whole enterprise is either entirely 

flawed or intractable. 



CHAPTER 1 

For if w e tm in these investigdons rir. tyhg to un&cstœd the essence of lrngwalgc-iu 
function, its stiuctm,-yet îhis ir not whrir ihose questions have in view. For they sec in 
the essence, not something t h  drdy lies open to view md tic<r becomes sunwyoble &y 
a wmmgern ent, but something t& lirs kiicsth the su f i e .  Smething t k  iies w ithin, 
whch w e see when w e look into the thing, md which m d y s s  digs out. .. Th essence is 
hidden from us? tkir is the fom our pmblem now mslrmes. We mk: "Wht h lrnguqe 
"Whrt is o pmpositim?" A nd the m e r  to these questioiu is to be gben oncc md for 
dl: mi jmdependedy of my ~ U M V  expenence. 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophicd Investigm.ons 

Intwduction: Knowledge and the Semh for Tnrth 

Realism is the dominant theontical perspective in Intanational Relations (IR) 

theory. The discipline's early protagonists, E.H. C m  and Hans J. Morgenthau were the 

first to comprehensively state the main purpose of inquiry into international affain: to sift 

through the plethora of idedimis about the way the study of world anairs ought to be 

conducted and to get to îhe heart of the "reaiities" of world politics. According to thex 

and later Realists, the study of international politics takes place within the fnmcwork 

provided by the notions of aaarchy, sovereignty, and powe~; the intractable elements of 

world politics. It is furthcr alleged that in order to understand the effects of these 

influences on the counc of world affin, it is impcrative that one abandon whatever 

idealistic or subjective influences which happcn to cloud one's perception of the facts 

kfon them. A more thorough anaiyois of Rediom rnd its main tenets wiU k the subject 

of the next chapter. For the purposes of this chapter, it is essential to understand the 

assumptions about theory and knowledgc that are being forwrrded by aimost every Reolist 



since C m  and Morgcnthau. The first is the belief in a reaim of "facts" tbat is distinct 

from the human interactions which make a "fact" a possibility in the first place, md the 

second, given this belief, that it is possible, or desirable, to remove subjectivity and values 

fiom the process of inquiry about these facts. 

Underlying what will bc a lengthy critique of tbis position is the problematic 

implied by two simple but pressing questions pertiiing to the natun of knowledge: what 

is it exactly one is attempting to biow, and how d a s  one go about knowing it? As far 

as this examination is concemed, tmth has always bcen the aim of inquiry, but the 

intellectual divide over the nature of mith has k e n  especially candid since Descartes' 

mindlbody dynamic and subsequent developments in the growtb of science piqued the 

western fascination with kiowledge, certainty, and technology. However, the nature of 

mth will always remain an open question, thus making any theoreticai position that 

proceeds as if the matter of üutb were satled once and for dl, either by an ontological 

attachmeat or via an epistemological one scem both spurious and unjustifiable. 

Unforîunately, thcrc has beea a propensity in Western thinking to try to think of Truth 

as a "thing" and to n ly  upon certain intellectual cteations as a means to hook onto it. in 

Kant's time, one sees the mind as the avatar of Tnith, in today's timc, language and 

rational dialogue are seen as the means of g e h g  at it. Before pst-modern critiques made 

thcir intellectual mark, however, it was science that was osteasibly the best muuis through 

which howledge of dllngs was apprchended. In terms of understanding the signifiace 

of human nlaîions, these appcar to k rather utl~atisfactozy "solutions" to the problem of 

tnlth. 



mply reflected in the tbeoreticai debates that are shaping the f ime of IR theory. Realism 

for example, assumes that the content of what is meant by "Tmth" is senled, the main 

problem thus king the challenge of coming up with a rncthod through which these 

contents are appropriated by inquisitors. This is ao empiricist view of howledge, and in 

its most modem incarnation (neo-Realism), Redist theory relies upon generalisations and 

covering laws which employ the methods of a long disrcputed form of logical positivism. 

Such a theoretical leaning gets its early impehis fkom C m  and Morgenthau's 

"reality/utopiaW distinction, the overarching epistemological dichotom y in IR theory . The 

evolution fiom empiricism to the positivism that now marks neo-Realism formalises the 

metaphysicd attachmerit to the "reality" believed to exist by early Realists. It also 

ostensibly allows the Realist to discount normative theories on the ground that their focus 

on "values" clouds perception of the "facts" of international life. Realist meta-theoretical 

assumptions about how to theorix international politics delineate a metaphysicd reaiist 

postion,' which "is the notion that there is-in a philosophically privileged sense of 

'objed-a definite Totality of Al1 Real Objects and a fact of the mattcr as to which 

properties of thox objects are the intrinsic properties and which are in some sense 

perspectivd."' Dematcating a distinction between what kinds of tbeories are facmal and 

what an "utopian" in the sense tbat Realists have done rcpreseats a hue belief that then 

is a place where ail "ml" objects exist and which arc ody apprehended in a certain 

* Rie subjsct of philo5ophicû rdism will be more Mly discussed in Chapter 4. 



manllct. 

Cxitical IR theorists have launched a challenge to this kind of theorising, many 

(excepting postmodern critics) with a very Hegelian notion of knowledge as a dialectical 

process of self-conscious liôeration and self-improvemmt. They do however, remab 

somewhat ambivalent about the uivcrsalisms inherent in such an approach. To the critics 

of Realism, biowledge practices are aimed more at social construction han they are at 

ontological disclosure, the typical position of empiricists. Akin to critics in philosophy 

and political theory, metatheoretical IR critiques are essentially trying to show how the 

positivism in modern Realism constrains, limits, and negates responsible action because 

of the narrowness of their constmcted image of reality. In other words, the Realist 

knowledge of redity is limited by their epistemological approach. These critics are 

attempting to rationally take back the Truth-as liberty or emancipation-but in so doing 

are just as caught in the grip of an alternative metaphysical picturc. 

What follows is a rather abbreviated intellechial history of the debate over the 

links benveen mith and knowledge. There is no pretense here to be offering anything 

other than an introduction to those issues that mark the divides between Realists and 

Critical IR theorists in the theoretical debates in the discipline of IR theory, the finer 

points of which will appear in later chapters. Issues of Tnith, represeniation, rationality, 

and lanpage are highlighted in this chapta in order to illuminate the thnist of theory 

debates in international relations. The larger point of course, is to note that that discord 

ovcr the relationship bctween Tmth and knowkdge in mctathcorctical debates in IR 

thcofy wagc thcir battlc upon the same intellemai ground as politicai tbeorists and 



philosuphers have for centuries. The Redist longing to edablish an hdepcadent discipline 

bas obscured this fact, and the Cntical IR theorists, much to their credit, have spent as 

much t h e  convincing Realisn that IR theory is as much about political theory as it is 

about world politics. Al1 IR scholars must be cognizant of cunent thinking about practices 

of knowledge, which converge around the ways in which ontology and epistemology are 

intricately intertwined with notions of agency, intersubjectivity, and practice. in addition 

to the ways in which tbey have tnditionally been associated with Tnith. It is the argument 

of this examination that the modern pragmatism of Richard Rorty and Hilary Putnam is 

the most useful twentieth cenhiry mode of thought thraugh which the merits of Realism 

and Critical IR theory approaches are adjudged. For prapatists, the Western 

epistemological impulse to theorise as if doing so was u n c o v e ~ g  a particdar a-temporal 

Trutb is highly tendentious and is countered with an mtimetaphysicalist (and therefore 

anti-epistemological) position that demonstrates the fdlibility of my notion of truth over 

time. 

It is essential to understand bat  theories are about real people whose shared 

beliefs deeply penetrate the theones that are ultimately constructed about the world. Since 

the dynamics of the community always change as new agents and identities anse and 

interact-and as the goals of the community change with them-it is impossible to expect 

ba t  any theory cm be useful indefinitely. This means that theories reliant on ontological 

mystifications and universalist propositions are going to be hopelessly hadequate in 

offeriag aay iiiumination about hman beings in a canent context. intuitively, dieory and 

inquiry seems to equip the scholar with a better meais of understanding the changing 



hature ef fntersubjectivc values. fts puqwsc i s  best eohsmied as a "~contextualisation of 

be~iefs,"~ nther than as aimed at painting a permanent pichin of the world: in either of 

abandoned. To do so requins an acceptance of the evolutionary epistemological shift 

away fiom W g  hiowledge with universalishg abstractions to a novel emphasis on 

accounting for real agents. This is oaly accomplished if thinking about truth as having an 

intrinsic nature is abjured in f a v m  of a highet level of comfort with the sena that any 

truë assértioii i s  tnië f& only à timë. In othër wordh true &sissertions ihrè fàlliblë, or 

contingent; that is, they are applicable in different times and under different 

eircumstances. For internatimd relations themy, (hîs would represcnt s massive 

metrithéoretical Ièap àway nom the kinds of ideological Soares in which IR thëonsts have 

continually found themselves. 

The tension that exists baween the dominant Realist theories and the critical 



resetution ef qoMit+ns pmainhg ta the- abitity ef the mhd te apptehend knewtedgr ef 

an "objective" world. The Cartesian solution to this tension dtimately nsted in an 

mshakeable faith in reason to produce certain know1cdge. h u g h  Bis hventioa of the 

miad which "provided a field of inquiry which seemed prior to the subjects on which the 

amient philosaphers had had opinions, it providd a field withm wbich ccrtahty, as 

opposed to mere opinion, was possible."' Thidcers ever since have grappled with the fact 

of "knowing" anythhrg about the wortd of sense cxpericnce and the levei of certain@ 

inherent in such knowledge. ûne of the most outstanding contributions of twentieth 

Cëntury social c~nd pditical tbeory h& been to r e d e n t  the philosophicd problems poseâ 

by Cartesian dualism and the oscillations betwcen empiricism and rationalism fostered by 

this problematic within the context of Enlighteament modmiity. The notion that 

knowledge and meanhg are related concepts, sueh that knowledge cm w, longer be 

justified as either rnethodologically separable or grounded in an ontologically prior nalm 

of tnrtb or objectivity arc ncw to this ccntwy. In cmtradi~stimtion to earlier eras (but 

really begiming with the Nietzrchean critique of rationality) epistemological debates in 

this centmy have- been fiamed witbm the overarcbg contmt of hbcrtg and practice; 

Critiques of epistemdogy snd ntiodity, mt torneation stqhisticated phi)ost,pbies 

of science, have indelibiy exposed the self-imposed and oppressive limits of knowledge 

tbat havcbrought to tight suspicion of thsrrotion of Tm& as a mqpy independent of 

ow rational nconstnictions of it. Realism and its cntics en very much caught in the same 

problèmatis as thky detiate' oveir lssue.s of tbi' " t ë d i ~  of intetÎiati0fi.d pQlltîes, Uië fo7rÏricr' 



andlor anti-fouudational critique of such empiricism. While the serious philosophical 

be a common strain that enjoins thcm dl, namely, the complete denial of the 

epistemotogically stlperio~ position of Realism and a ctitiqtrt of tbc fornidations upon 

which this stenis is erroneously claimed. As Brown notes, "the common featun of the 

new approaches is the belief that al1 varicties of social and political thought dominant in 

che West since the Enlightenment==tk d i m u ~ ~ ~ s  of modemity, perhaps=are in c ~ s i s . " ~  

For the most part critical theory is oriented to a constant problematisation of the Reaiist 

antological and epistcmotagicd assmnptions. taknig their bearings from novet 

developments in the philosophy of science, notably th+ pathhcaking work of Thomas 

Kuhn, and from political theory/philosophy, the works of Jurgen Habermas, Michel 

Foucautt, and Jacques Demda pmticular among them. This h e  of cnticism gains its force 

fiom developments in the intellectual thought in philosophy and political theory. 

Twentieth century critiques of modemity have their origins in eighteenth century 

Kaatian epistemology which was esscatid in elevating rationality to a prominent position 

in obtaining kmwledge. Karts  phihsophy was a direct cbatknge te Lhe phlosaphy of 

empiricists such as Hume who were convinced diat the only relevant knowïedge was that 

which could corne fiom cxpencnce and observation. Hume's nominalism proposcd that 

"general staternents about the world that do not have their refereace in independent, 



empiricist project of Hume was centred around the notion of causation, and observation 

was not as much onented to fmâing causes as much as it was to focusing on the 

obsetvable effects ba t  were produced." For Hume and other empiricists. the regularities 

of the world which are revealed via ohendon w m  ewtrgh- ta asmn them the dat~s 

of an "objective" world. nie problem wiîh this (philosophical) d i s t  conception, 

however, is that pure sensations and their relateâness to an "objectiven world are 

meaingtess in imd of chemsefveq and attcmpts at methoddogicd foimdisation are 

inundated with the types of subjectivim and metaphysics which Hume and the empiricists 

were attempting to nfute.12 in international relations, a similar problem is encountercd as 

neo-Realists posit "marchic structuresw that appear to exist without king able to articulate 

(OF justi@) adequately a eethod or principle that would d b w  asy given tkeorist to mivc 

at the same conclusion givcn the similar histoncal data. 

In contradistinction to the untenable position of the empiricists, Kant attempted 

to provide a pbi.bsopliicd explanetion of Bow a subject otders Bi.s exaxpericnce in a sranaer 

that allows him to reasonably make substantive epistcmological, moral, and practicai 

judgements. Kant believed that "we can never explah the world as it appears to us merely 

by reference to expcrience; to do so we nad necessary priaciples logically prior to and 

l2 This highlisbts tbe empincist pmblem of trybg to dnw 8 distinct ho f~ (w hem as 
'ortpcriences") 4 vdues (*ch me osteasibty 'subjsàve"), which is mt easily W. Oa cbll ~ i a t  Sa Rmum. 
"Tbe Impact of Science,' in Rrmtm, Tniih. od Htstmy, Cambridge, UK: Clinbzî~a ~ e p ,  1981. 



appearanccs) is conceived by Kant as the result of opnori howledge which dlows the 

mind to synthcsise and make sens of apparcntly mdom empincal phenornena, and 

which alw ailows the mind to make analytic statemats which are truc independent of 

experience. In general, Kant's opnon rationality is what is said to be the means through 

which thinking beings are able to judge and act in accordance with the universal 

categorical imperatives rather than having to consign themselves to the uncertaintics 

impticit in a particular context or sensation. Etccmding tu Kant, thinlring beirrgs lmve tlie 

capacity to understand the significance of ail the minutiae of sensations and experiences 

by reducing them to the wioms of "rationality." In essence, rationality is in this case the 

foundation and judge of dl knowledge, and therefore the key to epistemic, moral, and 

aesthetio ûuth. As Rorty notes, "Kant put philosophy 'on the securs path of science' by 

putting outer space inside inner space (the space of the constihiiing activity of the 

traagcendentai ego) aml then claiming Cartesian ceilzwty about the inner for tbe laws of 

the universalism that bis implics; al1 subjccts have this moral capacityl' and to talk about 

rnd i ty  or mtli is to thidc of it rio sometliiag preqgiwn in a like mamer to dl who are 

capable of tbinking.'6 

" fLns R e i n  nïnaod~ction" in Kmt: Poliricd Wntings, Cambridge, UK: Cmibridp University Ras, 1991. 
ï 7. 



who was more interested in establisbing a rational system which would have more 

praetied iatplications kt the lifew0cM. The basis, of Hcgcl'r philosop8y rested in the 

concept of mcognition of subjectivity (and therefore rationdity) in idealised objectivity, 

community) and the actualisation of  rational identity ." His critique stvercIy wcakened the 

subjective eanscendental tenets of Kantian ntionality and would be the commtone for 

Mm's materialism based on concepts of alienation and reificetion of the oppressive 

~lations of production; things which w d d  ostenibty produCe revolut ion~  

consciousness and transfomative action. Most importantly, Hegel's critique of Kantisn 

represeated inter-subjectively (and therefore objectively, in a phenomenological sease) and 

socially seif- formative- (Bilûongsprozess); as t iberatmg and creative' rather than static and 

empirical. These ideas would later be central to the development of Critical Theory and 

cornmunitarian abical arpents  of the twentieth eentnry, Plbeit without the implications 

of Hegel's specuiative mythologisation of the coacrete objective world, which implicitiy 

subjugates al1 to the Absolute Spirit, or Gcist (or State). 

It is the contributions of both Kant and Hegel to whicb modern notions of 

imowkdge as telos, as seif-formative, and as transfomative are owed. $or underlying 



and the Enlightenment notions of fkeedom and rationality. For Kant as for Hegel, 

rahnality wasmt something that was-merely an autema through whicb the phenornena! 

world was appropriated. For them, rationality was an active participator in nomatively 

cmstmcting the world. For Kant this construction was in the idedisecl minci. whereas for 

Hegel, it was a process of self-conscious recognition of self in other, a cüalectic process 

of Aufhebung, or overcoming (negation), of alienated S p i d 8  For the purposes of modem 

critiques of epistemology, Hegel's philosophy is essential in planting the seeds of a radical 

critique based on a metaphysics of Beiag as becming, thus Éocusi~g mdernity's 

ccmscronmess on time;I9 It is h m  Hegel tba one is today able to make critiques about 

the situated context of knowledge as in itself a reamn for criti~ism.~ From Kant one i s  

M e  to move away h m  brute data empincism towed ci subjective b@is ffoi normtitive 

judgement and critique. 

In the late aineteench cenhiry, the appearance of Nietzsche's critique of iationality 

in its various incarnations fkom Plato, to Judeo Christian tnrnsmogrifications, to Cartesian 

&&an and the amival of Enlightemnent rationdity (@en its most systematic trcatment 

in Kant) has proven an insurmountable blow to transcendcntal rationalist epistemology. 

" ûn these points. recognition of self in other. rnd the muter-slave relrtionship as cxemplifying the antinomies 
of-thdom and ndnecus&ty  osa G.W.F. H e g d ; - P I C e ~ m a m l o ~  of Spi&,- k V .  Minermm,.New Yarlr: Oxfordord 
University Ress, 1977. S a  espccidly 1 1 1-1 19. 

This is r major rouice of L i t d  contndjction, whKb He@'s phi1oLopby p m n k  F O ~  H W ~ ~ S  g d  seans 
to have bëen fci sstiblisb fbi intinihdi of ~ ~ r t u j i s e d  Spin't whifi if io'uir)it fo a v h c *  &jg v i m  & a viSitin of 
astory as self conscioumess o~lcoming of the contingmcy of the ptcscnt. 



mm's "will to power" ( d l  to Iive) which was a product of systematised and 

institutiondiscd practiees of rationdity and hiowledge such as Chnstianity and science, 

both of which are based in a faith in "tnitb" 

Tt ir cieur &a! science tob nsts on a )aith; thae is na science 'without pesupparitionj.. .it 
aiways rcsts on a rnctaphysicai feith upon whkh our fath in sciena rem-that even we 
devotees of icnowledge todey, we godless aies and antimctaphysicia~ rslre our fm 
fiom the flame which a faith a thousand ycan old has kindtd: that Chnstiau faith, which 
was dm Neto's fhth, ihst Gad k mah, that wuth is divùi~...'~ 

Nietzsche's critique of the foundations of knowledge in üuth was a direct attack 

radical scepticism about the empiricist proclivities in western rationalism. paired witb his 

metaphysics of Powei, would pave the way for pivotal twentieth cenhiry critiques of 

modernists. Heidegger's work fundamentally changed the way the twenticth ccntury would 

think about Iiistory end most importantly, was an essentid critique of modemist 

(techical) ràtiondity and ontology which would bë Lpist for'the deconstmctivist mil1 of 

future post-modernists. For Heidegger, modernity is based on the Cartesian duality of 

subjectivity and objtctivity w k h  sn manifest as the antinomy bawcen mm aad nature. 

The ethos of modernity is Hegelianism gone al1 wrong, via the impulse to a technical 

subjirgation of an objective rc& os the ~ c s s i o i r  of the modern will ta power. This 

manifests icalf politicdly as s " teckad politics of powcl and. conhof" and cconomieally 



exploitation of naturemn 

Therefore. the rationaiity and "'truthsn implicit in the modernist cornmitment to 

science snd techcal  progress are seen as  mere instruments of subjugation end rnastery 

rather than as authentic nflections of Behg which is indeterminate and necessity-les; 

"there is in [Heidegger's] view no inevitable or inesistible necessity that impels man 

towarâ one particula. god ... rather man dwclls on the question of his goal."u In other 

words, Heidegger is deepty troubled by what he sees as a downward spiral inberent m the 

western tradition of thinking from Plato to the present which has beea oriented to a quest 

for certaiaty as to what thinking is for. His philosophy is an "attempt to stniggle fiee 

fiom what he came to think of as the underlying assumption of the West-the assumption 

tbat tnith is sanebow a matta of the stronger ovcrcoming the weal~er."~ For him the 

solution to bis kirid of thinking is a pralpnatic one: to give up thé ndion of tnfb as 

certainty, since this certaioty is always accomplished by a constant rational redescription 

of things, and also to escape fiom Tirne; "to rccaphire a sense of what time was like 

before it came under the spell of eternity, wbat we were like More we became obsessed 

with the need for an overarchiog context which would subsume and explain us ... he would 

tike to mapture a sense of coniingency, of the fiagility and riskincss of any human 

piojéct-a sénse'which the ontotheological tradition has made it hard to attaia."* Implicit 

'* ïüchud Rorty, *Heidew,  Cuatingsncy, rnd RagmItism." in Hubert Diyhis, Hurisoa NI. &S., Hcidèggcrr 
A Criticd Reolcr, Cambridge, MA: Blackwall, 1992, 212. 



them are v d y  differcnt today than they were yesterday and fiom that which they may 

be tornomw. 

The thought of the later Wittgenstein was a major timing point in Western 

thinLing about the role of language and meaning in constructing the edifice of what is 

known as "truth." Th- is no doubt that Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigaions is 

among the most important philosophical and pditid tnatiscs in this cenhiry This is 

due mosdy for the sense in which it briiiiantiy examines ththe extent to whicb such things 

as fhe nature of fnitb iind certainty ire thinp which ire leained intcrsubjeciively through 

speech and action. Wittgenstein was not the fim to discoune mdely on language, logic, 

and reference; J.L. Austin, Gotlob Frege, W .V.O. Quine, Bertrand Russel, and John Searle 

al1 made invaluable contributions in their explorations of this difficult subjecty but it is 

Wittgenstein's work that stands out, due mostly to the simplicity, scope, and wide-ranging 

implications of his thinking on these matters. 

Wittgenstein's philosophy is instrumental in helping the Western thinker to see the 

logical fallacies in positing a permanent truth to which language corresponds. RationaMy, 

rneaaing, and language are contingent as Wittgenstein secs it. They are not categories of 

kiiowiedge that are pre-@en to a mbject or to a worîd withm subjects; the significance 

of these categorks are established through interaction and are lemed or consmicted 

through speech and action, or what he calls a "languagt gamea, "Whcn philosophersuse 

l6 See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philorophicd lnvestigm'onr. GE.M Ascombe mm.. New York: MumiJian, 19%. 

A mbjcct which isweki beyuud both diescupeoftbisd+rion mdtbe mtaleccoii g m p  of bwr i te r .  
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a woid-'knowtedge', 'king', 'abject', 'P, 'ptopositioii', ' name-and . . *  .. ' try to grasp' the 

esxace of the thing, one must atways ask oneself: is the word ever us& in this way in 

the language-game which kits original home?"" Wittgenstein's work is an attack on the 

micd didactic ~ter ic ism of western thinking which fat too o h  tends to obfuscate the 

nahue of the "things" undentood by applying terms, concepts, and categories which are 

said to lay outside of evayàay interaction andor perception. In so doing, Wittgenstein 

"njected the essentialism of language in favour of a notion of socially constructed and 

applied 'language games' which emphasised the way that language was actuaily used, in 

different times and places, and how it constnicts a reality as part of a speech act? The 

notion of tmth as something tbat exists in distinction from the shared ways in which it 

is described through language seems, through a deeper understanding of the functions of 

lanpage, hopelessly fiawed. There is no laapage(s) that is not intersubjectively-based 

based even if there were such a thing as an "objective" world (which tbere is not). 

Moreover, the assertion that then can be such a thing as a "neutral* or merely descriptive 

system of language, as in say science or ratioaality, seems rather suspicious given the 

nature in which lmpage is essential in both constnicting and understanding the world. 

The arrivai of Wittgenstein and otbers who wouid focus on tbe role of laiiguage in social 

life has shapcd the modem (and pst-modem) notion that languagc is something that 

cornes behmen, d e r  than stands outside of, human beings. 

Tlie emphasis on the rok of Ianguage and discourse as dceply penetrating, or 

" Wittguuîtb, PICilsoPI,icd Irvc~1gm'ons, no. 1 16. 

b r g e .  Discomes of Globd Polttics, 143. 



oppressing, the collective psyche of a community is generally the W n g  point for the 

post-modem body of thinking that has becorne innuentiai in the latter part of this century. 

The post-modems focus their critiques (or deconstructions) at tbe typically Western 

manna of thinling which is d ian t  on foundational dichotomies such as fact/value, 

seWother, subjedobject, ûue/falr, and a hoa of othcr relations which define and Iimit 

lcnowledge and practice. The implications of Wittgenstein's thougbt on the contingency 

of laaguage and the intersubjective b i s  of "tnith" are taken much further as post- 

modems daim that just as laquage has been misconstrued as corresponding to o Tnith, 

so too has it been instnimentd-tbrough discursive practices-in constnicting, d e f ~ g ,  

and constraining human agents on the basis of this alleged Tmth. Michel Foucault's work 

is emblematic of this body of thinking, which has been an essential intellectual tool 

through which received wisdom about T h ,  biowledge, and the nature of identity, bas 

bea~ strippeà of its grounding in dubious fictional "nanatives," in order that the autonom y 

of subjects p c d s  uncolismineci by knowteûge practices. This i s  done, however, 

without an ntplicit a c c m t  of, or justification for what exactiy the post-modems mean 

by autonomy, or as it is conventionally known, "ficedom." As Taylor notes, "Foucault's 

analyses seem to bring evils to light; and yet he wants to distance himself fiom the 

suggestion which would seem to inescapably follow, chat the negation or overcoming of 

these eviis promotes a g o ~ d . " ~  This line of cnticism is commody leveled at post- 

modems wbo condemn modem f m s  of power/&rninatioa without oflering a good 

explication as to why one ought to take the implicit tmths of theû a r p e n t  as a serious 

Chules Taylor. 'Foufuilt on FrceQm and T d , '  in Phift~mphy ad rhc H w m  .Ycicrrces, Philt~suphiad 
P w r s ,  Vol 2, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1985, 152. 



alternative to prevailing notions of Tmth. It scems as if the pst  modems are confident 

that the mere utterance of dissatisfaction with the un-Iiberating state of lanpage and 

discourse arc enough to signify the inhcrent tnith of such utterances. 

In pmeeding wiîh a new langitage of l i h t i o n ,  past-rnodtmists scem to asph 

to create a new theoretical approacb for the intellectuai community, the contents of which 

at one and the same time ostensibly expose the limits of the old metaphysical 

logocentrisa as it transgresses it. This is reflected in Bmda who extols the Heideggcrian 

notion of 'ensure,' where the written word in a text appears crossed out, "This erasure is 

the Tuid writing of an cpoch. Under its strokes the presence of a transcendental sipified 

is effaced while still remaining lcgible, is destroyed while making visible the very idea 

of the s ip .  inasmuch as it de-limits onto-theology, the metaphysics of presence and 

logocentrism, tbis last writing is also the first writuig."" The urge to a wholesale erasing 

of the metaphysical past to which Western thinking has inclined i s  tempting were it not 

for the fact that the erascr is made of the same stuE it purports to erase. Moreover, 

addressing the societal problems to which thought (post-modem thought included) is 

aiways oriented, is not so easiiy solved by trivialishg past ways of thinking-which 

themselves provoke the modern intellectuaYexperiential crisis-but is accomplished by 

attempting to find out how thidcers became, as Wittgenstein would say, "trapped in the 

grip of a pichire," or, bow successive truths became the Tnitb. Post-modems do not take 

civilisation to the f i e  one too many thes. The veneration of the new (or the pst-) and 

" Jacques Doirida, "OfOnmm*ology,' in P e w  Kmuf ud, A Brmkh R d r :  Rctwee~~ tk Blids, New York: 
Columbia University Press, 199 1, 40. 



the chastisation of the old that this implies typifies the relation of one generation to the 

next . 

One strains to fhd  the liberating capacitics in this, since the Ianguage of the post- 

modernists appears-as did the language of Marxists who swore upon the falsc 

consciousness of the masses in an earlier time-to be as resistant (nay, repellant) to the 

cverychy experiences of human beings as any other didactic political or philosophical 

doctrine. The intellechial aeed to distinpish and distance their body of thought from 

others-and the creation of idiospcratic jargon to go with it-betrays the typical 

arrogance and urbanity which has always marked radical/critical politics, thus impeding 

the reaiisation of the tnily democratic aims they advocate. This trend continues in the 

work of other post-modernist figures such as Jean-Francois Lyotard, Roland Banhes, Jean 

Baudrillard, and Georges Bataille. Although b e y  take their philosophical beariags from 

the arguments of Heidegger and Wittgenstein (in many instances, also from Sartre), who 

argued about the contingency of language and discourse as they abjured ontology, they 

leave them behind once their deconsauction of foundations is done. The post-modern 

philosophical position represents a radical m ove away from the m ere anti-essentialism of 

Wittgentstein and Heidegger into a sceptical retreat into theoreticai relativisrn, taking 

theones, beliefs, and the autbor himself down the slide of nihilistic aporia with it. Rimary 

to ail social relations, it is asserted, is the existence of and prevalence of a power 

dynamic. To the pst-modems, aiy assertion appears to risk unwittingly parroting a 

'rcghe of tnith' and in so doing, abetting the dominion of power, "tnith isn't outside 

power, ... Tnith is a thing of this worid: it is produced only by virtue of multiple forms of 



constraint ...[ and] i s  linked in a circular relation with systems of p w e r  which produce and 

sustain it, and to efEects of power which it induces and extends it."32 Aside fiom the 

normative assmptions implied in the post-modern disQin for powcr, the extent to which 

purposive inquiry is subsequently abandoned by their project is disconcerthg given the 

very useful critiques of epistemology-as it bas üaditionally marginalised agency and 

identity-contained in their thought. 

Tbat the extension of howledge as üuth is to be prevented by eliminating 

discursive 'foms of constraint' that define, confine, subject, limit, and situate the subject 

within the boundaries established by the the assumption of a Truth is penerally the 

position taken by post-modemists. In international relations, the postmodern way to avoid 

the setting of boundaries is via an intertextual approach, "a critical inquiry into an area 

of thoupht where there is no final arbiter of tnrth, where meaning is derived fiom an 

interrelationship of texts, and power is implicated by the problem of lanpage and other 

signifjmg pra~tices."~~ Thercfore, the logic goes, if there is no such thing as foundational 

Truth, then there is no such thing as 'reliable' knowledge since any epistemic statement 

or lanpage of justification is permeated with power, or worse. perspectivity. and 

therefore subject to suspicion. In many ways this betrays a more profouiid necd for 

absolutist foundations to knowledge than even that desired by metaphysicians. It is 

tantamount to asserting, as Foucault, Derrida, Lyotard, and their international Relations 

'' Michel Fouciult, "Trutb rnd Powcr," in Puil Ilrbinow, ad., The Fouc4uIt Reder, New York: Pantheon Books, 
1984, 72.74. 
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advocates Michael Shapiro, James Der Derian, and David Campbell al1 implicitly do, that 

if there is no founâation, there is nothing that cm make any assertion more acceptable 

than any other. 

What one ends up with in sucb an approach is a rcnewed glorification of 

solipsism, a result of the question-begging logic of an approach that effectively argues 

that no assertion is wrong. because the very judgement of mong-ness (or 

unreasonableness) is itself a mere reflection of power. But, "is it not obviously 

contradictory to hold a point of view while at the same tirne holding that no point of view 

is more justified or right &an any o t h ~ r ? " ~  As Ritriam asserts, the pst-modems extol 

"a version of 'methodological solipsism.' a doctrine according to which the best way for 

me to think of concepts purporthg to refer to other people is for me to thidc of them 

simply as intellectual devices which are useful for the purposes of predicring and 

systematizing my own expenences."" How do 1 know that there is no such thing as 

anarchy, or that the language used to construct international politics is a mere by product 

of power relations, asks the post-modem&? Because I think that it is. ûther thaa this 

their thcory dows for no basis to daim to offer a justifiable assertion, to distinguish 

between a reasonable statement or "making noise."" In cnticising this kind of relativism 

Putnam notes, "The argument is that the relativist cannot, in the end, makc any sense of 

the distinction between being nght and thinking he is nghi; and that means that there is, 

Y See AI.ry Putnon, "Tm Conceptions of Rhondity," in Rcmn,  Tmth, al Histt~y, Cmbridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Ra, 198 1. 



in the end no difference betwem awerfing or thinking, on the one hand, and muking 

noises (or pioducing mental images) on the other" " Wbat if for exemple. one just 

happens to think relativist IR theory is m n g ;  how could a relativist discount such a 

view?)' For international relations theory, this means that there is no real way of judging 

the extent to which one theoretical off- say Realism, is bctta than any other 

theoretical o f f e ~ g ,  say Criticai IR tbeory, since thete is no 'Truth'-M way to discern 

between utterances. If this is the case, however. then why bother theorising? 

A distinctly different politico-philosophical movement, that of Critical Theory has 

its lineage in the theorists that make up the Frankfurt School of Social Criticism, arrivinp 

at roughly the same time as Wittgenstein and Heidegger were making their mark. Theodor 

Adorno, Max Horkheimer and Herbert Marcuse were the most prominent among this 

goup of thinken whose exile to the U.S. was the scene of some fertile intellechial 

achievements. These thinkers were highly pessimistic about the liberating potential of 

Manrist thought and about modem society in general, but really diverged from traditional 

thinking in their conception of science as a social a c t i ~ i t ~ . ~ ~  Their disdain for the 

oppressive limits cffected by the scientific edifices of modemisrn is similar in hnd to that 

of Heidegger, but their critique is a much more focused one in the sense that it is 

positivistic science which appears to them as the key culprit behind the obliteration of 

" Ibid.. 119. It is hem cbit the i l logid gpe*t of rel8tivism becorne mitcniblt for oyone interestad in puthg 
bmry on the prdi of usefulness. To the nl#iMn Putnun mks, 'If my point of view is as gaad as rny othcr. then 
why im't the point of viov i b  m l ~ i s m  is fdse as g d  as my other." Empbuis in originil. 
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modemity's Iiberating potential.' Tt ~ a m s  that the Frankfurt School thinkers were 

overwhelmed by the obscure forms of domination that had evolved beyond the mae class 

distinctions that had been evident in the previous cmtury, for they wcre able to offer no 

form of constructive alternative to the perils of a society swaltowed up by the forms of 

technical rationality evident in the growth of bureaucracy and other forms of 

cuIhiral/social engineering dong the lines of positivistic science. 

However the sceptical culture critiques of the Fraakfurt School would be the 

(distant) basis for a new kind of emancipatory theory which today exhibits itself in 

thinkers loosely labelled under the auspices of "discourse ethics". These thinken have 

taken up where the pessimism of the Frankfurt School left off, offering a "rational" 

alternative to both science and philosophy's failings in settling questions of practical 

morality!' Jiirgen Habermas leads the newer generation of Critical Theorists, a group 

which also includes the related (but not entirely identical) thought of Karl Otto-Apel, 

Seyla Benhabib, Axe1 Honneth, Thomas McCarthy, Allbrecht Wellmer, and Stephen K. 

White (to name a few). Against the relativism of the post-modems, these figures still 

place veritable faitb in rationality but reject the notion that it is contained independently 

within the knowing subject or that it is mmething that can be ascertained within the 

narrow confines of modem scientistic language practices. Most Mportantly, their critiques 

are based in a fundamental disdain for the West's propensity to see rationality as scientific 

" ibid, 32. 

ibid, 78, 



or technical rationality? The problem with scientific rah'onality king used to understand 

human affairs is that it is only capable of apprehending "iate~bjective reality which is 

brute data identifiable" but is unable to grasp the shared normative principles which are 

the basis of community? 

According to these theorists rationality has mmy faces, with the primaq one king 

the ontological moral interest in the GoodU as the intersubjective basis for a just and 

stable community. In keeping with developments in theories of lanpage these thinkas 

account for the intersubjective, dialogka1 elements in their development of principles of 

rationai nom justification and do not see language or rationality as inberently oppressive 

in itsclf as do the post-modems. Their focus is instead on didogical aspects of language 

and discourse (democracy, for example) as a means through which rationality and Truth 

are justified and validated. To Apel, Habermas, and Benhabib, oppressive linguisticlsocial 

practices are the rcsult of distorted communication and their remedy is to make way for 

unforced dialogical agreement as a means to expose oppressive practices and live 

accordhg to principles of justice as the ontological foundation of the community. The 

focus of these thinkers is to justify a senes of procedural practices which rcsemble a 

" Set lwgen Habemas. Knowledge od Humm I ~ n s t s .  Boston: Bcrcon Press, 1971. If t h e  is a y  work that 
cui be refened to as a Canon in Criticrl IR Thmy this is it. 

'"Charles Taylor, "Tnteiprethon n d  the Scianca of Ma," in Philusrphy oul the Huinm Sciences, 
Philosophicd P q m ,  Vol. 1, 1 98 5, 38-9. 
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perfect democratic debate through which l ih t ing  practices of justice as the basis for a 

community can be identified and instantiated in the greater society. 

In spite of these theonas' cornmitment to the Good, a notion which is subject to 

disputes within a political community let alone beyond it, Habermas proclaims the 

transcendental (universal) devance of his discourse ethics." Habermas and his many 

Critical Theory adherents reflect a scepticisn toward modem tmth and rationality as 

distortcd versions of positivimi, and orient their critiques on a Ianguage-based system of 

emancipatory interest. In so doing, they have reinvigorated the Kantian universalist 

project, dbeit via an intersubjective or communicative basis for their universalist ethics. 

The premiss of dixourse ethics rests on the question, "what noms or institutions would 

the members of an ideal or red communication community a g m  to as representing their 

common interests after engaging in a special kind of argumentation or conversation? The 

procedural mode1 of an argumentative praxis replaces the silcnt thought-expenment [of 

an individuai moral agent] enjoined by the Kantian universalizability test."' For hem, 

knowledge and îruth are sustained within and by the community, and, in the absence of 

fiee and uncoerced dialogical practices aimed at emancipation, are illegitimate forms of 

domination fostered by a singular attachent to instrumental rationalistic interests as 

opposed to emancipatory interests. In otber words, the truth with which one [ives is one 

constnicted on the basis of techaic~rationdistic practices which are based in the false 

" S r  Jiû8en Hibernas, Jusnpcdon ad Applic01on. R e n d s  on Discoune Erlrics, Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Ress, 1993. 
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legitimacy of scimtific technical propss  and corne at the expense of the "other" side of 

prognss, namely moraVpoliticai progress. Therefore, cment knowledge practices merely 

perpmiate oppressive social practiccs; the point of epistemological critique being therefore 

to expose (deconstnict) and transform theory and practice toward more emancipatory 

ends. In short, lcnowledge and tmth are aimed as much at emancipation as they are at 

building a tcchnically sophisticated world. 

Thinking A bout Tmth as Fdiibilc, Contingent, and Intcrsubjectivc 

The way one approaches the matter of tmtb largely detemines the extent to which 

knowledge practices recopise the intersubjective elements that give Iife to the theoretical 

enterprise. Cumntly, as has just been shown. thcre is mucb debate as to the mamer with 

which T ~ t h  is a replative concept for inquiry, and even Critical Theorists who have 

successfblly refuted the usefulness of positivism in the social sciences still have 
I 

dificulties nlinquishing the sense that lcnowledge is oriented toward an empirical Tnith. 

This is unfortunate since they end up merely positing one metaphysical abstraction while 

seeking to rationally/linpistically deconsüuct another (that of positivism). That it is a 

more democraticaily fiee and cgalitarian procedural approach to knowledge does not 

matter since the end game is still to justify a principle of universal Truîh once and for dl, 

albeit in an ethically distinctive social contract situation. The rationalist principles of 

howledge justification espoused by Critical Theorists resemble the conditions set forth 

by John Rawls, who wote this century's most prominent treatise on justice, with the 

notable exception that theù position implicitly disavows his liôeral, deontologieal 



approach." The Critical Theory of Jurgen Habermas, which incorporates a profound 

cornmitment to principles of argumentation and dialogical discoune as the basis for 

knowledge. claims that this practice is onented to one context: justice and cmancipation. 

"Anyone who seriously engages in argumentation must presuppose that the context of 

discussion guarantees in pnnciple fieedom of access, equal nghts ta participate, 

mthfulness on the part of participants. absence of carcion in adopting positions, and so 

on."'" This Critical Theory approach has been the basis of many critiques of Realist IR 

theory, which is equally unfortunate, since there is something implicitly unjustifiable in 

the use of theory that has a deep attachment to a particular metaphysical project. It is one 

thing to question the validity of positivism; it is quite anotber to suggest that another 

approach will get one to the Tmth one is looking for. What is needed in international 

relations theory is not an alternative metaphysics of international politics, but rather, a 

theoretical approach that c m  give a basis for theory that need not rely on questionable 

ontologies and even more questionable epistemologies which capture and perpetuate them. 

What IR theory needs is a pragmatist approach to theory. 

In general pragmatism carries with it a deep disâain for traditional notions of 

Truth, known evcr since the ancients as an extra-human. extraphenomenal place, waiting 

" Set John Rads, A Theoy ofhstice. Cambridge. MA: H r w d  Univmity Press. 1971. The distinction is best 
simplifiai by thinking o f  Rawls' "Original Position," which is the socid contract sinution, and the Veil o f  lporance, 
which is r unique wsy of positing 8 Kmtiui nomend agent, u disUlterasted subjects h o  cboose one mon8 mmy 
vuying proposds of justice. OP the other hrnd die Criticai Theorists posits agents in ra " i d 4  speech situation" wfio 
u e  intensted because tb y me intenubjectiveiy linked by o conception of Justice. The Uwisiin principle of justice 
is, in the miter's opinion, much more ussfut as rn d o g  for thinking about principles of internrtiond ethics since 
it das aot assume an ontologid smse of m u t d  interest, or riternrtively, r "humony of intercst~." It does howevet, 
assume an interest in justice, thw pruenting some problems in justifLing its rpplicuion to intemationai relations. 



for us as we procecd theoretically toward it. This thinking about Tnith has been the 

proverbial oasis in the desert, the Promised Land; it has dlowed unjustifiable practices 

to continue by strategically alicnating humans fiom one another and from thernselves by 

positing a collective self-consciousness of inadquacy in relation to T h ,  while at the 

same time insisting that some (traditionally the West) are closer to it than others 

Furthemore, the desire for "obectivity" as a mems of searching out the extra-phenornena1 

Tmth bas clouded the sense in which thcre is no theory without normativity. In fact, it 

ought to be the emphasis of theoretical inquiry itself to discover the extent to which the 

"huths we live by" are in fact well justified beliefs translated into orderly practices. As 

Rorty notes, "If we could evcr be moved solely by the desire for solidiuity, senuig aside 

the desire for objectivity altogether. then we should think of human progress as making 

it possible to do more interesting things and be more interesting people, not as headinp 

towards a place which has somehow been prepared for humanity in advance."" 

This encourages thinking about the process of theory justification as something 

that brings agents together to discuss the beliefs they share in common and to work 

through those points on which they diverge. It disavows thinking about theory debate as 

a battle of wills over competing visions of Tmth, fot this is fhitless and ultimately 

discourages agreement. As Rorty says, the community of scholars "should see themselves 

as involved in a long-term attempt to change the rhetonc, the common sense, and the self- 

image of their community."" Unfomately, this has not been the typicd approach to 

Rony. "Soliduity or Objcfaviy." in Objectiviry. Reldivism. ani Tntth, 27. 
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justiQing theories in Western thinking. Searches for knowledge have often led to the 

mistaken sense that its practitioners have wme closer to the goal of finding the ideal 

procedure, languagc, or method which will help them grab on to somc intrinsic notion of 

Tnith. In Kant, for example, it was aprion ntionality which allowed the thinker to corne 

into contact with the absolutes implicit in Tmth. Today, it is idealiscd languages (like 

positivist science), or idealised speech situations (discourse ethics), which are the key to 

the Truth hidden behind the simulacra of everyday experience. These are examples of a 

peculiar brand of representationalism, which ascribes to the belief that there is indeed a 

way in which the "objective" world leaves its mark, either in the signs that we use to 

describe it, or in the min& of the thinkers who attempt to reflect on it? 

The pidalls of this approach to thinking about Tnith and theory will be shown in 

the analyses of Realism and emancipation-oriented Critical IR theory. In the tems of 

what has been demonstrated in this chapter, it is important to think of ideas common to 

IR theory-notably the idea of the world as stnrcturated by "anarchy" or the identification 

of agents as "sovereign" or the pursuit of knowledge as "emancipatoryW-as products of 

a type of thinking about theory which gets its substance fiom correspondence views of 

Tm&. Given the presentation of Wittgenstein's work on the contingency and 

intersubjectivity of language, it dots not seem plausible that any concept, description, or 

idealisation of the feahires bat ostensibly comprise the "raûities" of world politics make 

much sense as purcly definitional terms. As Taylor has said, "the vocabulary of a given 

social dimension is grounded in the shapc of social practice in this dimension; that is, the 

" On these two points see Roy, PhiIosophy 4d the M i m o f  NOW. gpasidly Pm II on 'Mirroring." 
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vocabulary would not make sense, could not be applied sensibly, where this range of 

practices did not pre~ai1.l'~~ That language and thought describe something "outside of 

themselvesW-a relation between agents-is why Putnam is unwilling to abandon a 

moderate version of realism." It is the widespread attachent to metaphysicai realism, 

where thought and language are thought to extend beyond the pale of intersubjcctivity 

(into "objectivity), that offends him. It is the assertion here that champions of such 

concepts as those above are attempting to do just that: describe something that exists 

beyond the reaim of human relations. Therefore, it is not the anempt to say here that the 

mind and that laripage are incapable of representing anythmg, it is just to say that they 

do not represent that which is beyond "the familiar," or that which is byond everyday 

experien~e.~ To think of representation in tbis way is to decry the kind of Archimedean 

thinking that has plaged Western thought for fat t w  long. 

This means that iraditional notions of ûuth as Tnrth, as something "objectiven and 

with intrinsic pioperties to which language and thought correspond, have to be left 

behind. In its place shouid corne the idea of truth as "idealised justification1' and of 

knowledge, in so far as it refers to a tr~th,~~ as a "compliment paid to well justified 

-. . . - - - -. .. - . . . . 
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beliefs."" Accepting this wew will help to dispose of the prominent metaphysical impulse 

to cling to an idealisation of a ready-made world yet to be uncovered, and a similar 

propensity to constnict epistemologies that conespond to that world. Implicit in al1 of this 

is the incorporation of the position of Thomas Kuhn that it is beliefs about the world that 

inform the way problems are derived and the manna in which they are s01ved.'~ These 

changes in beliefs cal1 for amendments or additions to the types of problems the 

theoretical enterprise seeks to address. In the social sciences this means that privileged 

contexts and epistemologies need to be constantly re-examined and re-justified in an effort 

to identify the extcnt to which they foster better practice, defined here as practice oriented 

to an awareness of how today's problems are best resolved, not how yesterday's salutions 

are applied today. It is the belief that too many modem approaches to theory have resisted 

the attempts at epistemological openness because epistemology for fat too long has clung 

to the notion that knowledge (and identity) is bounded to, that it needs a permanent 

grounding in, Tmth to be relevant at dl .  In sum. Putnam expresses the most attractive 

elements of pragmatism which, it is argued here, are essential in understanding the 

theoretical debates that add lifc to the discipline, 

What 1 fmd attractive in pragmatism is not a syrtcmatic th- in the iuual smsc 
et ail. It is rather a certain group of theses, tbcses which cm be and indeed wnc 
argued vay Mcrclltiy ùy différent philosopha0 with dinaent concenu, and 
which became the buis of the philosophies of [Charles Sandar] Pierce, and 
abovc dl of [William] James, and [John] Dewey. Cirnoiily summrrired thse arc 
(1) rntiskcpticism: pnematists hold thrs doubt requires justification as much as 
belief. ..; (2) fdiibiiism: pragmitistr h01d rhat thae U nevn a mqhysicaî  
guarantee CO be haâ that such-and-nich a belief will never n a d  revision (that one 
c m  k ôoth fdibilisbc and mtiskcpticai is pahrps the unique insight of 



AmMcan pragmatism); (3) the tbesis that thac is no fundamaual dichotomy 
ôetwcen afa*s' ad 'vduesw; and (4) the thesis th, in a artnui senst, practict 
is primary in philowphy." 

It will be the argument of this examination that this approach, which sees mth as 

a product of intersubjective agmment and as subject to periodic ncontextualisation 

would be a most formitous adaptation for a discipline that must constantly confront 

rapidly changing circumstauces and account for widely varying and confîicting identities. 

Given the number of states and the permutations and combinations of national projects, 

it seems nonsensical for a discipline sucb as international politics to cling to a single 

notion of Tnith, or to think of theory in îhis manner. The things political agents believe, 

the way they act, and the ends they seek are al1 intricately linked to their sense of self and 

their implicit desires. These beliefs and actions also related to, identi& with, diverge and 

often change as one intcracts with other agents. This presents each actor with a wide 

range of other identities and situations that require ao approach to life more analagous to 

painting a usehl picture than cunsulting a roadm ap; prescribing actions that are more akin 

to writing an open-ended novel tban to following a script. This calls forth the need for 

a critical opening of this Realist dominated discipline, and more importantly, a need for 

a practicallysrieated approach to theory; one which does not set itself up to getting 

caugbt in the trap of reifying, conflating, and permanmtly instantiating a particular 

context of world politics by chging to a metaphysical picture of "reality." in later 

chapters, critiques of Realimi and Cntical IR thcory will gct its life fkom the four 

fiindamcnts of pragnatic thinhg above. The hnt step to nhabilitatc the IR scholar's 



thinking about theory, however, is to "get rid of the idea of the 'View From 

Nowhere'-the idea of a sort of knowing that has nothing to do with agency, values, or 

interests-[which] rnight be of culturai imp~riancc."~ 

Tt i s  essentiai in understanding a pragmatic approach that the implication of this 

line of thinking is to disavow the traditional Western empiricist, epistemological 

fact/value, tme/false, objective/subjective dichotomies. Al1 theories both reflect and help 

to perpetuate a certain set of values rather than distinpish themselves according to their 

ability to corroborate methods and lanpagcs that secure their correspondence with Truth. 

Reaiism has for far too long presupposed that it is possible to stay within the realm of 

"facts" and that staying there means to discern the realities of international politics, which 

are then used to ostensibly foster more "redistic" practices. The fact that many Rcalists 

still do not see any problem with suggesting that objective facts are the basis for 

theoretical inquiry reflects their ascription to a problematic modem divinisation of 

scientific rationality; the kind that clings to these dichotomies as an essential relation 

between beli eving and knowing, circumspection and certainty . The rational construction 

of science as the key to good, value-fiee howledge has confounded the sense in which 

this distinction is "hopelessly fuPy because factuai statements themselves, and the 

practices of sçientific inquiry upon which we rely to decide what is and what is not a fact, 

presuppose values."1° Realist theory has to account not only for the values reflected in its 

Richard Rorty, "Hiluy Putuun md the Relnivin Menuen in TN* d Pmgnss. Phiiosophicd Prpcm, Vol. 
3, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998.45. 

* Hi1 y Putnun, 'Fact and Vdue,' in Remon, Tm& oiJ H i s t o ~ ,  Clinbridm UK: Cunbndge University Ras. 
1981, 128. 



theory and the practices which the theory helps to perpetuate, but also for the 

cpistcmological method it uses to arrive et the theory. 

Such a statement usually eiicits defensive poshins since many who level such 

critiques are aiso inclined to do so with a mord condemation based in a particular 

ideological or philosophical standpoint. That is not the intent of the argument being made 

here. The whole point of tbis examination is to show the ways in which much theory in 

IR bas been a product of a particular mctaphysical viewpoint. This canmt be the most 

fortuitous basis for action, since the mctaphysical abstractions used to structure such 

theones are likely to be situated and context-dependent and therefore of little relevance 

for scholars presented with novel problcms. In this, a pragmatist normative objection is 

expressed. Theories whose interna1 logic forbids a "way out" or an amendment to its 

premises and theoretical practices when genuine arguments appear to reasonably challenge 

the theory usuaily do so because of the unwillingness of its adherents to let go of their 

metaphysicai attachments. Altcmativcly, however, "pragmatists do not urge us to ignore 

sound arguments against what we befieve, when such arguments are advanced; they do 

urge us not to confuse the 'intuitions' of metapbysicians with genuine arguments."G1 In 

keeping with the pragmatist cornmitment to fallibility, îhis means that the tnith of 

standing theories. seen as well-justified beliefs, have to remain open to scrutiny, but so 

too do challenges to the standing theories. This does not deny that there may very well 

be genuine problems with prcvailing beüefs and practices, but it does mean that "the 

criticisns of our beliefs and actions which are ~ssociated witb various kinds of 



intellectualistic m etaphysics, and with equall y intellectualistic scepticism , will not stand 

Up t0 C ~ O W  S C N ~ Y . " "  

This explains why Critical and postmodem IR critiques have not been widely 

accepted as a better alternative account of beliefs about international affairs and the 

practiccs justified by them. Subjecting Critical IR theories to scmtiny, agents in 

international flairs do not (peihaps unfortunately, but perhaps not) appcar to be oriented 

to "global emancipation" as many Cntics imply, nor do many theorists, even those most 

radically opposed to Realism, accept the post modem radical scepticism with respect to 

theory and knowledge practices. Indeed, that we engage in ontological and 

epistemological debates as vigourously as we do, refutes this hypothesis. Moreover, the 

post-modern participation in these debates, which more oflea than not explicitly spums 

the debate for taking place at dl, is self contradictory to the extent that their suggestion 

that other approaches merely refiect misguided or power-dominated discourse does in fact 

presuppose that there is a better approach to theoretical inquiry? m i l e  the post-modern 

theories have given the twentieth century thinker ample ammunition against the kinds of 

metaphysicd Tniths which have plagued western epistemology for far too long, they have 

shot themselves in the foot in discounthg the important role that an mzi-foundaiond (not 

relativist) notion of truth might just have in the future practice of inqujl altogeber. 

instead, they tend to write as if inquiry was the mere production of fiction rather than a 

Ibid, 159. 

'U A discussion of the post-modem place in IR thoory &dl bc the subject of oie following chqter. 
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substantive process of addressing the ethical dilemmas posed by political exigencies." 

A rcal problem for the discipline of IR theory is the extent to which Realist IR 

theory does not take Critical or post-modern theontical challenges scriously at all. This 

is implicit in their attachent to positivimi which does not take aoy non-ernpincal theory 

as a valid contribution. Realist theories do oot take the "agent point of Mew senously, and 

... look at everything from the third person descriptive point of view."'' This is prevalent 

among the Reaiists, who differ in the extent to which they amibute outcornes to political 

agents, but are unanimous in not rrccounting for th& own agcncy as a theorist, and for 

not taking stock of what they are doing when they are theorising. They do not x e  that 

the act of theoretical justification of a belief by logicd necessity implies a "recommending 

of that belief or action"66 and that such an enterprise is indicative of a normative 

cornmitment to reflect on practice. In other words, wheo theorisinp, Realists do not 

necessarily perceive themxlves as engaged in a normative act, and getting Realists to see 

theoretical consmiction as such is what Cntical IR theorists have been attempting to do. 

They have just k e n  doing it from a metaphysical plank wbich makes it seem, to this 

writer, an unjustifiable vantage point. 

As this chapter attempted to show, evolutions in Western thought about 

knowledge and trutb have been permeated by the notion that the two are as linkcd in 

ways that figures such as Descartes, Kant, and Hegel could not have seen and that a 

A more tbomughgoin~ aitique of the post-modanist relra'vism will appem in Chrpter 4. 

65 Ritnun, 'PRgnPsm and Mord Objectivity.' 167. 
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discussion of issues of agency and langage in the act of theory itself problematise the 

extent to which theory can purport to devise a system of languagcs that comspond to an 

objective Tmth. Key figures such as Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Habermas, Foucault, and 

Demda, have been essential in inaugumting an intense debate as to the nature of Truth 

and the ways that it can or c a ~ o t  be justified, or, whether the notion is itself entirely 

relevant. What has ben offered in this chapter is a schematic view of the issues tbat 

provide the basis for metatheoretical IR critiques of late. 



CHAPTER 2 

Intduction 

When EH. Carr wote the Twcnty Yem'Cnsis, a work which would become one 

of the few Canons that dehc  international relations theory, he did aot set out metely to 

establish his view of the method thiough which to theonse intemational politics. He also 

set out to state his case that the so-called "utopiann ways of looking at the world in the 

interwar years led to actions which were, in hindsight, impractical, the effects of which 

culminated in the devastation of World War Two. He was critical of idealisations of a 

world tbat cveryone wantcd but clearly did not mist at the time, and posited that 

theorising world politics m u t  account for the dialectics of thcory and practice. But Carr's 

theoretical irnpetus was mostly a response to what he feared was a cnsis in the practice 

of international affairs, and his theory sought to mitigate this problem by attempting to 

illuminate the vicissitudes of international politics which had clearly escaped the rbetoric 

of diplomats and statesmen. It was his goal to spell out the realities of an international 

politics that had clearly averied the apprehension of practitioners. Hans Morgentbau bad 

a similat project in mind when he p e ~ e d  Scienrific Mm vs. Power Politics; a polcmic 

against rationalist inspired mord precepts in which early twentieth century foreign policy 

was grounded. In response to what he saw as the nefarious doctrines of nazism, be was 

sceptical of moraiity in politics, which to him repnsented only the instantiation of the 

ethics of the powemil, d e r  than mpresenting an absolute good Morgcnthau 



understandably stated his case more poignantly and tragically than Cam, lammting the 

evil and implicit destnictivcness that inheres in politics. The arguments of Morgenthau 

and Cam, the two founding fathers of Realist international relations W) theory, w t n  an 

avante-garde critique of modemist metaphysical ratjonalism-within the long establisbed 

tradition of political realim-rearing its ugly head in international politics, and these 

criticimis established the basis of a new empiricallysriented discipline. 

Kenneth Walds more systematic theory of international politics fonnalised the 

laws and geueralisations of international politics gleaned fiom the works of Thucydides, 

Machiavelli, Hobbes, and their twentieth centwy couterparts into a better empiricd 

theory. This was an ostensible sign of disciplinary maturity as the snidy of international 

politics DOW reaed on a firm social scientific footing. Walds Theory of Intemationcd 

Polirics findiy exorcised the remnants of hermeneutics in the Realism of Haus 

Morgenthau, Martin Wight, and Hedley Bull by constnicting a Realist social science for 

the future. In spite of the siginificant and novel epistemological implications of Waltz's 

reconstruction of Classical Realism, the smse bat there is a "reality" that exists beyond 

the pale of human cognitions of or participation in that reality is an assumption that 

underlies both variants of Realism . Both strains express an eagcrncss to eschew normative 

approaches as naive, and to displace the ephemeral notions of fkeedom and justice 

espoused by utopians with an atchjtectonic of international politics b d  in power, 

anarchy, and sovmignty. The implication is to confine the discourses of international 

relations within the nmow boundaries established by these fou~dational concepts and by 

appeais to an alleged Tradition embedded in the iissumption of an "objectiven realm of 



"facts" abut  world politics. Tt is, as R. B. J. Walker has noted, an explication of 

whatlwho is inside and outside of disciplinary discussion, and an attcmpt to âeeze 

"complex philosophical questions into a permanent problem: either an intemal debate 

between realists and idealists or a progressive stniggle to est~blish a properly cmpirical 

social science against the recalcitrant metaphysicians, ideologists, historicists, 

hermeneuticists or critical theorists."" Underlying this fiozen relation b e e n  utopians 

and realists is the assumption of an implicit distinction between facts and values; Realim 

being the attempt to constnict a privileged context situated in the realm of facts, against 

which incornhg discourse is paugeed for relevance and consideration. This context has 

unwittingly been accepted as critical theonsts surrender the facts to the Realists as they 

apply their meta-theoretical correctives. not rccognising the extent to which they 

themselves have k e n  co-opted by the alleged Tradition consüucted by Rcalists. 

Since the instantiation of aiornatic foundatioml concepts of anarcby, power, and 

sovereignty through disciplinary discoune. international theonsts have failed to sce the 

temporal origins of such notions. That is, Realist discourse bas taken these concepts in 

their initiai historicd context and coaflated them to fit subsequent cxperieaces, not 

ncognising that the meaning and substance of these concepts, or their contemporary 

relevance, is subject to constant justification and re-justification." Their "reality" is 

contained completely mthin the discourses that give them meaning; these are concpets 

bat  have bcen nified by rationalishg away their social/bistoricai context and through 

" RBJ. Wdku. Insidc/Ou~side: Intelll~honrrl R e b i w  0 PoIiticd Theory. Crmbridp, m: Cambrid~e 
University Press, 1993, 87. 



discursive practices mgendered in the neo-Realist mpiricist epistemological tum. The 

neo-Realist revision implictly assumes that the problem of ontology is settied by placing 

one's faith in epistemology to remove the objective "is" from the subjective "ought" once 

and for dl .  

As Hume showed centuries ago, howcver, it is impossible to justify togically a 

method of induction andfor generdisation that can refute claims of subjcctivism. The 

utility of induction is therefore, as much a subject of (rational) argumentation as are, say, 

principles of ethics." One ought not assume that principles of induction are forever valid. 

They merely represent a stopping point when a scicntific community bas agreed (perhaps 

gnidgingly) that such qualifjing procedures are sac ient .  In international relations theory 

then. one must not think any procedure of induction as valid indefinitely, if it can be valid 

at dl,  but rather, as an intuitive principle to which al1 in the community can agm.  This 

is the starting point for twentieth century philosophy of science critiques which have 

reveaied that positivism is inmdated with subjective and rationafistic infîuences, thus 

dashing the illusion that science progresses beyond the purview of rationality, or if you 

like, of subjectivity? Thus, the implicit factlvalue split that gave positivism its eady 

methodological legitimacy has corne into much disrepute this centuy; much of this due 

to the contributions of Kart Popper, Thomas Kuha, and Imre Lakatos. 

Accepting ih is  qualification, ben, the Realist standpoint is best seen as a rational 

constmction of d i t y ,  which clings to a poorly justified, cmpincist conception of the 

See Hilry RWM. "TM Conceptions of Ruionrlity* in Reuron, Tm&, Pd Hhmy. 
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proper analysis of world politics. Tt is one that i s  perpetuated in certain implied readings 

of Thucydiâes' account of the Peloponnesian War, of Machiavelli, and even of' Carr and 

Motgenthau themselves. Walds theory forecloses furtha ontological debates by finally 

accepting anatchy and power politics as permanent features of the international system, 

and uses sovereingty as a narrow analog of political agency. Historical analysis in the 

empiricist sense understood in international theory is thus used to inductively instantiate 

a specific pnveleged context; hence the many critiques of "positivism" which mark much 

of IR theory literanire today. Critics assert that the Realist construction of au 

"international realm" of inquiry adopts the epistcmological typology of the West in which 

ethical questions are assumed away by the irnplicit acceptance of a particular, 

àichotomous ontology . 

Developments in philosophy and political theory have shown that this Western 

view of knowledge bas for too long been dominated by interests which have incessantly 

tnunped human fieedom and responsibility by rationalising away, negating, or 

constructing particular subjects and agents by situating them within a particular discursive 

reality or Tnith. In this chapter the point &al1 be to problematise the fundamental Realist 

distinction between "facts" and "values." In contrast to many critics of Realist IR theory, 

the point of dispute &al1 be l e s  with the fact of elements of "positivism" in 

Realism-although this is a problern-than with the fact that the use of positivism itself 

is reflective of a prior ontological belief in an "out there." In other words, the empiricim 

in Realism clings to a particularly Western notion of representation; one which has 

compelled iR theorists to constantly constmct (and then depend on) concepts, nmow (or 



particular) readings, and (epistanological) methods that are supposed to help aicm gct a 

grip on some rnetaphysical Truth (hence their positvism). In this, one detects an attcmpt 

to kecp inquiry "within a logical space which fonns an intxinsically privilcged conte~t";~' 

that is, an attempt to establish a "reality" to which intemationai theory comesponds 

without necessaxily recognising the extent to which values permeate d l  aspects of the 

construction of concepts, the acceptame of readings, and the nlevance of an malytical 

procedure. The Tniths inhmnt in Reaiism are deteminai more by the metaphysicai 

attachments that make a "factuai" approach to world politics possible ban they are a 

representation of the "realities" of international politics. Such an approach to theory 

encourages particular interpretations and practices instead of orienting knowledge to better 

practice-one that acknowledges the context-dependence and intersubjectivity of 

interpretation and the existence of heterogeneous agents in tbe world of experience. 

It is a common cornplaint amoag critics of Realist theory that t h e  is no 

legitimate theoretical basis upon which Realisn cm clah either that it is "rigbt" in the 

sense of king accurate, or that it is bctter than any other theory that they may be willing 

to offcr up in its stead. They have been nghtiy critical of the assumption that Reaiism 

theorises the realities of world politics, to a degm that normative theones do not. Evcr 

since E.H. Cari, it has k e n  the Redist credo that "[Realist theory] emphasises the 

Rorty, "Iiiquiry as Rccontertnu)iution', 96. 
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acceptance of facts and the analysis of their causes and consequences. Tt tends to 

depreciate the role of purpose and to maintain, explicitly or implicitly, that the function 

of thinking i s  to study a sequence of events which it is powcrless to influeme or alter."n 

Such a line of thinkiDg has provided the impaus for an inteliechial Tradition beginning 

with Carr and ninning through Morgenthau and Waltz that has attempted to justiQ a 

context of theorising which characterises international politics as a domain of human 

endeavour irretrievably subject to the whims of nahuat necessity. The world being 

influenced by the vagaries of necessity, world politics becomes the object of scnrtiny 

having its aims at an accurate depiction of redit-; "at this level, reality is neithcr the 

creation of the mind nor is it mediated by our perception of it. ûthewise it would not be, 

in an important scnse, 'real'."" 

Anarchy, the state of nature, and sovereipty are seen as the primary features of 

an international politics rooted in necessity, and one which proffers only oppomities to 

extend one's power in the süuggle for survival in a self-help system. These are al1 

conceptions that greatly influence the Realist's perception of international affairs. The 

problem of adequately capturing the sense of what is exactly meant by the neo-Realist 

concept of "anarchy" demonstrates vividy the problem with the empiricist's attempt to 

define a world in which agents act, thiol<, and live with concepts. While there is nothhg 

inherently wrong with using concepts to simplify or illustrate a point, there is something 

tcmbly wrong-ethically, politically, and intellectually-whm a concept by implication 



assumes away the intersubjective practices and intentions which determine political life 

in the world of experience. Wbat aggravates is the extent to which anarchy has always 

been used to proscribe some behaviours and necessitate otben. "In anarchy there is no 

automatic harmony ... A state will use force to attain its goals if, &et assessing the 

prospects for success, it values those goals more than it values the pleasures of peace .... 

The mquinrments of state aftion are, in this view, imposed by the cirrwnstmces in which 

d l  states exist."" Beside the na~owness'~ of politicai action implied in this assertion, 

other problems confound; where the goals corne from, how the states in this anarchic 

situation know exactly which actions are proscribed and which are not, and the fact thai 

circumstances (and one takes this to mean hisroncd circumstances) always have, and one 

should suspect, always will. change are assumed away (or assumed to be explained well 

enough) in the concept. 

There is good reason for derision over the concept of anarchy as a starîîng point 

for mucb Realist analysis. due mostly to the manner in which it effectively removes the 

notion of political practice fiom the determination of the agents who make up the social 

system. As Wendt notes, mmhy is whut stutes mate of it but in neo-Realism, "the tole 

of practice in shaping the character of anatchy is substantially reduced? In other words, 

anarchy is taken as a "thing" exogenous to the agents of international politics rather than 

" Kenneth Wdtz, Mm, the Stare, and IQœr A Thromricd Andysis, New York: Columbia Univcnity Prcss, 
1959, 160. Emphmis rdded 
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as embodying a mie political relation constinitcd by the intersubjective interaction 

bawecn agents in an international polity. But if one thinks of international politics as a 

social realm, no matter how primitive, then the fact that agents are able to recognise the 

existence of rules, noms, and practices as limiting or dictating certain courses of action, 

then that in itself presumes that there is some (legitimate) basis through which these 

clements of an agent's political action an communicatcd. Wendt and other social 

constructivists tend to sec this process of nom dissemination through political institutions, 

as "a relatively stable set or 'structure' of identities and intcrests. Such structures are often 

codified in forma1 d e s  and noms, but these have motivational force only in v h e  of 

actors' socialization to and participation in collective ~mowledge."~ This is a more 

acceptable, yet still problematic, explanation of how agents in the international system see 

their action as somehow limited in relation to the social milieu in which they interact, 

"institutions corne to confiont individuals as more or less cocrcivc social facts, but they 

are still a function of what actors collectivcly l~now."~~ The only problem with the 

institutions seen in this view aie that they are somehow still seen as subordinate to the 

"thing" called anarchy. ûne wondcrs where this attachent to the concept of anarchy 

cornes, when its widespread use seems to have confounded ratber than aided IR theory's 

understanding of the intersubjective relations that permeate world politics. 

Realists such as Hedley Bull and Martin Wight are leu to blame for the confusion 

ova  anarchy than neo-Realists and shvcturaiists since they are much more apt to 

" ïbid., 399. 
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recognise the obvious social nuances which must exist in any "system" where agents 

engage and understand one another in an orderly fashion-evcn where eniptioas into 

confiict occur." The red substance of the international system as a social system is 

exemplified in the followhg by Wight, "There is cooperation in international aff'rs as 

well as conflict; there are a diplornatic system and international law and international 

institutions which complicate or modify the workings of power politics and there are 

even d e s  to b i t  the wars which have not been entirely without influence."" Bull also 

recognises the exteat of the sociality of international politics: "A suciety of states (or 

international society) exists when a group of states, conscious of certain common interests 

and common values fonn a society in the sense they conceive themselvcs to be ôound by 

a common set of mles in their relations with one another ..."" Moreover, "at no stage can 

it be said that the conception of the common interest of states, of common niles accepted 

md common institutions worked by them, bas ceased to exert an influcn~e."~ These 

statements would suggest that any assertion that an analysis of international politics must 

proceed dong the empiricist context of the "facts," as implied by Carr and Morgenthau, 

is questionable since the understaPiding of international politics requires an interpretive 

See especi Jly, MMR Wight, Systems ~JSfales, Leicester University Press. 1977; Mutin Wight, Intemoiond 
Theoiy, The Thme Tmtilions, London: Leicester University Press, 1994; Martin Wight, "Intemrtiond Society," in 
Power Polttics, Hedly Bull and Custen Hoibrd eds., London: Lnccster University Ress. 1978. See Hcdly Bull, 
The A machicd Society, A StuGy ofOidtr in Wodd Politics, New York: Columbia University Press, 1977. A lmgthy, 
in-depth discussion o f  die concept of muchy, and the contributions of Wi&t rnd Bull, uc not necessuily the focus 
of the discussion here. Discussion of muchy is mernt only to illustrate r common Western empiricist trend that is 
manifeshg itself in the Rdist's positing of r concept (inuchy) as i "facî" of politid Iife. 
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analysis of the intersubjective relations through which these niles norms, and values are 

shaped and conveyed betwcen agents. This being the case, interprctations of international 

politics and the proccss of thcory construction are both value-leden rather than empincal 

processes. 

But this generally is not the tack taken by international scbolars, Bull and Wight 

among them. There is still the attachment to aaarchy as a prior condition (as opposd to 

a political outcorne) of international politics, which feeds the contention that no matter 

how sophisticated and well-ordered are world norms and practices, the absence of 

tegitimute authority overseeing these processes must perforce make the system anarchic. 

Wight states: "the international scene is properly described as an aaarchy-a multiplicity 

of powers without g~vemment."~ This is taken to mean that world politics is therefore 

not appropriateiy ~ b j e c t  to the same kind of politicai malysis as is the domestic realm, 

since it lacks the very hdamentals of a political community: legitimate authority and a 

well-defined, common basis for a political cornrn~nity.~ In other words, in international 

relations the "political" is much different than it is in domestic societies, since the 

traditional bases of political analysis-authority and moralkthical judgemmts within a 

community-are not present, and hence, one is resigned to a political anaiysis distinct in 

- 

" M M n  Wight, "htemationd Anucby." in Power Poiitics, 101. 
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càailenging our nurow notion of w h ~  maka r politid fommunity. in rddition, Wight's view of AU constitues 
r politid community is  rn Anmteiian, communituirn one. There ue others-libcrd çommuaities-and they 
pmblemmise =me of the notions, such as the unabubed f h b m  (*ch xrms m be whu Wight meam by his use 
of the rem mvereignty), whïch m l c s  * i n t ~ * o d  politics *pow palitics' par ucclilence." Ibid., 102. Ag&, 
Wight's use of the tcmi "sovcm~gnty" differs mukeâly h m  neo-Rdists, thus nising &ub@ about the 
understandings of sovereign@ th& have becorne camrnonplrce. 



This is implied in M d  Wight's exegctical remarks about the intelleaual and 

moral poverty of theory in international politics, where, in contradistinction to the fact of 

prognss within nations "intemationaI politics is the realm of recurrence and repetition; 

it is the field in which political action is most replarly necessit~us,"~ a fact which 

subordinates moral political action and progressivist international theories to the reality 

that "international anarchy is the one manifestation of the state of nature that is not 

intolcmbl~."~ Rather, agents in international politics are seen as bounded in their actions 

by the determinitive infiuences of necessity, anarchy, and power, "as actors behaving in 

accordance with a script, and performing in a drama over whose plot and resolution they 

have no control."" This reality therefore is taken to be a justification for the belief that 

cmpiricism, rather than puliticcrl enaiysis is the "appropriate epistemological stance 

consistent with a reaiity characterised by these ontological pr~perties."~ 

The concepts used in formulating the Realist theoiy of international politics are 

merely a collection of metaphors of tbe natural kind which make short work of the very 

fundamental fact of hman wiI1 and intentionality. As the above suggests, the concept of 

anarchy, as the neo-Realist incarnation of earlier Classical Realism's pessimistic 

assumptions about human nature, is a naturalistic in so far as it sîrips international theory 

'"artin Wight, "Why is Thare no international Theoryn in Harba Butterfield and Miion Wight, eds. 
Diplomdc hvestigaions, Essqys in the Theory of Interiiclibd Politics, Cambridge, MA: Huvud University Ress, 
1966, 26. 

" Ibid.. 3 1. Emphmïs added. 



of  a substantive political/intersubjectivt component. Such i s  the ba is  for Cam and 

Morgenthau's instinctive adoption of the tenets of political ~edism," and Waltz's lack of 

epistemological reservation about his cmpiiicism in Theos, ofhtemaiional Politics, which 

merely fomalised the main points of what Classical Realists had been saying al1 dong 

(although with some equivocation): bat international politics, lacking the tenets of a 

political community and a stable social order, is an a-social realm whcre the state of 

nature dictates predictable, observable behaviours with a constancy that is traceable fiom 

Thucydides' aacient Greece, through Machiavellian Renaissance Italy, to Hobbesian 

seventeenth cenhuy England, to the present. In SI doing, the "post-World War II realist 

paradigm treated the principlcs of these writers as universal descriptions of objective 

reality, and created a 'realist' canon out of their texts, which carried off hto a self- 

sustaining discourse canying no parantee of continued rele~ance."~ in its most recent 

incarnation, that of neo-Realism, this objective world, given life by the initial works of 

C m  and Morgenthau, has k e n  constructed by approaching the world as an empirical 

The language used to constnict the discipline of intemational politics, the use of 

essential concepts such as anarchy , structure, balance, power, and sovereignty are part of 

a theoretical tradition constructed in order to sirnplify world politics for those cngaged in 

'9 A disnusion of politid reùism is uufortuaitafy not the subject of this exmination. However. r cueful 
dissertation of the concept of politid rerlisrn is givm in R.N. BerLi, On Politid Reuiism, London: J.M. Dent and 
Sons, 1981. Baki's rccount is rn extrmrdininly uscful explication of this widely misimderstood rad misrpplid 
concept, e s ~ * r l l y  for IR theorists sccking to bmar undastaad tbe d i s m  of Cm,  Morgeadw, Niebuhr and Bull. 



theoretical attempts to describe these affairs. There i s  nothing implicitly wrong in this, for 

theory is al1 about simplification as Waltz rightîy suggests. But nco-Realist theozy in 

particular disproportionately ovcrstates the significance of these imaginary constnicts in 

the lives of real-world agents for sake of simple definition. Whether or not one is able 

to define adequately Cm's notion of "realismn, Morgenthau's concept of "powertt, or 

Waltz's notion of "anarchic structures," thm is nonethcless an inordiriate amount of 

disciplinary consensus about the acceptance of these constructs for discussion, and debate 

hinges on the finer points of their defmition. Therefore, thcre is a senx in which these 

tems have taken on a disciplinary life of their own inespective of their significance for 

real world actors. They help the international relations theorist to make analytic statements 

in the sense envisioned by Kant; statements which have no need of experience, but are 

nevertheless true "by virtue of meunings and independently of fa~t ."~'  

While there is no such thing as an "anarchy" or a "stnicture," the language of 

Reaiist theory carries forth defrnitionally as if it actually did exist, basing its entire 

empirical theory on this premise. How would it be possible to refute someone's defmition 

of something that doesn't really exist? These concepts are therefore given meaning 

through thcir synonymous use in laaguage, "meaning is [thus] what essence becomes 

when it is divorced from the objcct of nference and wedded to the word? Over time 

the word is accepted, but the ostensible essence to whicb words like anarchy, structure, 

9' See W.V.O. Quine, "Iwo Dogmrr of ErnpiriQstn." in Fmm ci Logicd Point of View. 9 Logic~~Philorphicd 
Essqys, Cambridge, MA: Fiantard University Press, 1953. Emphuis idW. Kant dicbotomises baw- "rnidis which 
ut maiytk, those grouoded in mCIIUngs independently of mrnnr of f.st. and tniths which ut ryndietic, or 
grotmded in frct", 20. 



and sovmignty correspond are forgotten. Neo-Realism is much more guilty of this than 

is Classical Rcalism, but it must not be forgotten that dl Realists proceed as if thm 

really is such a thing as a (single, humamindependent) "reality". In otha words, Rcalist 

theory has evolved in its empiricism fkom (inductive) generalities about the naturai state 

of international affairs to a more sophisticated social scimtific treatment of these 

generaiities in neo-Realist theones, especially witb the addition of "süucture" to the IR 

vocabulary. This represents a growing nsistmce to see formal IR theory as adequately 

relating to the world of experience. This is problematic since bypotheses of an "anarchic" 

world, for example, are contradicted over and again by examples of sophisticated and 

legitimate institutions based exclusively on the urge of nations to cooperate. Stickhg to 

hypostatic defuiitions, of course, the Realist sees these institutions as bastions of 

instrumental self-interest, 

The hypostatic impulse (there arc numerous others) is a sign of a perpetuating 

disciplinary tunnel; a narrow and foudational fiamcwork of analysis Gtom which the IR 

tbeonsts must not stray in order to produce a "legitimate" theory. To do othenvise 

acquires the thinker the label "utopiao," or wone, nnden their work inelevant, suggescirig 

as George does through his "textual approach", that Realist IR theory is a 'close& 

discipline, whicb "pst  modernism bas exposed for wbat it is: a textual tradition becorne 

'reality', a peculiar reading of (Western) philosophy piid history become 

üanshistoricaYtranscdtursl fact; a way of frrming 'meanhg and 'knowing' shaped by 

Newtoaian physics and Cartesian ntionalism..JR is a discursive ~ractice."~~ The language 

" Am Gsor~e, 'Otéur-on a d  Closun: NoIRdism and the NewIOld World OrAr," M i l f c ~ u m ,  hnrrnd 
of inrcmdiond Stvdies, 220). 1993,233. 



of anarch y, power, and stn~cture have therefore ostensibl y fashioncd the discipline along 

the lines of ari empiricism which stems to hold truc no matter what experiences, or rather, 

what the context of these expcrienccs otherwise indicates. Kratochwil ad&, 

The search for invariable laws of mtcrnatjoaot politics bas aot only signifcantly 
duccd the set of interesthg questions, it has also kd a premaape closure ...us 
in the world of love, rcality increasingly proves nothing. Neo-dis@ are more 
and more cngaged in a Platonist prpoupation with form (anarchy, law of mevcn 
growth). The inichanging or cyclical nature of intemational politics substitutd for 
the investigation of actiial proesses and hisions. Whole sectors of 
mternationatjonal reaiity kcame margmPlised ..." 

What is needed i s  a revision in thinking about theory where neither theoretical 

constructions not expenences are relegated to absolute standards by which knowledge of 

international politics and what is "reality" an taken as valid. Then has to corne a time 

when the concepts, methods, or tbeories that one relies upon to order his understanding 

of the world are actudly brought face to face with the world in which agents interact; 

otherwise theories tnily arc just uscless (or, impractical) abstractions. In so far as human 

beings are moved to understand thcir world for the purpose of better practice, acting in 

accordance with an abstraction is relatively futile, if not often dangerous-as this 

cenhiry's earlier conflagrations and omnipresent Cold War have shown. The tendency to 

rely exclusively on concepts, metho&, aod theories for understanding is very prevalent 

in the Western epistemological tradition, but in this century, aich practices have corne 

under fie. What is king advocated b m  is an approach to thcory that does not fa11 into 

the trap of developing overly sophisticated theories whicb Msume that getting at a reaiity 

" Friedrich Kiiaochwil. 'The Embu~ssrnant of Chmges: NaMJism rr the &imw of Rdpolik without 
Politics," Review of Intemdiond Sndies. 19(1), Jmuuy 1993, 64. 



i s  something that is done methodologicallyg5 rather than intersubjectively to the same 

degree that agents in the world actually function. Every once in a while the theories and 

concepts that one has corne to rely on for biowledge have to be judgcd against what is 

really happening in the world. This is what Quine is gmiag at whm he repudiates the 

Kantian "imaginary boundary between the analytic and the synthetic," and instead 

advocates a mannet of proceeding whae "each man is givm a scieatinc heritage plus a 

continuing barrage of sensory stimulation; aud the considerations which guide him in 

warping his scientific bcritage to fit his continuing sensory promptings are, where rational, 

pragu~atic."~~ In other words, it is time to change the manner in which one thinks of 

"gwd theory," since for far too long "good theory" has meant something more like 

"rational" rather than "practical ." 

Rerdings and Misaeadings of Redism: hcovenng the Pmgmatic Spirif of Redism 

Defenders of Realism have establishcd the facticity of foundationd concepts 

through a linguistic-narrative constniction of an immutable Tradition fiom which Realist 

theory acquires its legitimacy. This tradition relies upon an exclusive achowledgemeat 

of the authority of the Tradition's protagonists and, more moneously, upon the 

authoritative interpretations of these thinters. In rcaction to the critiques of Richard K. 

Ashley, for example, Gilpin afnnns the thra Great Realist Wnters, Thucydides, 

MachiavelJi, and C~K, nothg that "these thm writcrs combined scientific elements in 

a Quine, 'Two Dogmas of Empincism," 46. 



their th inhg ... by bying to ground the 'science' of R on the realities of diplornatic 

practice"" What nec& to be pointed out however, is the extent to which the works of 

these writers an context-âepcndcnt, and more importantly, the extent to which subsequcnt 

readings of these authoritative miters reflect the rlf-image of the ers in which they are 

intepreted. What hes corne to be understood by modem Realists and critical theorists alike 

is tbat the Reaiist theoretical position has nlied on the conveyance of rather suspect 

readings of classical writers in the history of intellechial and political thought, and of 

disciplinary progenitors such as Cam and Morgenthau. This ostensible Tradition has bcen 

contrived in order to justify the manner in which thinken from Thucydides to Morpthau 

have been saying the same things; that the world is, and has always been, constituted by 

anarchy and power intcrcsts. It is suggested here that tbere are ways of approaching the 

works of supposed contributors of Realism in a way that leads one to much 

circumspectioa as to the consismcy of the Tradition itself. While there is  a general 

attachment that d l  Reaiists share-a metaphysical belief in a "fachial" reaim-the extent 

of Reaiism as a solid paradigm is less than well established. As Kratochwil asks, 

What would mtcrnational relations as a discipline look ldte if the autonomous 
sphere of activity was r& aU, not conSatutcd by the d c q  stnicnue of 'ansrchy'? 
What would k the s t a t u  of reaiist vaities, for which rm uray of witnesxs fkom 
Thucydides to MachiiveHi, Hobbes and the Eutopan edition of nason of ztste 
is invoked, if it Mned out that sueh alleged coatinuities ex&, like ka*, m the 
cye of the kholder? What if those verities wae  nothing m m  bim b i g y  
problcmatic, not to say tcndentious intaprrritim?...To niK nich Questions b not 
d y  gauche m tams of the mspoh nila of the profc3sion..to hiq up these 
questions m a s  to R.QPQ the issue of r s i ~ a n c e . ~  

" Robert Gilpin, 'The Riehaes of the Tndioon of Politid Rdisrn" in K-& cd ~ ~ o m d i ~ m  
its Crirics, 306. 

Kmâochwil, "Emburrsmmt of Changes", 69. 
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Without advocating relativism, there is no teal way through which an "objective" 

judgement of any hterprctation of either Thucydides, Machiavelli. Hobbes or any other 

founding Realist cm be said to be better than any other. For much too long, the most 

prominent interpretations of these writers extols the extent to which their witnessing of 

political a f f ' s  in their time has gamered the "realities" of international politics. 

Udortunately, these "realities" have been dixemed (or, codified) at a relatively late stage 

of human history-within the last sixty years. Only in the last three huadred years have 

humans had the arrogance to ascribe the label of "certainty" to their inquisitive activities, 

and to say that Thucydides or Machiavelli could have dreamed that they were doing the 

same thing is to characterise these thinkers as savants, rather than inquisitors. It xems 

sornewhat careless to impute what is taken to be good historicism toâay to be similar to 

that which Thucydides took as good history (or whatever it was he thought he was doing) 

over two thousand years ago. One must not forget that before Thucydides, Herodotus was 

considered to be among the great historians of the tirne; an histonan whose methodology 

was as reliant on the Oracle at Delphi as it was on observation and intuition. Swly it 

must be admitted that Thucydides could not have approached bis subject matter with the 

methodological and theoretical ngour as is cxpected in historico-political scholarship 

today. This leaves what he said and what he did noi suy (given 0 t h  historical records) 

open to much interpretation. 

Debates continue among classicias today as to the substance and mcaning of 

Thucydides' work. What does Thucydides mean exactly, when he asseris that "the iniest 

cause, the one least openly expressed, that Athenian greatness and the resulting fear 



among the Lacedaemonians made going to war ine~itable"?~~ Does he mean that war is 

inevitable, or does he mean that this war was inevitable? Realists in general tdce the 

former of the two propositions although they tend to diverge on the finer points as to 

why this is so. Kagan suggests that antecedent cvents prior to tbe wu.  which Thucydides 

foi the most part chooses to gloss ovcr, does not support bis conclusion that "auy 

assertion that war was inevitable &er the Thirty Yem' Peace of 44615 does not aise 

from the evidence but must be Mposed apr i~n ." '~~  There are many m m  questions than 

answers implied in a reading of Thucydides' great work, and it is not the suggestion here 

that al1 Realists ascribe to a particutar reading of Thucydides. However. there is a sense 

in which the work of Thucydides has corne to be genemlly understood-correctly or 

incorrectly-to mean eitha of two thiogs: aaalysis of interstate relations cm be done 

"objectively" since even Thucydides did it, and conflict has always been inevitable in 

interstate relations; that the international system is anarchic. 

There is also no reading of Thucydides which cm fully satisfy questions about 

both bis interpretation of the War itself and the meaaing of the War in terms of its 

contribution to an understanding of world politics. A different nading of Thucydides 

supports the hypothesis that it is mucb more fomiitously iuterpretcd as a politico-ethical 

treatise on the base possibilities of human nature when al1 sense of piacticality and 

proportiondity are sacrificed amidst political strife. ûne does not so readily detect much 

commentary (implicit or overt) rcgarding the vicissitudes of the "international system" and 

Thucydides, The Peioponnesia, Var, Stevea L a m  tram., Indimapolis: Hacken Publisbinp, 1998, 1.23. 

'" Don J d  hgm. T k  Ourbmd of the P e i o p o ~ ~ ~ s m  Wo. Itba: Comell Uaiwnity Press, 1969, 180. 
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the inevitability of war arising from this system, suggesting that if one i s  hard pressed to 

appropriate Thucydides as illuminating any tniths about politics. it wodd accord with 

Waltt's "fint image" approach to international politics; a icductivist view which sees the 

causes of war as related to its individual protagoni~ts.'~' For it m o t  be denied that there 

is some rneaning in the way Thucydides cmphasises the importance of kcy figures such 

as Themistokles, Perildcs (whom Thucydides accords a hi@ level of regard, in spite of 

his "detachcdn account), and Alcibiades, or cvents such as the siege of Potidaia, the 

sparhg of Mytilene, the Melian Dialogue, and the baseness of civil war in Corcyra. From 

his account of thex people and events, not to mention the manner in which they are 

presented,lo2 it can be hypothcsised that Thucydides did actually emphasise the 

particularity of events and the influence of actors. rather than their ascnption to the laws 

of politics. This highlights a significant point of departwe for Classical and neu-Realists 

in their appropriation of Thucydides as a paragon for their theoretical approaches, the 

former allowing for the importance of individual actors and domestic politics (as was 

Thucydides' intent, for example the notion of simis which permeates throughout the 

Peloponnesian Wm), and the latter creatively ascribing outcornes in his account to 

structures inherent to the Grcek m e s  system.lO.' 

la' See Wdtq Mm* The Sme, ad Wcr, A Theomticd Adysis ,  New York: Columbia University Rws, 1959. 

Ia2 Peter Pouncey s u a m  bat fhucydides w s  pront to a nuntive methcd he refen to as the "binding 
techniquen which speaks to h a  inistrtsd memings and judgcments which ue conveyed m d y  by ihucydides 
praentation of svents in a specific order. -ch Poiiocey taka rr a rejoiiider to those who rcept ïhucydides' 
intention to present in "objective" reount of tbe wu. Set Pcter R Pouncy, T k  Necess&ies of W m  A S* of 
Thucydides' Pessrmisnr, New York: Columbia University Press, 1980. 

'O3 Michiel Doyle points out tbm the d i f f m t  rpplo~chfs thri maire up the Redin mditio~ -h appropriate 
Thucydides in their own diffwant wiy, and bat only C l u s i d  R d i s m ,  its Jlowuice for the diffé~mces of mes 
md the significrncs of politid rton cm n@tfiilly clu'm a st~ong degirnct with the work of Thucydide. He refers 



The appropriation of Thucydides highlights the difficulty in relying upon certain 

readings of texts in order to construct a Tradition in the image of an ovedl  theoretical 

goal. In the case of Thucyâides, problems arise in using his work to justi@ the position 

that balances of power coaform to the logic of an "international system" tbM waxes and 

wanes from conf'îict to peace depcnding upon the equilibrium of balance," or to argue 

for the incradicable resistance of power politics from the tenets of ethics. Thcse 

interpretations are being imputed to, rather than &ami fkom, his work, which in itself 

poses no problem so long as pdcular  readings arc sustainable under critical scmtiny. It 

is suggested here that typical readings (or, interpretations of readings) do not stand up. 

The same problem arises with Machiavelli, whom has corne to be narrowly caricatured 

concomitantly with the evolution of Realism as a "'paradigrnatic realist' teduced to instant 

formulas on the priority of power over ethics ... the necessity of violence and intripe..ends 

justifjing means and raison d'etat."'05 Indeed, Waltz himself makes an argument similar 

to that being made hm in the very analytical Mm, the Stabe, md Wur, when he notes, 

That Machiavelli was the the theorkt of Realpolitik makes it easy to 
assume that to have a general understanding of Realpolitik is to have an 
adequate understancihg of Machiavelli himself. The great political 

to Tbucydides as r rninimdist r d i s t  who "[assumes] thw tfrc processes and p&erenccs of m e s  vary and ut open 
to choice influenced by both domestic and interstrtes considerationsw Doyle, "Tbucydidcui Reaiisrn", Rwiew of 
Iniernmond Snrdies, 16(3), July 1990, 224. 

'" Sec Wdtq M m  the Sue.  tard Wtr. With respecf a> bdmce W d a  nates,"lf a r d i t i o n d  bilace becorna 
the conscious god of Jw#, then one would apect îhe brlincing proccss to be one of grsrter precisiop uid 
subtlety ... Thus unong the Gmk and Itilim city-~trtes and unong tbe E m p a n  nrtioa-mtas, uiy smte threatming 
to outstnp the oîhcrs in powcr could cxpect bat in attempt would be ma& to check it' (210) He thus btings 
togaher historid crrs târt spm over two millcnnii to prove tbrt "bdrncea bas dways ben rt work in intemrtianrl 
affin. 

Jim Osor~e, David Cunpùell, 'htierns of Dissent rnd Oie Celeb~*on of Diff'ence: Criticai Sucid Thcory 
and International Relations", Stdics Qymedy, 34(3), 1990,283. 



philosophers demand being read and read again, and one finds that each 
rereading brings an enlarged and deepened understanding. With 
Machiavelli, the least philosophical of the political philosophers [sic], we 
i s  inclined to forego recurring consideration of the whole of  his thought 
and instead dip into his political writings and extract maxims, which may 
cnlighten, homfy-or even amusdM 

However, in later mitings, as Waltz attempts to justify the maxims of international 

politics, he detracts fiom bis earlier wisdom with respect to interpreting sopbisticated 

philosophical treatises by reducing Machiavelli's philosophical importance, and worse, 

Iumping him in with thinken that surfaced hundreds of years later, "Ever since 

Machiavelli, interest and necessity-and raison d'etat, the phrase that comprebends 

hem-have remained the key concepts of Realpolitik. From Machiavelli through 

Meinecke and Morgenthau the elements of the q p m h  und the ~usoning  rrmuin 

~onstomr."~~~ Machiavelli would not have endorsed a notion of Redpolitik as having 

charactenstics that remain constant, and would have also dismissed the so-called scientific 

attributes of his work,lo8 especially since svciul science oflen acts in much the same 

manner as did the Christian Good in Machiavellifs tirne; it forces actions to accord with 

dogrnatic dictates rather than current political circumstances. As Morgenthau notes, "the 

scientism of Machiavelli ... is, in the history of mankind merely an accident without 

consequences, a sudden flash of lightning, illuminating the dark landscape of man's 

hidden motives but kindling no Romehean fire for a gratcful p~sterity."'"~ 

'O6 Waitz, M m .  the S m ,  cnd Wur, 212. 

'O' W d g  Theoy of Inte-ond Politics, Ruding, MA: Addison Waiey. 1979, 117. Emphasis ddtd. 

'*' Attribut4 by Cilpin, see abovt. 

IW Morgenthau, Sciennic Mm Vemus Power Politics, Chicago: University of Chi- R-, 1965 169. 
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Perhaps it is time for Realists to read Machiavelli again and perhaps it i s  also time 

for Realists to read Realists again as well. For the ways modem Realists (and hence the 

discipline) have now corne to sec Machiavelli are particularly troublhg (and insipid). 

Critics are rightfully critical of neo-Realists' appropriation of his work, but their 

displeasure also reflects, once again, a rift in what is generally taken to be a singular 

Realist tradition. Machiavelli's political philosophy itself was an explicit attempt to justify 

the virtues of pmgmutic-not formulait-action as a means to maintain tbe power of the 

Rince, rather than the Church, over the Republic. It was a resistance against the Good, 

nanowly proselytised by the Church, which was "compting in its own tems and 

[canying] its comiptioa wherever it g~es . ""~  But there is nothing that ipsojiacîo explicitly 

condemns ethicai action, in so far as this is taken to mean acting in accordance w.th the 

responsibilities entailed in maintaining the Republic. Morgenthau understands this as he 

notes, "For a realist like Machiavelli convergence [between ethics and politics] was 

possible only as an accident, if what was required by the niles of the political art-the 

primary concern of the political actor-happened to coincide with what was required by 

the niles [sic] of ethics.""l 

To Machiavelli, living according to "necessity" meant never subordinating one's 

action to the tenets of religious/moral or any other dopas ,  and his philosophy sought to 

''O Hmah Anndt, The Humm Condition, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989, 77. 

"' Morgenthau, Scienttic Mm VCCSYS PmerPolitics, 35. Thae is much indication ha! in mmy of Morgenthui's 
commentaries on ahics bat he is generrlly confused as to the fiinduncntd differaice betww rnods rnd ahics. 
Carr milres this confusion many times throughout his Twenry rem' Cnsis. ïhis, Mfommatejy, &es ippeu ta be 
one  tndition that both Rcrlists and na+Rdi s t s  uncquivodly shm, md pchaps Reaiist ïR thsory would be less 
ab-normative if it h d  r better sense of the distinction betwan the two. 



affim one's public (read: political) life through action that need neither always be wicked 

nor aiways good.'12 It certainly did not mean just the acquisition of powcr, "it cannot be 

called vimie to kill one's fellow-citizms, to bctray one's friends, to be trcachcrous, 

merciless and irreligious; power may be gained by acting in such ways, but not g f ~ y . " " ~  

Glory is not the same as intcrest, and Realists can claim Machiavelli as their own only 

in so far as theu reference to power as a pefpetual prexnce in political life; to 

instrumentalise power by ieferring finite goals such as national interest, or to situate it 

within the confines of anarchic structures is to move beyond, indeed it is to flatly 

contradict, what Machiavelli intended. As Walker notes "not only has the conventional 

interpretation tumed Machiavelli into a simple relativist, but he has been given a 

particular space in which to act-not the community in which peace and progress are 

possible but the supposed home of pure power, the so-called international ar~archy.""~ 

Underlying Machiavelli's work is a profound anti-universaiist, anti-instrumental 

tendency which cm only be creatively used to constmct a politics of permanence in the 

manner which has been done by Realists. For Machiavelli's political treatise was a 

"' Since these distinctions are typiecilly made by religious a d  other svthoritieb whose end goai is to limit or 
constrain politicil action dtogether and destroy it Jtogethcr. On this point Arendt notes, "Gwdness, tberefare, as 
a consistent way of life, is not only impossible within the confines of die public r d m ,  it is  even destructive of it," 
The H u m a  Cordition, 77. Note dro on this point thc similuities bctwem Maehirvelli and Nietzsche's points on 
the role of Good in politid and mon) life. It is r wonder, given this similuity, why Nietzsche is not u prominent 
in intemuional relations îhcory as is MachiavaIli. The deconstructive techniques and the nlriivism of postmodem 
criticai IR theorists have likely made Nietzsche an unuarcÉve choice of intellectul heritage for most IR Rdists. 
This daes not m m ,  howwer, tbrt intellecturl similiuities do not cxist, it just means thsy ut not oo reidily 
rcknowiedgod. 

"' Niccolo Mlchiavelli, The nince, Quantin Sllliiaer, Russel Rice, eds., Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Universi@ 
Ress, 1993, 3 1. Empbrois dded. 



probiematisation of the inherited tel igïous and poli tical traditions of  Renaissance ltal y; it 

was an attempt to justify a resoundingly new notion of mison d'etat (as Waltz and dl 

Realists have noted), which did not need religious, moral, or universal authority as a basis 

for defining the political community. In spite of the tensions this implie~,'~' the most 

impotaat point appears to be Machiavelli's awareuess of t h e  and the need to get beyond 

the universalist impulse to situate political life within the cdifices of universalist 

foundations. This does not mcan relativimi as much as it does an awareaess of the 

historical context in which the Rince fin& himself, which requins that action is rooted 

in the moment, a caveat that reminds him that "one should not rely on a fixed point of 

refereoce. What has worked before may not work again. Even though one might imitate 

earlier expressions of vin&, there cm be no reliance on a tradition that makes claims 

about how things have always been, still are, and will dways be.""' To the Realist gadfly 

who seeks to whisper into the ears of diplomats and politicians the world over, inteat on 

bringing an image of the world as anarchic, power as "self-interest," and the action of a 

wvereign as circumscribed by "structure", Machiavelli might be inclined to respond that, 

shce circumsîanccs vary and men when actmg Iack ficxibility, thcy arc succcssfbi 
if thcir mcthods match the circumneircs and umccessful if thcy do not. 1 
ceriainly think that it is better to be impetwus than cautious, because fortune is 
a woman, and if you want to conml ber, it is nccessary to treat ber roughiy. And 
it is clear that she is more inclineci to yield to men who are hpetuous than to 
&ose who arc calculatiag."' 

Tbere are aiso pioblcms with Cm's place in the Realist Tradition, since his 

"' Sec Walkr who notes that Muhiavelli's uti~ulaion of r politid community as gmindcd in insiddouisidc, 
selflothtr. 1s dso d l e d  into question by his own tmdoILIUtive pditicd thaxy of action. Sw apeeirlly pps., 34-38. 

"' M1chiavtlli, The Prince, 87. 



tealism as a whole is a more nuanced and sophisticated critique of  contemporary utopian 

viewpoints and a hope for progress than both his detractors and supporters are d i h g  to 

accept, " n e  philosophical pillars cmbedded in his scholarship are of [sturdy] design: not 

relativiwa, but rather mistnist of pufported omniscience, couplcd with confidence in 

gradua1 progress and calightenment in human affairs; not deteminian, but an awareness 

of historical inertia and the importance of human agency in overcoming that inertia.""' 

Rather than a grand indictment of utopian thought in the discipline, aad optimism in 

general, Carr promotes the attenuation of overexuberant idealisrn in so fa, as it is a gloss 

for the excise of the intensts of the dominant powers, "In so far as the alleged natural 

bamony of interests has any reality, it is created by the overwhelming power of the 

privileged group, and is an excellent illustration if the Machiavcllian maxim that modity 

is the product of p o ~ e r . " " ~  This argument against u morality of international a f f in  is 

indicative of a sophisticated pragmatic critique of rationality; one which would gain 

acclamation from a post-modern IR theorist. Furthemore, Cm's  viewpoint reflects the 

same disdain for clinging to a particular image of the world as both conuptive and as 

implicitly limiting the range of practical diplomatic/political solutions. There is, however, 

no indication whatsoever that these viewpoints inter dio, proscribe ethical behaviour as 

such. 

What is king srgued here is that Reaiist iR theory has its origins in a real 

pragmatic disdain toward metaphysical rationdism pmralmt in popular ideologies in the 

"' Paul Howe* 'Tbc Utopia R d i s m  of E.K C m "  Revinv of Intemmond Snrdies* 20(3), 1994,279. 

''' Cm, Twenty Peœs' Crisis, 80. 
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early part of this century. ûver the ycars of theoretical evolution. Rcalism has moved 

away h m  the pragmatism that gave it its initial intellectual succour, toward an 

cmpiricim which righfully offends many who disparage some of the ethical implications 

of such a move. The antimetaphysical epistemological urge in the theones of Carr and 

Morgenthau, sought to avoid theorising international politics with a moral agenda in mind 

since such tropes implicitly impeded the practice of international politics. indeed, the 

works of Carr and Morgenîhau are permeated with a deeply pragmatic spirit in their 

approach to international theory. This pragmatic impulse has largely been passed over in 

a theoretical tum toward empiricism. For pragmatists such as Richard Rorty and Hilaxy 

Ritnam, the starting point of inquiry is a deep disdain for the marner in which 

metaphysicalism in the West has occluded the practical aspects of theory. This seems to 

be the initial argument of both Carr and Mor8enthau. In Morgenthau, the theoretical 

impetus can easily be read as an aesthetic approach to practice; as one which affirms life 

while concomintantly esbewing rationalism, science. and the fallacious moral ontologies 

they perpetuate. Morgenthau's Scieniflic Mun V e m s  PowerPolirics resonates with images 

of life as the süuggle for and desire for power, an immutable and omnipresent element 

of social human relations; "then can be no actual denial of the lust for powcr without 

denying the very conditions of human existence in this ~ o r l d . " ' ~  

Analagous to Nietzsche's will to power, Morgenthau believes there is something 

life affirming in this sbuggle for power; oomething which provokcs the cause to act 

enicaciously irrespective of often il1 intended consequences. As Morgenthau "whenever 



we act with reference to our fellow men, we must sin, and we must sin when we refuse 

to act; for the refusa1 to be involved in the evil of action canies with it the breach of the 

obligation to do one's duty."12' This is comparable to the vicissitudes of Nietzsche's 

Ubermensch, who is cxtolled by Zarwhustra who coins: "'Man must become better and 

more evii'-thus I teach. The greatest evil is necessary for the oveman's ûest."l2 For 

Morgenthau, as for Machiavelli and Nietzsche, following the predicatcs of morality 

merely perpetuates injustices of a dfleeilont kind: "by avoiding a political action because 

it is unjust, the perfectionist does nothing but exchange blindly one injustice for another 

which might even be worse than the f ~ r m e r . " ' ~  The injustice may very well be that the 

Oveman or the Rince loses their priacipality, as France and Britain aimost did during 

World War Two, by following the tenets of unchecked idealism. 

In spite of Morgenthau's laudable critical exegesis of rationality and the fnvolous 

virtues of morality in international politics, the later development of his major theoretical 

treatise represents the End of formalisation and intellectual procrusteanism that defies the 

aesthetic virtues of action as a creative enterprise implied in Scien~ljic Mm. Unfortuaately 

for the discipline, this particular work is always overshadowed by his Politics Among 

Naions; a work which explicitly defines what wîll become the dominant theoretical 

position in the discipline, but more ironically defies his own notion of the pragmatics of 

theory and practice by pennanently situating action withia a discursively conceived 

'- Friedrich Nietzsche, "Thus SpiLe Z u u h ~ U & "  in W d t ~  Kiuham êd.. Tk P o d l e  Nietzsche, New York: 
Penguin Books, 1982,400- 

'" Morgendmu, Sdennpc Mm, 202. 



context of  power and balance, and instnimentalising international politics by escribing 

action as "interest". This is one of the means through which the study of international 

relations could be t m e d  into an objective social science, an enterprise which Morgenthau 

himself Viewed with sbme apprehension, offering the following caveat in his early 

remarks before subsequently detüiing the immutable realities of international politics, "No 

study of politics, and certainly no study of international politics in the last third of the 

twentieth century, can be disinterested in the sense that it is able to divorce knowledge 

for its own sa.ke."lB Nonctheless, Morgenthau. in spite of himself, continues to theorise 

world politics as a "distorted reification of the abstraction of necessity in the form of a 

struggle for power."'" Combining bis philosophically sceptical news of international 

politics with bis disdain for social scientific theory as empirically vcrifiable or 

operational, "Morgenthau seems to be arguing that as a philosophy, or set of principles, 

his 'realisrn' is me but empirically un~erifiable.'"~ 

In this Morgenthau exerts the tensions of Western cpistemology between wanting 

to make 'me'  statements about a world or a reality, while maintainhg the right io a deep 

seated intellectual reservation about exactly how to makc these 'certain' or 'me' 

statements. The arriva1 of Waltz precluded debate of the fint element of the 

epistemological dilemma (the relevancc or necessity of 'truc' statements), focussing instead 

on the finer points of theoretical development. in otha words, neo-Realism ceased 

'" Hans Morpenthau, Polices Among Ntmons: The ShuggIe forfowermf PCQCC, 5th dition, New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1973, 23. 



arguments over the "nature" of international theory, settling on anarchy and power as 

foundational concepts, and proceeded to justiQ the orientation of inquiry toward a 

metaphysical world of "facts" which has been rnistakenly attacked as "positivistic" by 

Critical IR theorists. While the use of positivisn is a negative strain that penneates some 

aspects of Realism, it is argued hem that the real problem is the assumption of a world 

"out therew that makes positivist inquiry relevant in the fist  place. 

In spite of the anti-ntionalist critiques that are a significmt underlying element 

of the theories of both Morgenthau and Cari; they failed to address directly and 

substantively the larger issue of epistcmology in international relations. This implicitly 

advocates the alternative un-pragmatic view that an objective, value-fiee approach to 

theorising world politics is necessary, thus instantiating the fact-value dichotomy. Realist 

theory has ever since been finnly attached to a xlf-image of theorising at the level of 

facts as opposed to values. As Realist theory continued to legitirnise its theoretical 

premise of international anarchy and power politics on the basis that these were the tniths 

of international politics,'" intellectual trends in politics and philosophy were significantly 

repudiating the claims that a truth existed at dl,  or that received wisdom about it has 

corne to be generally dependent upon the dictates and practices of the most powerful 

rather than having any content in and of itself-a view similar to that expressed by C m  

oome years earlier. 

''' Aithougb 1 & not diink cbn this is m dl whu orighd Ralim sucb as Cm. Moqenhu, H a  or Niebuhr 
were asseriing. T h y  were however, prone ta n~wrlist-type irguments which took th& intellecnul cucs from a 
pessimism &out a-socid humri nature in intemrtiond politia; 8 cunent o f  thinkin~ tha hm givcn more 
rophisticated theoretid manient  in neo-Rdisî theones. 



Pirtting the "F0ct.lsw on Sha@ Gmund: Agency. Tdentity, Tnreipmction 

Critical IR theories bave attempted to move the discipline of international relations 

away from the kind of approach to theorisisg fomaiised by Waltz and otha neo- 

Redists-who take their bearings fiom Morgenthau and Cm's distinction of facts and 

values and other defining dichotomies such as Realididealism and tm/fdse. 

Accordingly, a pragmatic approach to theory resists these dichotomies, highlighting the 

extent to which one's ernbededness in intersubjectivity, one's relatedness to others cannot 

so easily be disposed of the moment one attempts to sit down and understand one's 

environment. One simply cannot turn the world into an object in response to the 

intellectual impulse to "how" something significant about it. In other words, it is 

becoming more acceptable (or less blasphemous) to hypothesise that a theorist is as 

intentional an agent as an actor. The pursuit of biowledp essential to theory construction, 

as such, cannot be extricated fkom the intersubjective bais  to which the agent and the 

practice of theory are themselves 1Uikcd. and hence, camot be seen as rooted in an extra- 

subjective notion of Truth. The process of theory itself is as practical as it is self- 

actualising for a community; to the modern-day pragrnatist it expresses a watered-clown 

version of the Hegelian notion of Bildungspmzess, without the telos of History or the 

immanence of Geist. 

These arguments put the fundaments of Realist theory of international politics on 

shaky ground in so f ~ r  as they are dependent upon, or assume, a spectjk interpretation 

of the work of Thucydides, Machiavelli, rnd Cm. Disciplinary coherence with respect 

to iR theory relies to a great extent upon these intapretations, but more importantly, the 



extent to which these authorities have been used to justify a particular context for 

international politics. This context relies upon readiags of readbgs of the authonties in 

the Tradition and highlight the diffculties of the "hermeneutic circle," unavoidable since 

"what we are hying to establish in our quest to understand is a certain reading of text or 

expressions, and what we appeal to as our grounds for this reading can only be other 

reading~."'~" This is not to suggest that interpretations are no basis fiom which to 

construct a discipline, but rather it is to suggest that this construction should never, and 

ultimately cm never, get beyond the limits of human interpretation even by something 

as ostensibly non-subjective as empincism and science. For international relations, like 

any other social science, is a social construction, it is a figrnent of the imagination, and 

has no meaning and significance other than bat which is ascribed to it through theories 

about it. This fact is inescapable when a discipline attempts to isolate a social redm 

constituted by differentiated agents for the sake of understanding it . Furthemore, as 

Grifiths notes, "Realism is sirnply a set of assumptions about the world rather than a 

theory, let aione anything so pretentious as a social scientific paradigm"lS These 

assumptions gain their force through the conveyance and debate among those who scek 

to understand international politics. rather than through their implicit cmbeddedness in an 

empiricist or positivist procedure. It is these assumptions that always inform what the 

discipline regards as an interesthg or noteworthy "fact." 

This does not makc cmcnt readings of classical or groundbreaking works wrong 

"' Chuies Taylor, "Interprmtion uid the Sciences of Mm", in PMosophy d llrc moi Sciences, 
Philosophicd Pqen. Vol. 1, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 18. 

Griffith, Redism, Idedism. ad Intclll~nond Politics, 3. 



in an historical s enq  as long as one does not fa11 into the insatiably Westem trap of 

taking an historical example and subordinating it to a thing callcd History. Realist theory, 

especiaily neo-Realism, Ue many other humanistic/social science disciplines bas 

succumbed to this ternptation. For example, it is somewhat dubious that current readings 

of Thucydides laud the Pcloponnesiclll War for its scientific approach to history, or its 

illumination of the insatiable instabiiity of the anarchic Gmk "states system" and a shift 

in relative balances of power as the cause of the war. This reflects a commorn and 

mistaken historicist tendency to interpret contingent historical evcnts in modemia self- 

images and to conceive of al1 new historical experiences as cumulative rather than unique 

in their own right. m i l e  it is penectly reasonable to suggest interpretations of particular 

historical events, it has been common practice in international relations to follow an 

historicist tendency to "atûibute structure and process to epochs, to impute latent driving 

forces, to detect algorithm in patterns of tecumnt evcnts, to sort out events into 

categones and kinds of bappenings, and otherwise to move analysis onto a surreal plain, 

apparently, but not aiways demonstrably, anchored to the empirical one."'" And the 

international theorist must, again, be mindful of the fact that when "examining the past 

for theoretical edification, interprctive problems are compounded by the fact that his 

documentary sources are most often texts written by historiaris, so that the most that c m  

result an interpretations of interpretations." 13' The use of the Tradition not only 

instantiates a particular set of anpirical immutabilities of international politics as the basis 



for disciplinary analysis, but also imposes a particular interpretative method for the 

understanding of future historical events. 

The disciplinary custom of subordinating historicaily unique events to an 

overarching History, is also instrumental in an evolving disciplinary negation of the status 

of agents in international theory. Classical Realists such as C m ,  Morgenthau, Bull, 

Wight, a ~ d  Aron,'32 were much more willing to allow for the infiuences of identity and 

agency in international affairs as having a significant effect on international outcomes. 

The prominence of the 'diplomati in their examinations of world politics, however, was 

still subordinated to the ontologically prior notion of "anarchy", which still tends to 

confine action to a narrow matrix of behaviours. Neo-Realists, take this M e r ,  however, 

by subordinating the role of agents entirely to structures and substituthg their identities 

much more substantively wïtb a conception of "sovereignty" that seems analagous to 

"homogeneity." Such an approach rather hastily discounts the degree to which a structure 

depends on its agents for the substantive noms that make it functional. Bull, Wight, and 

Aron were much more inclined to see this and would have discouraged tbe kind of 

determinism engendered in the notion of structure as it bas corne to be known in neo- 

Redism. To a large cxtent, it is the interaction of agents that generates the "anarchic 

structure" in the fust place, to the same degree that this interaction is generated by them. 

in other words, "understanding international relations ... must involve understanding a much 

more extended range of interactions than the discipline of International Relations has thus 

13' Sue Raymond Aron, Peax  mû WP. A Tkov of Inte-od ReImiOIs, New York: Rwser, 1966. 
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fat acknow~edged.""~ To confie the actions of agents within the narrow bounds dictated 

by structure neglects the fact that these agents, states have identities which are "mutually 

constitutive and constaotly undergohg change and transf~rmation."'~ In other words, to 

look at sovereipty in the marner in which neo-Realists would have us do effectively 

encourages the international theorist to abjure the manner in wbich the heterogeaeous 

agents and identities figwatively shape, hteract within, and ultimately change the nature 

of the "international systcm ." 

These arguments help to demonstrate that international relations theory is much 

more amenable to theoretical heterodoxy rather than orthodoxy; a point which is the 

modus openadus of theorists who are critical of the Realist Tradition. Moa who are 

resistant to these new theoretical contributions have pejoratively refened to the new 

"theoretical pluraiism" as mere "relativism." While to some extent, many of the 

postmodem attempts to open the discipline to perspectives other than Realism suffers for 

their overexuberaut tendency to tout a viewpoint that implies 'anything goes', the larger 

point that most critical IR theorists want to make is that one language, one perspective, 

is not sufficient to capture the multiple identities, (or "nalities") interpretations, and 

understandings that help to constifute the lifeworld of international affairs. The Realist 

viewpoint not only purports to conflate one's identity, the Western one, and to rely upon 

one interpretation of politics, power politics, but it also seeks to explain it al1 using one 

langage, that of positivimi and science. 

'" Thomas J. Biersteker. Cynthia Weber. 'The Socid Conmuaion of S t m  Sovmignty." in Biersîeka and 
Weber. eâs., Siac Sovenigniy m a S d d  C O I I E ~ C ~ ,  Cimbndga UK: Cambridge Uniwnity R w  1996. 11. 



But the significance and meaning that Realist theory imparts about the world 

depextds in large part upon the use of and communication of language to shape aad 

constnict a coherent meaninfil world in the mind's eye of the theorist. Formal languages 

such as science cannot be unequivocally used as a means through which one can gain 

knowledge that corresponds to an empirical realm of international politics. As twentieth 

century philosophical focuses on language as an essential avatar of both meaning and 

significance have illustrated, langage has been used and misused to adjoin Descartes' 

constnicted mind and a fixed, outside world to which mind independent language 

corresponds. Debates in this cenniry have intensified over the issue of whether 

can be seen to correspond to an "objectivet' world, or whether language is a rational 

attempt to constmct meanings that over tirne bave corne to be seen as "reality" in which 

case deconsmictions of discourse are essential in breaking the foundations of this 

construction. For the time being at least, it appears that the postmoderns, who take the 

latter view, are winning the day. Mmy Realist critics assume tbis latter view, and, much 

like post-modemists such as Demda and Lyotard, are sceptical of the "narratives" (or 

rationalisations) which are used to establish the reality and meaning of international 

politics. As Shapiro notes, "whether a given aspect of social reality is a matter of 

contention or is regarded as natural and unproblematic, meaning is always imposed not 

discovered, for the familiar world cannot be separated from the interpretive practices 

through which it is made? To posmiodem and Critical Theory IR theorists, the Realist 

- - - - -  

'" Or formai lmgwges such as science, for acimple. 

'" Michel Shapiro. "Textualizing aobd  Politicsa in Shpiro nd Juna Da Derian eds.. 
Intemdonu&7nrenextud Relmôns, Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1 989, 1 1. 



assertion that it is  a theory which denves i ts premises and substance from the "facts" is  

disputed out of hand as not only impossible, but to the Critical Theonsts, unethical in its 

implications. The preliminary goal of ieconstituting international relations theory then, is 

to deconstmct the current body of knowledge about so-called "reality" to make room for 

approaches to which link together theory and practice. 

Arguments of this na- are a natural corollary to the assertions by twentieth 

century thinkers that language and meaning are indeed not elements of knowledge 

construction that cm be called "objective" no matter how well established a methodology 

has proven in filtering out subjective influences. The very lanpages of epistemological 

practices have themseives corne to be thought of as mere products of logocentric 

(dichotomous) mategies which constmct the world in the images of the dominant power 

interests. Furthemore, as Cntical theory has shown, there are knowledge-constitutive 

interests that fa11 beyond the purview of empiricism, the chosen approach of Wdtz and 

the teo-Realists. Robert Cox, Ashley, and George have dl been major proponents of these 

viewpoints, which attempt to usurp the neo-Realist cornmitment to an empirical theory 

of international politics that reduces the context of politics to the static notions of 

anarchy, and proscribes the notion of theory as practice. 

By suggesting chat international politics is a unique empirical realm, inquiry about 

it is d e l y  diftaaced fiom social or ethical analysis which is inapplicable in so far as it 

does not aüow any breakthroughs in empincal howledge. Such an attitude beirays a 

temarkable acceptance by many Reaiists, as noted above, that international politics is 

necessarily an a-social reaim, which efiectively absolves it fkom the same kinds of social 



criticism (or analysis) developed in adjunct fields of study. This assumption is 

unjustifiable given that al1 the pertinent issues of classic political theory such as power, 

interest, obligation, justice, and liberty are not only prescnt in the works of classical 

international literature (even if they are historically more prevalent in the juridical 

literature of Grotius, Vattel, and Pufendorf' than in the theoretical works), but also 

resonatc in political movements having significant political implications the world over. 

Furthermore, the limits of knowledge, and the contiagency of human behaviour are 

assertions which cannot be so easily overlooked by theorias in international affain. More 

importantly, there is an assumption implicit in al1 empiricist thinking that there is an 

Archimedean point from which the knower is able to look uninterestedly at the events 

which make up buman history; a standpoint which ostensibly transcends the historically 

and intersubjectively contingent nature of the methodology and meauing imputed to such 

eveats. In the disciplines of philosophy and political theory, such assumptions about 

reality and how it is understood bave corne under fierce attack as a perpetuation of 

dogmatic, oppressive social practices having tbeir origins in a modernist cornmitment to 

scieniific-technical howledge rather than liberating political transformation. Critical 

international relations theory implicitly refutes the empincal nature of the international 

redm focussing instead on the concem of larger critical social tbeory to "ground meaning 

as unambiguously social, historical, and linpistic in construction, and to connect 

howledge to p~wer."'~' 

ln &orge. Campbell. "Paîtcms of Dissent," 271. On the Relevmce of niriai rocid theory a d  pan-positivut 
critiques of IR thmry see Jso, Justin Rosenberg, T h e  Intemationai Imagination: 1 Thcoiy md 'Clrrric Socid 
Analysis'," MiIlen~~iun: &nmd o/Intennmord SNdirs, 23(1), Winter 1994. 



Given that international politics i s  constitutcd by agents who bring their distinct 

identities, intentions, and political agendas to the international stage, and interact with 

0th such agents, the hypothesis that these dimensions are uninteresthg or imlevant to 

international political analysis, and that theories denved about them are "empincal," is 

mysterious indeed. Tbat said, it is among the most important contributions of the new 

body of critical literature that it has framed knowledge of international politics firmly 

within the Western epistemologicat tradition, in spite of there being a separate realm of 

inquiry called "international relations." The reality of course is that Waltz and the 

Classical Realists (Cam and Morgenthau) before him are very firmly entrenched in this 

tradition, with Waltz's theory allegedly advocating a more reputable place for International 

Relations theory; a move out of the interpretive realm of dom into the more certain realm 

of @terne, resting on the laurels of its inductive covering laws as a theoretical backârop. 

Such a transition has, given the developments in twentieth century philosophical critiques, 

smck criticai theorkts as much as it would Karl Popper-whose philosophy of science 

was aimed at refuting the dogmatism of Marxist and fascist ideologies-as a dogmatic 

turn in IR theory.'" 

Lacking these basic critiques of knowledge and developments in the broader fields 

"' For example, one of Popper's main projects was to devise criticai rational method through which it w8s 
possible to demarcate between scimce and pseudo-science, and thus rcduce the impact o f  mti-democratic idmlogies. 
He wrs very critical of theories wtrich viewed science as ideaily bascd in probrbility, infdlibility, verifiability, or 
induaivism, believing that theories are scientific ta the extent that thy u e  subjcct to novel tests and subsqucnt 
rcfutation. If a thmiy is not testable or refûtable it is not scicntific. Moreover, theones formed inducbvcly are, 
accatding to Popper prone to r dogmatism in their uawillingness to set refuting instances as problematic for theoty. 
See C o n j e c ~ ~ s  ad Refumons: The Gnnvrh of Scienn3c Knowledge, New York: Hupcr Torcbbooks, 1965. This 
is applicable to critical IR ihcoiy chrllenges to neo-Redism. the hypotheses of which (especidly dut of muchy) 
only wtrtively cm dl1 be applied to teal world evcnts. Fot more on dopuisni pusing itscif off as knowledge see 
Popper, The 0 p . n  Socier), md its Enemies, Vol i?, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University R ~ s ,  1966. 



of philosophy and political theory, Realism m a r s  ta the scholar familiar with critiques 

of modem epistemology, as a theory which presumes that it need not incorporate the main 

tenets of political aiialysis advanced this cenhiry, preferring to rely in substance upon 

thinkers who are elemental to Western thought, but whose sustained authoritative 

relevance to international relations theory has been poorly justified. It is suggested here 

that the pragmatist approacb of thinken sucb as Rorty and Putnam is usehl for inquiry 

in IR theory. These thinkers are mystified by the Western tendency to rely on the 

metaphysicai self-images of earlier eras whose relevance to modern ethical, 

epistemolpicd, or moral dilemmas is questionable. As Rorty rightly cornplains, "one way 

of becoming more sensitive to the achievements of one's own time it to stop asking 

questions that were fonnulated in earlier tir ne^.""^ Instead, it is more important to "think 

of [theoretical] progress in the way in which Thomas Kuhn urged us to think of it: as the 

ability to solve not only the problems our anceston solved, but also some new 

problern~"'~~ As mentioned above, the relia~ce on thinkers whose intellectual authority for 

their time is well established, bas been more oriented to the discoverance of patterns and 

regularities which are alteged to shed some light on the state of contemporary 

international politics, when such a goal would be best fùlfilled if one's intellectual sights 

were set on the "image of making rather than fuiding,""' as the basis for understanding 

the world. But nich an intellectual orientation is possible only if the desire for 

'" Richard Rom. T d  o d h ~ s s .  PhiIosopLid Prpcn Vol. 3, Cambridge. UK: Cunbndge University Ras. 
1998, 6. 



"objectivity" as the bmis for theoretical inquisition can be dropped in favour of a 

theoretical enteprise aimed at good practice while being fully aware that historicai 

contexts change and old justifications (that is, theoretical contextualisations) with them. 

This king the case, one wonders if E. H. Carr's Twenty Yem'  Crisis would look 

the same if he had written it today, at the close of the Cold War, as opposed to during 

the inter-war period. New problems and new oppominities requinng new theones to 

understand and imaginatively deal with them, would suggest that he would not have. 

Moreover, mirronDg the cornplaints of modem-&y cntics, EH. Carr lamented; "consistent 

realism excludes four things which appear to be essential ingedients of al1 effective 

politicai thinking: a finite goal, an emotional appeal, a right of moral judgement and a 

ground for a~tion."'"~ m i l e  the fira two of these ingiedients are suspect the latter two 

are major omissions for any modern political theory. One can however understand their 

absence from the thought of Thucydides, Machiavelli, and Hobbes, which begs the 

question as to why Realist theory of international politics continues to assert the 

authoritative position of these figures in their thought. If one acknowledges even the 

mallest relevance of the developments in modem politico-philosophical analysis up to 

this century any theory of politics that does not account for the significance of language, 

practice, and meaning in the lives of contemporary subjects-not to mention the 

problematised ways of framing lcnowledge itsel f-appears to be extraordinaril y 

incomplete. Thes are not problems partially or substantively addressed by Thucydides. 

Machiavelli, or Hobbes, which mems that any modem IR theory ought to have something 

'" C m ,  The Twenty i 'e tdCnsis ,  89. 



to say about these elements of human understanding. One suspects that Cam was both 

wise and humble enough to h o w  that his solutions woutd not be solutions that would 

hold up indefinitely, especially since he apparently always hoped that the context of 

history would make a more barmonious world a possibility. 

Conclusion: The Cniicd Theonst Objects to the Redisi "Object" 

Critiques of Realist theory focus primady on the elements of neo-Realisn which, 

according to hem, have inappropriately nmowed (or obfùscated) the object of study and 

bave excluded normative theoretical projects fiom beinp taken seriously. These critics 

have rightly pointed out that the methodological assumptions in Realism inhereatly are 

making a significant yet unjustified epistemological assumption: namely. that there "is" 

something that can be known. At the level of theory this assumption is extraordinarily 

important since one's methodology not only detennines wbat philosophers of science have 

denoted as the "context of discovery" but also the "context of justification". In other 

words, the methodology ultimately detemines the means through which discovenes are 

made about "reality", md also about how such discoveria are to contribute to knowledge, 

via tests of validity, falsification. or other methods. Critics have challenged the Realia 

assertion that the analysis of international a f M s  is a reah  in which things are 

"discovered", suggesting that this is not language that is appropriate to human affain. 

Rather, it is said, since human action is both intentional and meanhg detexmined, reaiity 

in this, as in any other socid realm, is made. Therefore, one cannot so easily categorise 

historical outcornes into laws and geueralisations which reduce human behaviour to 



simple categories of understanding; categories which themselves are a product only of 

particular identities and contexts. Since human action is meaninfil and mought with 

political intent, the ody discoveries that are to corne out of inquiry an those which 

ostensibly lead us to see the limitations on action imposed by continuhg one's attachent 

to static, closed, and contingent contexts. The act of inquiry is therefore best seen as a 

willingness to c o n h t  new identities, and new contexts; as a means to shed light on the 

distortions in communication that intrinsically but need not necessarily forestall solutions 

to new problems. 

Accepting thex assurnptions bas a number of ramifications for international 

relations theory; the most important of which is a fundamental dispute as to the object of 

inquiry in international affairs. For starters the neo-Realist assumption of a world "out 

there" is not really sustainable, nor is the loose attachment to positivism that this entails, 

since in this there is necessarily an assumption that fonnufised languages (such as science) 

correspond to a reality which is somehow beyond replar cognitions or experiences. The 

first step is to break fiee fiom the trap of the "empiricist metaphysic"'" which implicitly 

allows Realists to allege that the facticity of their approach justifies a cold reception to 

normative approaches, which are ostensibly stuck at the lcvel of values. In abjuring 

empiricism, Realists can no longer assert that human reality is of the n a t d  kind, since 

there is no such thing as "Nature's own language,"lu which gives the theorist concepts 

such as anarchy, sovereignty, or structure. That is, there is no such thing as a neutrai 

'" See George, "Of laurcmîion and Clonue". 

lu See Hillly Putnm,The Question of Rdism," in Wods Od Life. 302. 
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laquage constituted by concepts or an empirical way of getting at them. Nor are there 

concepts and methods that correspond to an objective Truth. The concepts one uses and 

the ways one arrives at them-and their televance in the world of experience-are 

products of intersubjectivity, not manifestations of a "real world." Al1 of this is value- 

laden, fiom the urge to inquire in the beginning, to an agreement on concepts and theories 

at the end. 

The kind of empiricism that permeates Western epistemology and which Realists 

have accepted denies the extent to which theory in itself is a value-laden (and therefore 

ethical) enterprise. While the rnethodology of positivism bas been seen by critical IR 

theorists as the primary source of Som, it is asserted here that this is less important than 

the initial blindness to the metaphysical commimients implied wben one accepts that there 

are facts whicb can be methodologically captwed in the first place. This assumption 

allows one to totalise intellectually History as a linear, teleological object. It is evident 

that such a view of history is a projection of a modern self-image king conflated into 

universal history, which regretfully draws one to the use of such terms as 'laws,' 

'generalities,' 'anarchy,' 'structure,' and 'sovereignty' as providing a ground for the study 

of international relations. Griffiths sees this as a reductivist epiphenomenalism which, 

"consists in treating political events as essentially the outcorne of some environing 

structure which is itself explicable in tems of scientific laws .. Jolitical reality is thus 

treated as reducible to somcthing el~e.""~ In this chaptcr, Quine has been uscd to illustrate 

how this epiphenomenalism is reflected in the production of concepts which Realists 



assert as pertaining to a reality o f  international politics over and above the experiences 

and intentions of agents. This problematic aspect of Realist theory bas leu to do with 

their positivism and more to do with their faith that analysis of politics takes place on 

either the side of facts or that of values, and that only the former pertains to the Tm& of 

international flairs. 

It is the deniai of an "objective" world that is the starting point for a critique of 

realism. More importantly, however, a critique of epistemology as something aimed at 

certitude, a tradition begun with Descartes, is at the heart of these critiques. Having 

refited the assumption of the certainty of objective knowledge of international politics, 

a massive xepticim permeates critical literature about the absence in Reaiist theory, as 

practice, of any discussions of justice, freedom, community or identity. Discussion of 

these issues has hovered in the margins largely because of the fact that the theoretical 

impetus for international relations, those theories of Carr and Morgenthau, eschewed such 

discussions as both fkivolous, dangerous, and largely irrelevant to the practice of foreign 

policy. Furthemore, the televance of ethical discussion of international affairs has always 

k e n  proscnbed by the alleged positing of the "impossibility theorem, which al1 realists 

take to be axiomatic and therefore in no need of defcnce: there exists no actual or 

immanent universal consensus that will or can for a long time satisfy the real and 

emergiag wants and aeeds of al1 States and peoples"'" The main thnist of new approaches 

to international politics nceds to adcheu the manns in which this "impossibility theorem," 

notions of "objectivity," and Western empiricism are f m l y  based in 6awing distinct 



disciplinary boundaries based on particuiar iden ti ties, languages, and ptactices. This has 

also left out consideration of ethical principles; a substantive debate over which bas been 

absented fiom international theory for fat too long. AU theories in the social sciences are 

permeated with ethical commitments of one kind or another, even if tbe extent of this 

ethos is to "do better". Much like other Westem epistemologies, Reaiist international 

relations has focused on using "objective" theory to justify a particularly Westem, 

coaservative, pessimistic world view which neglects the influence of agency and excludes 

other identities as offering alternative ways thinking and doing in world politics. 



CHAPTER 3 

An Oppoiliinity Wasted: Enlighttnment Criticil IR lbeoy 
rs r Safe Haven For the Yiew Fmm Nowheiie" 

I n t d u c t  ion 

Post positive critiques of Realimi have become cornmonplace in the disciplinary 

literature of international relations. They have posed a challenge to the theoretical 

dominance of Realism througb critical epistemologies that seek to establish the links 

between knowledge and practice and the ways so-called "objectivity" has been essential 

in the negation of agency and the marginalisation of identity. The focus of poa positivist 

critiques of Realism is their "rejection of transcendental (decontextualised) criteria for 

assessiog epistemological, ontological, and/or normative claims and therefore the necessity 

of taking responsibility for the world(s) we make-including criteria we construct for 

assessing epistemological, ontoiogical, and normative c~airns."'~' Moreover, values are 

reflected in theories, which are further reflected in practice, and the act of theoretical 

engagement logically implies that problems or uncertainties in the nature of practice are 

what gives rise to the act of theoreticai inquiries in the fust place. To some extent this 

bas given rise to the theoretical impulse of critical IR theorists, who challenge Realist 

theoretical and epistemological assumptions-which, given the plethora of identities and 

unique contexts that occupy the political Iandscape of world flairs-that perpetuate a 

Western propensity to ground itself in a clord, time-bound ontology and scientific 

rationaiity. Such criticisms npnsent a pragmatic belicf that knowledge is directly related 

"' V. Spikc Peterson. "Introd~ction.~ in Cederrd  SU^: Feminist (Ru)Viguns d Intemrpii~nd 
Relations Theoiy, Bodder, CO: L.ynnc R i e ~ e r ,  1992, 19. 



to practice and that both are pemeated with intersubjectivity and values. The Western 

tendency to use knowledge to justi@ a privileged context inhercntly produces practices 

that constnin and subject other identities. By pragmatically practicing "theoreticai 

reflexivity," critical IR theorists hope to encourage more open, democratic practices by 

engaging in and constnicting theories dong the lines of openness, and to foster a 

willinpess to hclude the voices and perspectives of a multitude of identities in 

theoretical discourse. Critical IR theories bring with them the nalisation that inquiry can 

only be conceived as something that takes place within the purview of a community and 

thus cal1 for a "democratisation of inquiry.""' 

There is strong argument to be made that a pragmatic approach to international 

relations theory would appropriately address the profound ontological and epistemological 

problems associated with Realist theory and practice in international relations. The critical 

approaches to IR theory are a positive step in a pragmatic direction in so far as they 

challenge the embeddedaess of one theory and one context of international politics, and 

provoke a disciplinary shft in thinking about the act of theory as related to, indeed as 

linked with, the practice of politics. It is helping to imbue a rencwed disciplinary 

propensity to look critically upon oneself even as one theorises; to look for one's owa 

agency and values in the theones one constructs md supports, and to refiain fkom 

thinking about theory as detached fiom its subject matter. But in this, the cntical IR 

theories have a tcndency to stray too fat into îhcoretical excess. On the one haad, those 

approaches influenced by the Critical Theory of Jûrgen Habermas mistakenly seek to 



replace the positive empiricia with an emancipatory theory that i s  as abstract and 

unjustifiable as the neo-Fteaiist theoretical approach. On the other, the post-modem 

theones have a tendency to resist uanasonably the impulse to construct theories 

altogether, believhg the whole enterprise as tainted by an (ontological?) proclivity of 

theory and lmowledge as instrumental practices of discursive d~minance."~ 

In some senses the traditional epistemological impulse of the West bas had a 

propensity to perpetuate dominative practices but this impulse can be overcome if a more 

pragmatic approach to theory-one that renounces the notion of a particular Tcuth, in 

favour of one which asserts the fallibility of truth over tirne-wete adopted. The focus 

of this particular examination 1s to highlight the pragmatic impulse of criticai IR 

approaches, and to show how this positive step is undermincd by a focus on emancipatioii 

as Truth. Althougb this seems at first to be an endorsement of post-modem critical IR 

approaches, in a Iater chapter it will be show how such theones are flawed in so far as 

they tend to advance unwittingly an arrogant perspectivism that hinders theoretical 

progress more than it stimulates open discussion. These questions cm only be addressed 

by dropping the traditionally Western notion of Truth and its accoutrements from the 

theoretical vocabulary and by taking the act of theory as pmcrice seriously. 

I'he )>mgmatic impulse of Criticai IH Ï'heo ty... 

One of the 1- points of the prevîous chapta was to show how Realist theory, 

'* This in fact is where they put ways with pngaatists who do beliew thrt thmy is  possible, if only 
within r certain context. A d i s a d o n  of die mifications of pst-modern thsary for internrtiond relations 
will a p p w  in the following chrgter. 



in its initial orientation away from rationalist idealisations of world politics, has its ongins 

in a pragmatic approach to theory. In so far as Realist protagonists such as Cam and 

Morgetnthau subsequently endorsed the view that IR theory is about just the facts, they 

veered intellectually into the dangers inherent in an approach which disavows the 

intractable subjective elemeats implied when it is time to intcrpret, and worse, 

systematiq a random assortment of collected facts. In so doing one also enters fertile 

ideological ground. Both Carr and Morgenthau initially articulate a distinctly cntical 

meta-theoretical stance in expressing a disdain for the mamer in which the closed. 

teleologicai Histones of the utopians were instrumental in discounting historical 

contingencies and fostering pragmatic responses to what was evidently taking place in 

world politics. But they stopped short of opening the way for a mily oophisticated 

theoretical position when they implied that in response to the utopians, IR theorists must 

rely only on the facts of world politics; the facts taken to be a lack of harmony, constant 

power stniggles, and the incompatiblity of politics and ethics in world af'f'ain (in other 

words, anarchy). in addition to this is the implication-oae which is rarely ever explicitly 

stated-that theonsing about international politics is not a reflexive activity. Theorising 

is said to be a product of detached observation and must never become clouded by the 

intentions or wishes of the theorist. What is denied in Realist assertions about "reality" 

is the nature in which theonsing ifself is m uct; a deaial which betrays the pragmatism 

of their anti-ideologicai approach when world politics is pcnnanently situated in the 

context of an "obsewed reolity" fkom which a iheory is constnicted. Not only is the 

empiricism in this suspicious, but it also sewes to consign action witkn the narrow 



parameters established by a theory, rather than broaden action to respond to the shared 

expenences of agents in world politics. 

Waltz's neo-Realism is t&e first red attempt to disciose explicitly what is a readily 

apparent Realist meta-theoretical position: theories order and make sense of reality, and 

in so far as they explain this reality they are in many ways an ubstmction fm that 

reality. The intellectual disciplinary turn towards the positivisn in Waltz's abstract neo- 

Realism seems to represent a fhal iurn away from seeing political agents and unique 

eveats as adding anything new to one's perception of what has already been sy stematically 

categorised as the "realities" of international politics. These abstractions need not 

necessady conforrn to the empsrical facts of international politics since in many ways 

theories are a sort of fictitious construction which helps the theorist detemine what it is 

be is studying; "without at least a sketchy theory, we cannot say wbat it is that needs to 

be explained, how it might be explained, and which data, how fonnulated, are to be 

accepted as evidencc for of against hyp~theses."'~ Furthemore, "a theory, though related 

to the world about which exphnations are wanted, are always distinct fkom that world. 

'Reality' will be congruent neither with a theory nor with a mode1 that may rcpresent 

it."lS1 That the neo-Reaiist revision of Classical Redisn is seen as ari acceptable 

development to "Realists" seems ironic to this writcr given the profound reticence for 

ideologicaî abstraction which allegedly gave rise to the theory in the first place. in tbis, 

it appears that somc Realists arc confbsed as to whcthcr what makes good theory is good 



empiricism or good po.tivism. Both approaches, however, seem to maintain a strong 

belief in the theory's correspondence to the "facts" if onîy because it disavows 

subjectivism. 

However, Waltz himself concedes the methodological fine line between theories 

and facts, o b s c ~ n g  that in the end, "both induction and deduction are indispensable in 

the construction of theory, but using hem in combination gives risc to a theory only if 

o mat ive  ideu emerges."'~ This suggests that in devishg a theory of international 

politics, there is a strong element of intuition, rationality, and more importantly. wisdom 

which cannot objectively be removed fkom the process of theorking itself. It also means 

that the basis for rejecting or accepting theories ultimately resides within the community 

of experts, rather than implied in the method itself. as Waltz concedes above, and 

sugpsting as Popper does, that there is a critical element to xientific theory which cm 

never be empirically n r n o ~ e d . ' ~ ~  But Realist theory seems to have evolved away from the 

initial critical urges which gave the discipline its initial vitality and moreover, in 

abstractiag fiom "reality," neo-Realiun further disengages the notion of theory as practice, 

prefening instead to think within the intellectual limits of a reality contexnialised by 

anarchic structures, sovereignty, and a nanow notion of power. There is no question of 

the extent to which theory has limited practice by pennanently situating the redity it 

helps to explain in such a nanow fhme. 

IS3 See Kut Popper, Coujecmts d Refutmons: The Gmioth of Sciennic Kwmiedge, New York: 
Hupn Torchbodrs. 1 %S. Tssues of niethod. niiondity, rnd obje**vity a it pertains to thmry choice will 
be tbe subjcct of the aext dqter. 



The exuberance of the renewed critical-transfomative epistemological urge in 

international relations theoishg is a pragmatic corrective for this evolving lack of critical, 

meta-theoreticai critique in Realist theory. With the exception of the focus on 

ernancipation as a basis for theoretical-critical impulse, this new strain of critique is a 

positive development in IR theory since its pnmary emphasis is to address many of the 

points made above. The self-image of Realist pst-positive critics is very pragmatic in 

their attempts to resrient the disciplinary theoretical enterprise as inextricably linked with 

practice. They seek to offer a rejoinder to an empincist theoretical tradition which has 

sought to justie and re-justify the same ontological picture of the world through an 

evolving rnethodological system which closes the rninds of tbeorists to the nature in 

which thinking itself is related to the inter-actions of agents and the need for bcaer 

practice. Closure and negation in Western thinking merely perpetuates closure aiid 

negation of agency and identity in pmctice; it is a legitimisation for continued violent and 

unethical practices in world politics justified according to a continucd anachment to an 

"anarchic" picture of world politics. To critical theorists the Realist marginalisation of 

epistemological critiques based in notions of intersubjectivity and recognition, as well as 

hose which conceive of theory as constructive and tmsformative, signifjr that Rcdism, 

the dominant paradigm in iR, provides an intellectual alibi for suspect practices 

worldwide. 

In this vein, critical IR theorists bave pounccd on Waltz's reliance on induction 

as the basis for discmhg the facts of his theory and as a basis for Reaiist njcction of 

non-empirical theories, positing that such a methodology is fer fiom king either neutral 





Critiques of Realist theories have highlighted a number of  issues that problematise 

the theoretical underpinnings not only of positivism as it applies to the human sciences, 

but also to the fact that in practicc, the pessimistic and septical tenets impiied in the 

concepts of power and anarchy, have served as a justification for conduct unbecoming of 

the Western cornmitment to moral and political propss. Noting the critical study of John 

Vaquez's The Power of Power Politics, George observes that "as a particular image of 

the world employed by Redist policymakers, power politics promoted certain kinds of 

behaviour and often leads to self-hilfilling prophecies."'% It is the focus on power politics 

and theories îhat inherently assume anarchic structures as the fiamework in which world 

actors must relate that Realist critics believe to be the reasoa for the marginalisation of 

approacbes with transformative goals in mind. Many of the critical theories proceed witb 

the intent of widening the scope of IR theory by "articulat[ing] a cosnopolitan vision of 

world politics without relapsing into the naivety and superficiality that Carr castigated in 

early idealism, and without comprornising nomativity by falling back into reali~m."'~' 

For the moment, this "transformative" urge is seen here as at least a preliminary 

corrective to the kinds of practice fostered by a Realist reluctance to accept bat  their 

particular world view may bc subject to some revision, or rather, a presumption that their 

particular theoretical position is infallible. The transformative urge, to the extent that this 

relates exclusively to transforming meta-theontical pnctices in International Relations 

1% Jim b r g c .  Discounes of Globd Politics. 13. Sec rbo John Vasque The Pmer of pmcr Politics. 
A Critique, London: Fmces Pinter, 1983. 

'" Richud ûevdrk, 'The Roject of Modemity and Intemationai Rd*ims Thmvn, Millcnniun, 
.&unid of Inremdi& Sfdies, 2ql) Wiaîer 1995,40. 



theory, i s  a significant rejoinder to the propensity of Realists such as Robert Gilpin, to 

view theoretical pluralism, or at the very Ieast, non%ealist criticism of theu theoretical 

position, with unwatranted su~picion.'~' Gilpin for example, apparcntly flabbergasted by 

a somewhat vitriolic polemic levelled by Richard Ashley, disingenuously shirks the entire 

theoretical debate by suggesting that Ashley's criticisms are il1 founded because he refuses 

to define what neo-Realism is, "although we are charged witb having betrayed the realist 

heritage, at no t h e  does he achially tell us what that heritage actually is. As a redt ,  1 

do not hiow why we are cailed 'realists,' much less 'neo'.""' While Gilpin highlights a 

problem in establishing lines of communication through which both positivist-oriented and 

political theory/pbilosophy-oriented speakers can understand one another, for him to 

suggest that there is confusion as to what Realism is betrays a typical arrogance and 

closed-mindedness that incites such viûiolic responses in the first place. While one cm 

pretend that there is no such thing as a dominant perspective in the discipline, one cannot 

pretend tbat a discipline which theoises about na1 people in real political situations can 

be impervious to political (or, social) analysis, no matter whether it originates in this 

discipline or whether it originates in "other" disciplines. Politics is politics, quite simply, 

and if Heidegger, Habermas, Rorty. or Ritnam do not appeiu to belong in a discipline that 

speaks defdtively about politics and about thcorits of politicoh spite of their major 

contributions to political and epistemological discourse-then there is something very 

"' Soc Ricbud Ashley's somewba polaniul critique of no-Redism. 'The POV- of NW Rerlism," 
in Robm O. Keobme. ed, Neomdism d ifs Cntics. New York: Columbia Uaiveniy press. 1989. S r  
dso, Gilpin's rcsponse, "The Richncss of the Tradition of Politid Rdism" in the -e dted  volume. 

'" Gilpin. "The Riebnan of the Trdition of Pol i t id Rdism.' 302. 



wrong with the discipline. The problem with Realist thcory that infuriates is the pretense 

that i n t e ~ i o n o l  politics is about something different from oth« (domestic) politics; that 

it is about anarchy, sovcreignty, or national interest and that these entai1 a political 

dynamic that is vastly different than tbat in domestic politics. This exemplifies a profowid 

reticence to accept politicai analyses that do not derive from the discipline of International 

Relations. 

For example, in sornewhat lampoon-like fashion Gilpin cites the following 

statement by Ashley, "For eschatological discourse (cvident in phenomenology, 

ethnomethodology, and some hemeneutical sciences) the objective truth of the discourse 

lies within and is produced by the discourse itself."'" He nsponds, "Unfomiriately, 

Intemationd Organisation failed to send an English translation with the original text. 

Tberefore, although 1 am sure that this statement and many like it throughout the article 

are meaningful to Ashley. 1 have no idea what it means. It is this necdless jargon, this 

assault on the lanpage, that gives us social scientists a bad narne."16* While one must 

sympathise with Gilpin's frustration at the level of fnvolous intellectual grandstanding that 

appeats to be a pre-requisite for much pst-modem interlocution, one cannot sympathise 

with the lack of willingness on Gilpin's part to engage in a fnlltful intellectual debatc. 

Gilpin's caricature of Ashley is cutious indeed given that "[bel engages explicitly in 

theoretical debates and speaks with authority on theoretical issues ... it was Gilpin in The 

Political Economy of Intemaiiond Relations who invoked Thomas Kuhn as an influence 

la See "Poverty of Neotdirm," 281. 

le' Gilpin, 'The Richars of the Tndition," 303. 
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and who was confident enough to take on the complcx issue of Marxist ideology. Yet, 

in relation to Ashley's criticisn of his theoretical position, he suddenly doesit know what 

al1 of this 'means'"'" Indeed if one reads Gilpin's sophisticated and path breaking study 

of International Politicai Economy, the kind of confusion expressed by Gilpin is 

perplexing . Unfortunately , it shows some resistance to engage the more sophisticated (and 

at times mon codounding) level of critique being offered by those who want to bring 

IR theory into the mentieth centwy. Bringing IR theory into the twentieth century in 

many ways means, trivially, admitting that international theory is poliricd theory, and 

hence, is subject to the wune judgement and circumspection as is to be expected for any 

such theory.Iq Che suspects that Gilpin's comment arises less from of a misunderstanding 

of Ashley's discourse and more fiom an urge to safeguard IR theory fiom a disciplinary 

intrusion by discourse mon prevalent in the humanities, political tbeory prime among 

them. 

This is exactly why al1 efforts must be maintained to ensure that new critical 

approaches continue to flourisb in the disciplinary literature; frivolous or not. For 

theoretical progress can only corne with the willingness to accept that however elegant 

a theory may be-and the staying power and influence of Realism attcsts to its 

ovenvhelming elegance-it may sooner or later become highly âisputatious, as the 

voluminous collection of anti-Realist criticai literature suggests. While the remaining 

'" ûn these points 8 eoupk of d i e n t  wrks ue worth nohg hm. Sa Howard Wil~irmc. 
Internanond Reliarions d the Limits of Politid Theory, New York: St Muiin's pms* 1996. See dso, 
Chules R. Beb, Puf i f i d  Theury d In~rlll~llhnrrl RuIriions, Rinceton, N J: Prim- Univmity Press, 
1979. 



elegance of Realist theories appears to be challenged not only by the course of real-world 

events but by those who make up the disciplinary community of scbolars, the 

unwillingness to accept that other approaches might have somethbg of value to offer in 

terms of kaowledge often appears (see above) as much more a sign of anti-intellectual 

dogmatism than it does of the scholarly value of the theory. 

This is not to say that Realist theory bas not changed faces to accommodate valid 

theoretical challenges. The variants of Realim in the fom of neo-Realisn, neo- 

Liberdism. hegemonic stability theory, regime theory, and interdependence suggest some 

level of theoretical malleability. However, ncither of these variants pose a real threat to 

the ontological or epistemological assumptions of Realism. Tbat is, the pnmacy of power 

politics, of anarchy, and sovereignty and the research generated by them are leA standing. 

Post-positivist critiques attack the very core of Realist assertions, by traosgressing the 

boudaries of the international politics establisbed by Realism, but are "expanding at the 

margins without, however, sigificantiy affecting the centre."'" The centre here is 

represented by the binary logic of the metaphysical realimi alluded to in the previous 

chapter, the "structuring of paired opposites that at once differentiates one tem from 

another, prefm one to the other, and arranges them hierarchically, displacing the 

subordhate term beyond the bounday of what is signifiant and desirable."'" Of course, 

the most signifiant binary relations h the discipline of LR theory are the foudational 

one, facthiue, the cpistemologicai one subjectlobjcct, md the d i sc ip lhy  hicrarchy 

V. Spike Pcâenon, "Trinrpssing Boiindiria: Tbeories of Kaoulade+ Gander ad Liternilioad 
Relations," Millennium: humd of lntemmod Sdies ,  2 1 (2), Siunmet 1992, 184. 

16' Ibid., 185. 
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Realismlidealism. The stcadfastness of Realists to cling to these dichotomies appears to 

those on these "margins", voices which have not ken taken seriously in the formation of 

IR discoune, as a disciplinary wall that opens its door only to those speaking the 

laquage of those on the inside. 

But who is to say that the Realist approach is a more justifiable one if therc 

appears to be reasonable arguments that it is not? For Karl Popper, the honesty of any 

theoretical hypothesis is detmnined by the extent to which it codd provide the conditions 

for its own refbtati~n.'~~ Whether or not one agrees with Popper, the plethoria of 

theoretical challenges and the responses they elicit in defendinp against them attest to the 

intellectually stifling marner in which Realist positivinn resists the meta-theoretical urge 

to offer theones that do not accept the naturalist assumptions implied in this approach. 

As George notes "[positivist empuicim] cannot by its own metatheoretical logic allow 

for a non-empiricist alternatives because, whatever else such alternatives represent, they 

cannot by empincist definition represent 'real' knowledge of the world 'out there'."16' The 

nsistance implied in clinging to this naturalist, essentialist view of the human Iifeworld 

stifles the development of theoretical progress since it inherently assumes that the lands 

of inter-subjective, social, linpistic, rationalistic bases of what the West has called 

"knowledge" and which new critical approaches are attempting to account for in theories 

of international politics, are invalid. As is ofken the case with theoreticai constructions 

based on an inductive accrual of laws and generalisations, the propmsity of Rcalism is 

" Sec Poppet, Conjecnr~~~s ad R e f ~ ~ o n s .  

'" Goorge. 'Of Inurceration md Closurq' 207. 
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not to seek out instances which refite its theoretical propositions, but rather to seek out 

instances which merely confirm the assertions of the theory. Thus, "ou  propensity to look 

out for regularities and to impose laws upon nature, leads to the p~ychological 

phenornenon of dogmaic thinking or, more generally dogmatic behaviour: we expect 

regularities everywbere aad attempt to fuid hem even where tbere arc none; events which 

do not yield to these attcmpts we an inclined to tnat as a LUid of 'background noise'; and 

we stick to our expectations even when they are hadequate and we ought to accept 

defeat ." '" 
The empincist trap,lW which intellectually chains the scholarly gaze to the vistas 

of an "objective" world, leads the so-cdled Realists into an anti-scholarly procnisteanism 

as they ignore or trivialise evidence b a t  does not confirm the "realities" implied by their 

ontologies, and as they ignore or discount alternatives out of band that refuse to 'speak 

the same language' (a language with which they do not concur) of the theory they seek 

to refute. The fallibilism implied in Popper's conjectural approach to theory is a useful 

exemplar of what a theorist of international politics must always assume: that a particular 

theory may be usehl today, but it may not be so tomorrow, in so far as usefil is taken 

to mean that it does not accouat for the intersubjective beliefs that shape intellectual, 

social, and political life and foster better practice. It has k e n  the assertion al1 dong that 

the Realist's avenion to questioning the nature of "facts" as they pertain to theory 

construction painfuîly detraets from the pmnise that theory aims at resolving dilemmas 

Ch, w h t  George bas tsf'ed to rs the "empiricist mauphysic' in "CH lncuceration md Closure." 
On dris point sa dm Ch- 2 of this examhion. 



in practice in the real world, or rather, that i n q u e  i s  an intellechial response to changing 

contexts that rendcr old theories aud practices and ways of dealing with the world 

ineffective. 

The justificatory epistemological discourses of Realist theory arc thereforc in need 

of a body of critical discourse in order to de-legitimirc the authority of its 

epistemological, but more importantly, its ontological assumptions. For, the Realist 

epistemology has, " [taken] historically specific-modem-ontoloQcal options as given. The 

spatial M i n g  of the relation between an autonomous subject set apart fiom the objective 

world is especially crucial, for it resonates with the same modemist dichotomies that have 

beea reified so smoothly within daims about state sovereignty and political redism. 

Epistemologies that simply affinn these dichotomies are not obviously the most 

appropnate place nom which to investigate a world in which boundaries are so evidently 

shifiing and ua~ertain.""~ Generally speaking, the critical notion of "theoretical 

reflexivity" essentiai to critical approaches very much uifuses the discipline with the 

prapatic spirit of theoretical fallibilism, theory as practice, and a disavowal for the 

fact/vdue dichotom y assumed by Rcalists to distinguish their theories fiom utopian ones. 

Realist cntics have brought into the discipline the Hegelian notion of theory as 'critique' 

and h v e  sought to replace Rcaiism with "an on-going process of 'theoretical reflection 

on the process of theorising itself", emphasising the "creative role of human 

consciousness," and engaghg "in social criticism in support of practical political activity 



oriented toward societal transfomation.""' Critical TR theones are a welcome first step 

in loosening the grip of the typical Western epistemological conception of lmowledge as 

"objective1' knowledge, which pemeates Realist IR theory, but there erc many problems 

with seeing theory as "transfomative" or "emancipatory," since this entails more 

dogmatic, un-pragmatic thinking. 

Critical IR theorists have show how the dominance of the Reaiist paradigm bas 

fostered practices of domination and subjugation dong the lines of Western, modem, 

technical rationalism. thus evoking the Heideggerian critique of the modern tendency to 

conceive of truth and power as dominance and subjugation. Such an approach precludes 

the recognition of "other" agents whose own identities, epistemologies, and ontologies 

may conflict, complement, or add to one's own. Not only does this limit the extent of 

practically-oriented theory, but so too does it limit the ability of creative or imaginative 

action as the profcssed hornogeneity of states and the framework of anarchy prevent the 

state, "within this general framework ... from (having] any hope that through tbe actions 

it takes, or refrains fiom taking, it may succeed in transforming the wider context."ln In 

constructing an epistemological world view based on the notion of 'the world as object 

and creating a prideged Wace for empirical analyses based on this world view, the 

discipline of international relations becomes irrevocably the-bound to the self-images of 

the historical context in which the theory and method were devised. in the meantirne, 

ln Jean Elshtrin. wïntemaionJ Politics n d  Politid 7heoryw in Stcve Smih, K a  Booth, cdr., 
Inrenmond Reldons Theoy T e ,  University Puk, PA: Pennsylvraia S ~ u e  University Res, 1995,276. 



agents and identities interact leaving such theories unable to understand new 

developments and account for the recognition of unseen or marginalised agents calliag 

forth new solutions or adjustments in practice. For as Elshtain notes, "the context for the 

conduct of international relations is not a world of thoroughgoing anarchy but, rather, a 

world laced through and through with historically constituted and reconstihited 

understmdings, d e s  and notions about what is or is not a clear-cut (as opposed to a 

muiky) occasion for reaction and response ranging fkom diplomacy to boycotts to war."ln 

ûne would suspect, then, that a world so constituted would necessitate concomitant sea- 

changes in the way one thinks of world politics, or alternatively, at least foster a sense 

that theorising international relations is incornmensurate with ontologies that suggest 

permanence rather than flux. 

But this cannot be the assumption of positivists, and what has been asserted 

throughout this examination is bat this is because of the metaphysics of an "object" 

which gives positivism its methodological raison d'eue. Post-positive critics of Realist 

theory reject this assertion, believing tbe converse, that theorising is permeated with 

normative intent, the moa prominent of intentions being a cornmitment to selfîonscious 

dcvelopment. Furthemore, t h m  is the fwrdamental belicf notcd above in the comments 

of Smith and Elshtain that maintainhg a disciplinary attachment to positivism is to 

encourage benign neglect and perpetuate unsavoury practices which are justified by the 

gloss of the "necessitics" of world politics. Such is the proclivity given the Redist 

separation of ethics fiom politics, whîch is fllrthered by the instantiation of a repudiated 

ln Ibid., 273. 



scientific methodology as a means to understand world politics. This i s  in keeping with 

the initial theoretical impulse to thconse at the level of facts, which as Carr lamentecl, 

removes an important aspect of political analysis, that of judgement.'" It this notion of 

euiico-normative judgement., implicit in al1 theories, which the Cntical IR critics purport 

to inscribe upon the epistemologicai rcgimen of IR theorists. In so doing, it is thcir 

assumption that these cntical epistemological practices will lead to bater practices in the 

lifeworldt 

In bringing this new critical perspective to international relations, thinkers such 

as Richard Ashley have incorporated the Cntical Theory of Jurgen Habermas whose 

philosophical-ethical ah is to overcome the dominance of instrumental rationality over 

other "knowledge constitutive interests.""' Ashley identifies three such intcrests each of 

which, "as pened cognitive interests, delineate viewpoints from which the constitution 

of knowledge is guided."'" Ractical cognitive interests focus on intersubjective 

knowledge, technical cognitive interests focus on control over the objective environment, 

and emancipatory cognitive interests are interested in "securing fieedom from 

'hypostatised forces' ....[ and] is the knowledge-guiding intercst of dl critically onented 

sciences.""' Identifying Morgenthau as a practicd realist and Wdtz as a technical realist, 

"' And it shouid be emphasised mat 1 do not speak of m o d  judgement, but other kinQ of thdoretical 
judpment to determine the ment to which thmv ntlacts the intersubjective bdiefs of the time. In ordcr 
to deliberaie there must be some stmdud of judgeanent which iW cm only be undentood a uising in 
a comrnunity (of scholus, citizens, docton a.). 



the main thrust of his argument is the assertion that "within the technical aspect of 

realism, as in positivist reconstructions of science, the background intersubjective 

understandings that go into the making of theory are not to be systemab'cdly interpreted 

or critici~ed.""~ In a manner similar to Thomas Kuhn, Asbley highlights the extent to 

which al1 theories are a product, in some degree or other, of numerous intersubjective 

agreements which pameate everything fiom the problems lwked at, the methods used, 

and the procedures which ultimately detennine whether a theory is accepted or rejected. 

A criticai position seeks to make al1 the subjective elemcnts of this process the subject 

of critique, since it has been cornmon practice in the West to accept uncritically the 

scientijic method as yielding the most epistemological fruit. 

This is in keeping with the arguments developed by JIirgen Habermas and the 

Critical Theory school mentioned in Chapter one. In Knowlrdge raJ H m u n  Inrt.msts, 

Habermas asserts that positivism, as the accepted methodology of the human sciences, is 

only one element in the total process of human development, but one which has 

nonetheless presided over al1 other methods of knowledge and human progress, "thus 

positivism could forget that the methodology of the sciences was intertwined witb the 

objective self-formative process (Bildungsprozess) of the human species and erect the 

absolutim of pure methodology on the basis of the forgotten and repressed."'" The 

influence of positivism in Western epistemological thinking has its origins in the work 

of Comte, whosc positinsm sought to crect a means thtough which science would be 



protected from epistemological self rcflection." Tt was in the nineteenth cenhiry that 

scientific knowledge and the methodology of positinsm began to take prccedence ovcr 

concems about moral progress and seif'-reflective knowledge which werc subsequently 

marginalised as king on the fringes of howledge or being witten off altogether as 

useless metaphysics. This populat line of thought provoked many subsequent Western 

thinkers, M m  the most importaat of them, to develop theories which purported to discem 

the precepts of the human condition "scientifically" (methodologically), even if they were 

airned at eventual liberation. Part of Habermas' project in this work and much more 

systematically in his later works on discourse ethics, is to reinstate the validity of 

rationalist theoretical practices that are ontologically rooted in the Enlightenment project 

of ernancipation. and to reverse ethically the hegemony of positivism, which has led the 

Westem world to unwittingly favour epistemology (its practices of kiiowledge) over 

ontology (its emancipatory interests). The first step in seeing this projcct through 

however, is relinquisbing the notion that methodology can be objective, and to see 

theones as subject to cntical reflectioo, in order to reveal epistemologicai assumptions 

that enhance oppressive practices in the social lifeworld. 

The adoption of Critical Theory by many IR theorists is symptomatic of a very 

significant problem for theory in the social sciences in gencral and international politics 

in particular. lR has been domiaated by a single strain of thinking in which "the more fat 

reaching epistemological problems posed by those who scck to understand what is 

involved in making knowledge c l a h s  about social and politicai processes have bccn 

" Ibid, 67. 



pushed aside in favour of  even more restricted concerns about method and research 

techniques""' Moreover, Reaiism bas adopted a kind of thinking about international 

politics that disingcnuously and insidiously implies that action and intcrests are a product 

of anarchic structures rather than politicai objectives, and that analysis must not impute 

any other han rationaVinstnimenta1 goals to actors. This is in keeping with the strategy 

typical of other social sciences such as economics (the most successfûl of hem dl), 

where the subjectivity of the actors is assumed away and the field of inquiry is instead 

objectified to protect analysis fiom normative or value-driven approaches. Such an 

approach represents an enoneous attempt to remove the notion of agency fiom theory and 

in so doing, removes the agent ftom practice as well. As noted in the laa chapter, 

however, there is an inexorable link between values and theory and between these and 

practice. 

In so far as the p s t  positive critiques expose the flaws in empiricist anaiysis and 

the extent to which such an approach encourages a collective blindness to the lirnits of 

theory and practice this engenders, the Critical Theory oriented critiques, and the 

"theoretical reflexivity" they adopt, represcnt a prapatic shift in IR thinking. They do 

so because they impiicitiy perpetuate the view that theones are both fallible and context 

dependent, and are more compatible with the notion that theories are a m m  nflection 

of prevailing intersubjective beliefs about what is good theory and how such theory 

allows one to understand practicc in light of a theory. This implicitly assumes in many 

ways that the theoretical edifice upon which the world is undentood is abject to revision 



whenever shifts in beliefs occur about what made a particulat theoretical viewpoint "mie" 

in more ways han others. It tbus represents the "democratisation of inque" necessary 

for a euly intersubjective approach to bowledge, and has the seeds of a greater 

propensity toward taking al1 identities seriously by engaging in an "open co~versation"'~ 

rather thaa discowing within the closed context constructed by positivism. In 

international relations theory this is essential as forgotten or marginalised agents appear 

and demand recognition in international politics and in theones about international 

politics. This cm only be done if the act of theorising is constantly oriented to the 

incorporation of intersubjectivity and to the notion that inquiry is seen as a value in itself. 

Theorising is an ethical practice, aimed at achieving practical goals; "when we allow 

inquiry to be dernocratised sirnply because doing so helps us achieve those practical goals, 

we are engaged in goalsnented activity ... [and] even when we are engaged in pal 

oriented activity we also are guided by noms of rationality which have become terminal 

values for us."'" That the act of theory and the noms that reguiate it are value-laden is 

what critical IR tbeories are belping the discipline to see, and in so doing, they are 

chipping away at the privileged context, identities, and narrow practices encouraged by 

the Reaiist attachment to sm piricisrn and positivian . 

l'he New Wine in an Old Merqhysicd Bottle: Constmcting a 'Enancipaoty ' Contexi 

The above discussion h h d  on a couple of occasions that a slight exception was 

'" Sec V. Spike Peterson. "introâuction." 

'" Pmm. 'pnenrtism and Monl ObjcsPivicy,' 173. 
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taken with the extent to which critical TR theory's "transfomative" aims were widened 

to m a n  more than a meta-theoretical tiansformation away from positivism, but were 

meant as a shiA toward emancipatory theory. The rest of this analysis ceritm around a 

discussion of the problems of mch an emancipatory approach to theory in international 

relations. Many of the theorists oriented to the tenets of "theoretical reflexivity" have done 

so in a mamer which is contrary to the pragmatic approacb being offered here, and in 

fact, such approaches represent sornething of a tegression given the unsavouy practices 

championed in the name of "reason" in this and earlier centuries. While the mge of 

thinken and the theoretical pedigrees nom which they derive are varyinp, in general these 

theorists cling to the Enlightenment notion of howledge as progressive in so far as it is 

liberating, and are suspicious of the dearth of emmcipatory discourse in international 

relations. To some extent it is troubling that much of the epistemological critiques, 

developments in theories of language and discourse, and the anti-foundational trends in 

thinking that underscore intellechial movements in this cenhvy have failed to make their 

mark on the unfolding discourse in international relations theory. Tbe wave of critical IR 

theory is attempting to make up for this unacceptable absence, but much of it is doing so 

in a fashion which merely propagates the fouûationalist, rationalist, a-temporal 

tendencies of Western epistemology which plague Realism. 

ûne of the problems with the pst-positivist debates in LR theones is that the 

problem of "incommensurabilityn- the sense in which there is no common language 



through which holders of competing theoretical positions (or paraàigms) can 

cornmuni~ate'~-has a stifling effect on reasoned debate. For t h o ~  who adhcre to 

incommensurability as a stumbling block, the problem is that there is no vantage point 

6om which either of the theoreticai cornpetitors could be judged; that there is "no 

algorithm of theory choicen" and hence, the divide between Redists and critical IR 

theorists is ineconcilablc. To speak of sucb incommensurabilities is highly mistaken in 

a discoum over a theory of politics. That exponents of the two competing theoretical 

paradigms, the Realist and emancipatory critical IR approaches, can engage and 

understand the othcr's point of view suggests that only a dogmatic unwillingness to corne 

to terms with the dogmatic elemeats of their respective theoretical prernises prevcnts them 

from seeing the rniddle way out of the dilemma, which, as has been suggested here, 

begins with the pragmatic tossing aside of the foutldationalism inherent in the two 

approaches. 

The intellectual &vide between Realists and critical IR theorists is similar to other 

debates in politics and philosophy this century, and it appears as though IR (heorists are 

now forced to choose to hang their intellectual hat on either of these two poles, or 

alternatively, flee to the relativism of the post-rndernists. The ontological rift between 

the Realists and the emancipatory critical IR theorists demonstrates unequivocally that the 

discipline is mired in what Bernstein refers to as "Cartesian anxiety"; a philosophical 

"' For examp1e Sec Thomu Kubn, The S ~ m e  of Scientific Revolutions, apccidly chrptar D( and 
X; Neufcld, Restnic~unng of Intemafond ReIa~ons T k o y ,  ppr. 50-57; Putnm, "Two Conceptions of 
Ruiondity," pps. 1 14-1 19. The notion of incommcarunbility wiU rppcu in the next cbrpter of diis 
exunination. 



world view which leads to a miitless search for foundations of knowledge and an 

algorithm through which to validate and reject theones." As Griffiths notes, 

"philosophical idealism and realism both start with Cartesian dualism, but 'resolve' the 

antinomy by fleeing to opposite extremes."'" Realist theory has its ongins in a flight to 

the side of "redit." in response to the plethora of so-called utopian images of the world 

which marred prudent diplornatic practice in the earlia part of this cenhuy. And the 

"reality" that is commonly accepted by Realists as the arena in which international politics 

is supposed to take place is as much a subject of scepticism as are any theories about 

such a redity. Critical and post-modern approaches have been instrumental in identiQing 

the ways in which Western thinking about ànowledge has obfuscated the extent to which 

knowledge practices are by their very nanue an ethical activity which can indirectly and 

systematically marginaiise both individual human beings and unique events when the 

impulse to understaad provokes one to rely on over-simplified methods and permanent 

pictures of reality. 

The problem is that emaocipatory criticai IR theorisis do not stop at the argument 

that theories and thought are context dependent or that Realist ontological commitments 

impose a meta-theoretical distortion of "reality." Tbere is a tendency to contribute to the 

same epistemological dichotomies as the Realists, by irnplicitly accepting the fact/value 

relation, but preferring to theorise entinly about the normative dimension of "redity." 

This encourages a descent into the same rationaîiotlmodernut epistemological trap as 

'" Richard S. Bernstein, Beyond Objectivim ind Relarivbm: Science Hemeneutics. od m i s ,  
Wilrdelphir: University of Pcnnsylvinir Ress, 1983, 23. 



Realists. In this case however, a prototypical emancipatory theorist is a discmbodied 

agent, "[who] has fully distinguished himself fiom the natural and social worlds, so that 

his identity is no longer to be dcfmed in tmns of what lies outside him in these 

~ o r l d s . " ' ~  It appears that they do not take to beart the cavcats offered in the philosophies 

of Wittgenstein and Heidegger about the contingency of language, and hmce @y 

implication) of the temporality of notions of "progress." "reality," or "emancipation." In 

other words, the Critics assume that in the act of critique, one cm do so as if it were 

possible to step beyond the boundaries of one's social milieu and posit "alternative" 

concepts, languages and assertions tbat are somehow distinct fiom the current 

understandings of reality.'89 in spite of the more intersubjective revisions of the discourse 

ethicists, there is still the faith tbat reason is related more to universality than it is stuck 

in contingency; that reason can somehow detach itself from the prescrit once one engages 

in dialogical nom debate. While it is easy to see how Realist theories can be accused of 

adherence to such a "detacbed" notion of the howing agent, since positive theory appears 

to express few doubts about the status of observations which merely descnbc the "object" 

of international politics, the ontological commitments of these emancipatory critical IR 

theorists' arc much more nuanced. It is the rootedness to some kind of "normative world" 

to which emencipatory discourse appeals for rational justification that strikes the 

'" Chula  Taylor. "ûverwming Epistemolow" in Phikrmphid A vgttmcn~.~, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 195.7. 

It9 For C X M ~ ~ C ,  Menyu Frost, (in "The Rolt of Nonnrbve Thawy in ïR+" Millennium: J o u d  of 
Intemaonui Sndies, 23(1), 1994) is critiui of P ippmrh to social riulyt* rdoptd by JOmn Rosenberg 
who extols the use of C. Wright Mills' Clmsic Socid Aaalysis as r nonnitive bmis for IR tbeoru, because 
of he "mintains &O the rociologial invd@on of the pcoblem era bc cirrid out in m objective wiy..," 

1 1 1. Sae Jso Justin Rosenberg, "The Internationd Irna@nrtion: ïR Thmy rnd 'Clusic Social Andysis'," 
Miiiennium: h u d  of lntell l~lônd S d e s ,  23(1), 1994. 



pragmatist as an odd theoretical twist in iesponse to currmt dilemmas that give inquiry 

its intellechial impenis. 

In this, emancipatory critical IR theorists' imply that in abandonhg the Realist 

uses of positivism to deduce theories of power politics and anarchy as the immutable 

elemeats of international politicai life, that thar retionally determined "alternativew world 

view posited on the basis of Enlightement moral imperatives of justice and emancipation 

represents a more teasanable assertion about the direction of world politics. This 

assertion, in keeping with the Western Enlightenment, brings with it a Kantian and 

Hegelian melange which conceives of mordity and howledge as appropriated reflexively, 

justified intersubjectively, and unfolding in the lifeworld through success~ve stages of 

history. Their problem with Realist theory is not just that its positivist attachrnents to 

anarchy, instnimental power, and sovereipty Limit the disciplinary reception of cnticai 

approaches that seek to broaden the scope of theory and practice, but that these discursive 

constructions, especidly sovereignty, Iimit the extent to which international politics is 

seen by theorists as a single social system, or "global polis."'g0 prone to the same kinds 

of emancipatory social movcments in domestic polities. For example, 

starbtlg point for critical Luematid theory is to question the legitimacy of 
(hoK insbtutions end pmtices that defme identities a commmities 8gainst othas 
and, as a conscquence, implicitly devdue outsiders. Tb sovereign -te, as an 
example of this excl~sion par exceUencq necessvily kcames the prime target. 
As one of the s t r o ~ e a  arclusionary forees in worid pditics it mains a 
considerable bunier to u n i v d  mimcipation [sic) .... the [problem] is tht the 
sovcreign state is bascd on the ~ n m i p t i ~ n  t h  'politics is impossible without 
cnclosure'..Puch enclosure nJtricts the deve1opment of «wmunity thereby 
prevmting emenciprtioe Univappl emsncipation w d d  involve the replacement 



of such exclusiolllliy social dations by inclwioapy aaes.19' 

As has ken suggested numerous times throughout this examination, thert is a 

problem both witb the nature in which Realism inberently asserts that international 

politics is not subject to sociaYpolitical anaîysis in a like f d o n  as domestic politics,le 

and with the manner in which sovereignty is a concept that discursively iimits the 

recognition of identity and agency in the theorising and in the practice of international 

politics. There is mucb sympathy for the viewpoint of social constructivists who assert 

that agents and the social spacc in which they interact are mutuaily constiîutive, and that 

the noms that make these social relations possible and orderly are to a great extent 

defined and abstracted away through the definitional use of concepts of anarchy and 

sovereignty .Ig3 Understanding this cannot easil y be done within the narrow inside/outside 

parameters of Realist positivism, nor can there be much serious discussion of the manner 

in which national identity affects and is afTected by their relation to other such states.'" 

So there is no opposition with either the premise of such thcones or with the first two 

sentences of the statement above. 

But why the need for the critique of the Realist conception of sovereignty as based 

in its obstruction to emmcipation? Does one necessady requin the moral pndicates of 

"justice" or "emancipation" to set the dimusive methodological negations of identity and 

'" Devcuk. 'The Project of Mobmity ad International Relations Thsoy," 39. 



diRerance inheren t in posi tivism as perpetuating substandard theoretical and real world 

practices? It has been the assertion here that theoretical justification and critique needs 

nothing other than the fim footing of the intersubjective basis which makcs any theory 

'tnie' in the fist place. As bas been asseried here, the a b  of inquiry is to discem or 

"recontcxtualise" the extent to which tbeories as idealised justifications confirm or 

contradict the intersubjective beliefs about what it is king talked about-in this case, the 

extent to which inherited theones about international politics arc still justifiable in the 

context in which humans currently live and act .'" If If ere are identities and agents that 

are excluded from the debate, which the concept of sovereignty iadirectly does, then the 

apparent intersubjectivity of any theory and the practices fostered by it are subject to 

dispute. In so far as critical international theory seeks to "reinstate the pmjeci of 

m d m i t y  as the framework for international relations tûeory,"'% it is unacceptable as an 

alternative theoretical "framework to the Realists' use of positivim as the fiamework of 

its international politics. because it too sets out to permanentîy situate thought and action 

within the narrow boundaries implied in "project of modemity," and clings to the Trutb 

that such a project actually exists. 

The problem with such a world view is not that its ethicd position that howledge 

is airned at better practice c a ~ o t  be justified-it is the implicit assumption that it is 

justifiablelW-but rather, the marner in which such a position is still in need of an 

ln In so tu as the notion of ri ethicd q p m c h  to thmy is limiteci to "bettu pd&' 8 notion which 
is identifid as masonable by the community. iiot lccotdinl to pMculu omdogiul sommitwat 



ontological assumption of Tmth as a ngulative and justificatoty ideal and a language 

which is independent of îhe social context ftom which the critique is generated.'" It is 

the asnimption of a pa~iczilm, Western teleological road map to which global human 

progress conforms which strikes the miter as a ratber unsavoury position for those 

committed to the act of constant critique. How can one be sure that tbere are not 

competing teleological road maps, and whose is better? This, ironically, is what 

precipitated the flight into "objectivity" in the discipline in the first place, in spite of the 

deeply spinted critical/pragmatic content in the exegetical remarks of Morgenthau and 

Cam. Today, the corpus of emaacipatory cntical IR theory has weakened the theoretical 

dominance of Realism, but bas not weakened, or rather, eascd the fundamental split 

between those who conceive of knowledge as rooted either in Truth as 

factual/objective/iniiocuous or as inscmtably valuesrientedf subjective/ tnirisformative. 

This Tmth behind emancipatory approaches to IR is not empirically observable, 

but rather, is representationdly given to the mind and appropriated reflcxively; an 

epistemologicai position, which as noted above, forgets the contingency of agency and 

language in so far as the emancipatory thinker is capable of removing herself fiom the 

world in order to corne up with assertions about it. Such an approach fosters a kind of 

lm See Hiluy Pumun, Redism wiih aHwntm F m .  Widi respect to the Redis-Relasivirt split, two ends 
of o dichotomous view of h o w k d ~ e  th8t htnm seeks to rcfine, he notes, "Rdaivism, just as much as 
Rdism, assumes that ont cm stmd within one's o m  1m-e ind outpide it u tbe rune tune. In the case 
of Rcdism this is not an immediate contrdiction, since tbe whole content of R d k m  lies ia the clhm that 
it makes sense ta think of r Ws Eyc View (or, beücr, of r 'View h m  Nowhere"; but in the case of 
Relatîvism it constinites 8 sdf-rsfutition,' 23. This pdcu lu  argument is instnimmd to understrndiog the 
rift betwcen R d i s t ~  md th- *O idvocuf "th~reticd pludisma as in and of itself r virtue for the 
discipline men as aiey offer alternative world viam which implicitly, but mort ofta explicitiy. polemicise 
C n s t  Rdism's  worid vicw. One must mk, why is one strndpoint better thm the other? Both sides hwe 
ao rnswer for this quesîion. 



thinking that neglects the fact o f  agents in the world who "have to corne to @ps with it, 

experiment, set ourselves to observe, coatrol conditions. But in al1 this, which forms the 

indispensable basis of theory, we ate cngaged as agents coping with things. ... [and] once 

we make this point, then the entire epistemological position is undermined. Obviously 

foundationalism gocs, since our rcpre~t~ltations of things ... are grounded in the way we 

deal with those thing~." '~ It is the assertion here that both the Realist and emancipatory 

IR critics do not occount for the fact of the theorist's agency in an intersubjective 

community as having a profound affect upon the mann« in which one approaches the 

problem of theorisinp a world to which one's life is intimately bound. This affects what 

one deems to be a "gwd approach" to theory, and allows one to say wiîh some degree 

of confidence that "indeed, this is a legitimate hypothesis." Altematively, this 

intersubjective notion of reasonableness proscribes the "timeless" relevance any theory 

simply because such assertions mirror the rnanner in which a community (today) bas 

agreed to solve its problems. 

Contrary to this assertion, emaacipatory IR approaches still believe that the object 

of inquj. remains as it does for the Realist: cstablishing the nature of the things theorised 

(or, alternatively, the nature of "reality") rather than trying to make sense of the manner 

in which agents think about and deal with the world. Alternatively, both Rorty and Taylor 

agree that understanding without understanding actively engaged agents as they interact 

with their environment, as Realist and emancipatory critics forget, is meaningless once 

new contexts and problems confiont old epistemologicoYontological images of the world. 

IR Taylor. 'Ovacaming Epistemology," 11. 
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This therefore necessitates a corrective in one's thinking which sees theory as generating 

and justitying biowledge of intersubjective beliefs which hold our communities togethcr. 

For Rorty, this means the search for "essences" needs to be dropped, and the aim of 

inquiry becomes a "reweaving of beliefs rather than a diwovery of the natum of 

objects ... a belief [being] what it is by vimie of its position in a websWm Again, this 

rcwcaving of beliefs must be based in intersubjectivity and in practice, but perforce cari 

only be limited in its universal relevance to accommodate for the fact of other webs of 

belief in other communitics. 

The emancipatory project to counter neo-Realist empiricism, thus encourages a 

"rationalistic turn" as a means to glean the founâational Tniths of international politics 

and infuse IR theory with a higher degree of normative discourse. Rengger notes that "to 

do what it needs to do (ie., identiQ those elements 'universal' to world order, etc) [Critical 

Theory] is dependent upon what Oakeshott calls ratio~alisxn."~~' In this the Western 

epistemological commitment to Tnrtb as final and permanent is maintained, "a key aspect 

of the rationalist forrn of discowse,..is 'the Pursuit of the Ideal' ...[ which] must be 

foundationalist, at least to some degree."202 Therefore, the commitment to a constant level 

of cntical smitiny regarding the normative epistemologies which may bc rationally well- 

justified and contemporarily me, but which may inescapably become unjustifiable as new 

coatexts foster a need for intellechial change to deal with them more practically, is 

~ 0 '  Nick Raaaer, "&hg Criticai? A Raponre to Hofihan," MiIJennim: &Y& @ i r i l c ~ i o n d  
Snrdies, 17(1), 1988, 84. 



Iii reality, the emancipationsriented theories mercly offer the open minded IR 

theorist with an mended intellechial platform which claims to addrcss ethically the 

ostensibly mordly bereft shortcomings of Realisn by reüeating to a rationalistic 

alternative that accepts the political sigaificame of framing the world, al1 the while 

continuhg to anchor itself to a static, timclcss notion of the Tmth of world politics much 

Iike Realists. It is the argument here that a caveat needs to be placed in fiont of the 

emancipatory transfomative goals; that is, one is equally capable of doing violence by 

presupposing that there is a univriuul truth of human history and acting intemationally as 

if dl were (or ought to be) subject to it. The emancipatory end, and the chahs bat bind 

the world over. which international theory ought to set out to solve. inevitably relies on 

a narrative history common to dl .  In constructing an emancipatoiy-copitive 

epistemology, emancipatory cntical IR theorists must remember that "al1 Our conceptions 

may simply be historically contingent, that there is, in other words. nothing that is 

'universal to world order' because there is nothing that is universal at aWm3 As Rorty 

notes, 

The pragmatist utopia is thus not one in which human nature has km 
rmshacklcd, but one in which evaybody has had a chance to suggest wuys in 
which we might cobble togethct wald (or Gdactic) [sic] socicty, and iu which 
aii nrh suggestions have beca thrashcd out in frre ad opai encou11t«s. We 
pragmatists do not thinL thnc is a naturai "moral kMd" cocxtensive with our 
biological spccies, one which binds together the French, the Amaicons, rnd tk 
Cashinabua....Fa we oiinL tha! th= w u  nothhg to anpripate, just as there wrz 
nothin8 which biological evdution emrocipaed as it moved dong fiom the 
ailobites to the anthropoids- Ibae is  m human nature which was once, a stdI 
is, in chahs. Ratfier, our species hticver smcc it develped ianguagtban 

.- 

a3 Ibid, 86, 



making up a nature for itself. This nature has ken developed through evcr larga, 
richer, more muddleâ, crnd more poinful synthese of opposing values." 

While the fuDhents of emancipatory critiques of Realist epistemology are more 

than justified, the on tological cornmitmen t to Enlightenment progress and the universalkt 

moral-transformative approach to theory it idoms, are therefore highly problematic. 

Hidden in this tendency to make transcendental universal arguments with respect to 

justice and epistemology is mere ethnocenaisn wrapped in a much more paiatable moral 

veneer. Such theories are a product of the same IMd of "metaphysical activism" as 

Realism. They are a constant and implicit attempt to justify a tninscendentaî pichin; a 

system of lanpage practices that relates to a "fixed set of language-independent 

o b j e ~ t s . " ~ ~  The positive contributions of theSe spirited approaches is wasted in an attempt 

to replace one ontology with another, more metaphysical, unjustifiable one. Just as the 

languagc of positivism has been convincingly repudiated as the means through which 

correspondence to a metaphysical reality is obtained, so too is the lanpage of rationdian; 

even those who are procedurally ethicai, democratic, and intersubjective, cannot justifiably 

claim to represent the permanent Tmth grounding a community. For this too assumes that 

theories correspond to Truth, aibeit a Truth more ethically justifiable because of its 

ostensible moral prerogatives. Once one abandons the notion that IR thcory ought to have 

one privileged teptesen tation, however, then the dogm atic non-refl exive nature of 

disciplinary theoretical debates would becomc superfluous, and notions that only empirical 

" Richard Rom, "Cosmopoliunism Without Emmcipaion,' ia Objectwi*., Reb iv im .  od T h ,  
Philosophicd P ~ W K  Volume 1, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991.21 3. 

"' Sec ntmrm, Redism with a H m a r  Fme, 27. 



theoies that correspond to the "real world" are acceptable theones would have little merit. 

Emancipatory critical theorists, appear to have neglected this reaiity, tending to 

focus too much on positivism as the epistemological culprit rather than the metaphysical 

realism of Rcalists. By conflating, as Beate Jahn observes "the epistemological and 

methodological leveis, [they] use the normative element of the former as a guiding 

p ~ c i p l e  of their theory [whilc] giving up the methodological requirements whose 

hct ion is precisely to safeguard theory fiom this danger, they end up producing ... the 

attempt to legitimately detemine practical goals by thinkix~g."~~~ In other words the 

emancipatory critics apparentîy forget that "the context of justification" is as critical to 

theoretical debate as is a critical intent. Justification is what protects a discipline, fiom 

m'volous, polemic, and dogmatic treatises passing themselves off as knowledge-and 

maintaining a cornmitment to justification always keeps the conversation going. Thus, the 

"celebratory pattern" of theoretical plurality extolled by Lapid and other critical IR 

theorists, one which "cclebrates the 'liberatingf potential of the Babel of theoietical 

voice~,"*~~ is in serious need of qualification. Such a "celebratory pattern" does not appear 

to take into consideration the criticism that while their critiques of positivist epistemology 

may be winniag more and more momentum among IR theory scholan, the question of 

justification is fat fiom settled. The wave of post-modern IR literature appears to be very 

unminffil of Lapiâ's caveat that "methodological pluralism rnay deteriorate into a 

Boite J b ,  'Che Stcp F o ~ d .  TWO Step  BU^: Criticai ï'hmry as the ktDn Edition of Libed 
Idedismu, Millenniwm, h m d  of Inielll~n'omd Sidrcs, 27(3), Winter 1998, 623, 



condition of [what Feyerabend would refer to as] epistem ological anarch y under which 

aimost any position c m  legitimately claim equal hearing."2m Without bringing in the 

notion of justification into international relations theory, and here the port modemists 

must &are the pilt, the sense of judgement and wisdom are forgone elements both in 

theory and in practice. 

ï h e  modernist Enlightenment rationdimi behind emancipatory approaches leads 

these theorists to the "empincal production of other epistemological approaches and, 

hence, [a reproduction of] the justification and mystifications of human unfrcedom which 

these alternative approaches ... are bound to p r o d u ~ e . " ~  This leads them to produce 

theories which are posited as an alternative to existing societal relations,"' derived merely 

through rationalistic speculatioa, which. lacking any kinds of justification, are as 

conjectural, platitudinous, and dopatic  as are u i y  Realist empincd theories. For while 

the accusatory finger is pointed at the Realia for positing a "reality" based on a spurious 

objective world, such theorists put in its place "emancipatory projects" as the "real" basis 

not only of theory, but of politics proper. This is merely another discursive positing of 

an analytic Tmth posed in opposition to the empincal (synthetic) tn i ths represented by 

tûe Realist's objective world, wbich brings one back to Quine's notion of the "third dogma 

of empiricism ."" ' Here one sees the classic case of a represcntationalist, correspondence 

Ibid., 249. 

JJih, "<)ne S t q  Forwucl," 627. 

"O Ibib, 623. 

"' S e  chapter 2 of this oziminuion. 



view of Tmth rearing its ugly head again. What the divide between Realists and many 

critical IR theorists scems to hinge upon is how the world is represcnted. The question 

itself betrays the manner in which these theorists cling to the notion that the world has 

intnnsic feahires that are "better described by some of wr tems rather than   th ers."^^^ 

What is being arped h m  is that reprcsentation of a "redit-" or Tmth is neither 

accomplished rationaily as the emancipatory IR "scheme" nor is it compriscd of intrinsic 

content as Reaiists and other empiricists would have it. This means that distinguishing 

between these two alternative ways of fiaming the world must start by "dropping the 

attempt to sort out propositions by whether tbey are 'made' me by 'the world' or by 

tus' w213 . In other words, it is imperative that both Redists and Critical IR theorists cease 

with their quibbling about which of their approaches is best able CO describe a world (or, 

a Truth). 

Clearly this aptly describes the point of dispute between Reaiists and its 

emancipatory critics, and leads one to conclude that assertions of an "emancipatory 

project" to which knowledge is ontologicaily rwted and to which praxis (theory and 

practice) is onented are the intellectual "schcmes" of sophisticated minds attempting to 

justify a particulat notion of the Truth of human history. Such theonsing requires as much 

grand narrating as does the Realist assertion that anarchy, power, and sovereignty arc the 

"content" of international politics. To the new b m d  of critically otiented mincis in 

internationai politics, emancipatory cnticai theories are beginaing to souad ai compelling 

"' Richard Rony, 'ChuIn T ~ I o T  on Td,' in T d  ad RDgmss, Philosqhicd Pqwrs, Yd. 1, 
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press 1998, 86. 

"' Ibtd., 87. 
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as Realist theory did to the Cold Wat oriented minds of scholars fi@ years ago. 

Moreover (ironically), emancipatory IR theorists are cxposed to arguments whicb 

righdully wam that the emancipatory interests l lely to prevail are Western emancipatory 

interests, spawning a scepticism similar to that shown by E.H. Carr over a half century 

ago that such thcorising merely reproduces Western power structures the world over. The 

development of "raft power" theory by Joseph Nye (a Realist) appears to address the 

issue of power in a novel and more realistic fashion, accounting for how power and 

influence operate in an interdependent world at the socio-cultural level, rather than jua 

at the level of ~rdpoiitik?' It also speaks to the easy manner through which Western 

domination is possible in a world electronically wired together, and where borders do not 

abate the flow of information and howledge from people to people. With respect to the 

spread of moral approaches then, Carr's caveat apparently still obtains today. 

In other words, emancipatory IR theorists undermine their own emancipatory 

approach to kriowledge by encouraging a universalist cultural approach to world politics 

which still does not fully recopise the existence of "otber" identities. In so doing, they 

do not take the cornmitment to a tmly intersubjective theory and to "bctter practice" 

seriously cnough. The pst-modems address this but philosophically marginalise the 

extent to which identity is substantive and intersubjective by seeing it as just a 

discursively constnicted phenomen~n?'~ Emancipatory iR theorists do not appropriately 

treat the problem of justice as a matter that is lcft unsettled in the discourses of 

'" See Joseph Nye. "The Cbiiighg N8!ure of Wodd RM" in C h d e s  K d y  Jr., Eugcne Wittkopf, 
ais., The Ghbd A g e e  4th edition, McGnw-HiII, 1995. 

"' More will be rùd b u t  the post-modems in the followina chrgter. 
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philosophy and political theory fiom which their conception of emancipation, W o r n ,  

as well as rationality and truth are borrowed. To import debates over conceptions of 

justice and fieedom and the epistemological debates they spawn into international politics 

without nohg that they are essentially contested concepts debated between pst-modems, 

cornmunitarians, and Chtical Tbeonstsdebates over how justice and ficedom are 

nominally justificd-metely assumes that the matter is settîed. It forgcts that the question 

of 'whose justice?' or 'which rati~nality?'"~ is a subject of debate within communities and 

is a matta with substantive implications for defining the identity of these communities. 

If one accepts the argument that the action and interaction of states in international 

politics is detennined by the motives and intentions of substantive agents rather than 

determined by anarchic strucnires~" then one must be wary that the acceptance of o 

conception of justice or knowledge as "me" in international politics may merely 

perpetuate a kind of culiuml dominance which is alx, "complicit in the creation and re- 

creation of international practices that threaten discipline and do violence to   th ers."^'' 

This bas major implications for the future conception and practice of human rights, the 

international court of justice, the spread of democracy world wide, and presents the 

discipline with a hast of new complexities in deding in an ethically responsible fashion 

with issues of sovereipty and intervention. 

This soncept wu bomwod h m  a Alrtbir Machtyn book of the same name. 



These are issues for which the role of theory is vital, and only to the detriment of 

good practice does one rely upon single conceptions of Truth and conceptions of 

howledge that do not take seriously the disparate voices of agents and the existence of 

multiple identies. It has been argued thus fat that both Realism and exnancipatory IR 

theories fomard untenable solutions to the problem of thcory and truth as a goal of 

inquiry. Indeed, that they bclieve that the problem bas a solution is highly problematic. 

Regrettably, both theories have relinquished their initial pragmatic impulse which 

encourages democratic inquiry aimed at wisdom and imagination, choosing instead to 

construct edifices of Truth to which the theoretical gaze must be oriented. It has been 

suggested that this Ieads only to poor theoretical and real world practices. It bas also k e n  

suggested that dispensing with the notion of a stable, permanent Truth as a regulative 

principle guiding knowledge is a significant stcp in working through the intellectual 

chasm encouraged by theoretical approacbes stuck in their respective ontologies. This 

being done, the question might be asked, 'how does one procced fiom here'? This shail 

be the subject of the next chapter. 



When n d i n g  the wods of a impi lmt  thinker, look jinr for the q p e n t  dsuniities 
in the tart od mk younel/ how O sencible penon d d  have wntten them. When you 
/ind m m e r . . . w h e n  those p s q e s  n ide  senre, then you mqy jind t h  mom cenrd 
p s q e s .  ones you pmiously thought you u d e n t o d  have chmged their meming. 

Intduction 

The füst three chapters of this examination of Realimi and Critical IR theory bave 

for the most part relied on a deconstructive technique in order to show how the pragmatic 

inclinations of both theoreticai approaches have k e n  pilfcred by justifications of 

epistemologies rwted in a pmsculm image of the world (ontologies). The point has been 

to show the flaws in how the two sides have chosen to engage the question of thcory, and 

to demonstrate by implication, that perhaps there is a better way to approach the question 

of theory in international relations; one that d a s  not bowever, asnime that any resolution 

is indefinite. The question bas plagued Western epistemology since at least Descartes, and 

has its rwts in ancient Grtece, namely, 'how does one make a m e  staternent about a 

world which to some extent is hidden fiom us'? The assumptions in this are, of course, 

that there is a world, and that any ûue statement is subotdinate to the Tnith to which it 

is making en assertion about. This is the assumption inherent in the classic position of 

philosophical nelism. With respect to this realism, Western thought has oscillated 

'19 Thomas Kiibn, T k  Essenb'd Trnrion: Seltcted Sadies in S ~ i ~ ~ b I f i c  T d t i o n  <nd C b g e ,  Chicago: 
University of C h i q o  Press, 1977, xii. 



between scepticism and idedism about the extent to which "thought and language hook 

onto the worldn> over how it is possible to vaify or justify the extent of our intellechial 

approximations of this hidden redity, "in short, [debate hinges on the assertion] that some 

tme statements which are fully intelligible to us may nevertheless be, as the point is 

widely expresscd, evidence tran~cendent."~' This leaves any theoretical community to its 

own devices to determine the extent of the tnith-value of its conceptual andlor its 

epistemological sy stem S. 

It has been shown here that there is much virtue in the naturc of the substantive 

critiques being oflered by the surge of critical IR theory in the theoretical discourses. To 

a large extent, the fact of multiple theoretical approaches in IR is a good thing in so far 

as it thwarts disciplinary "attempts to establish an orthodoxy of a particulat perspective 

or method~logy."~ This is because for the longest time the discipline of international 

relations theory was perplexingly satisfied with the Realist treatment of the question 

above: that there is a reality, and one can only make tnie statements about it by 

approaching knowledge empirically. Recently, this view has k e n  challenged in the 

"'Third Debate [which] is.. a consequence of a rapidly changing 'reality' and the failure 

of successive generations of inductionists to fulfil their promise of a genuinely cumulative 

body of kn~wlcdge."~  Moreover, arguing in the previous chapters tbat the variety of 

Putnam, "The Question of Rdism," 297. 

a' Crispin Wri& Redism. Mcming od Tm&, W n d  Edio'cm, Oxford, UK: Blrlnwdl, 1993, 1-2. 

" Yde H Fergusan, Richard W. Mmsbbrb, 'Benmen Cdcbdon md Despair Co(~stt\lctive Sumaions for 
Fume Intefurbond Thmry," Intemaionai Snrdies @mer&, 35, hcmk 1991, 364, 



agents and identities give rise to a vmiety of 'realities' of worid politics "theoretical 

pluraiism is the only possible response to the multiple tealities of a complex ~ o t l d . " ~  

The Critical approaches in the 'Third Debate' have attemptcd to move the discipline away 

from the Reaiist conception of Tmth and certainty into an acceptance of "what our 

fundamental attitude should be toward the prcvailing condition of uncertainty" ." The 

problem is that critical theones do so fiom a standpoint where the fact of a RePün pichue 

of "the world" is less of a problem than are the content and method of gettiog to the 

picture. In the terms used previously, Enlightenment critical IR theory disingenuously uses 

the notion of theoretical fallibiliv6 to defeat the Realist empiricist metaphysic only to 

subsequently construct an alteniate metaphysical picture; thus showing some discornfort 

with theoretical uncertainty in the end. 

It is argued here that the fact that "many schools of international theory contend 

but few genuinely comm~nicate"~ represents a hostility toward a genuine effort to take 

theory seriously once and for dl. It is the resistaace to take scriously Wittgenstein's 

profound philosophical advice that substantive answers to the question of theory cannot 

be discerned without a "willingness dways to make the other's questions real for 

oneself'" that has led to the popularity of post-modemism in ôoth political and IR 

theory. Post-modems are rightly sceptical of the propensity to retrtat into metaphysical 

~ 2 '  Holsti, "Minor, Minor," 256. 

fU Ferguson rnd Mliubrch. 'B*ma, Cdebmion and Despair,' 365. 

Which cm synonymously k d for 'iaceminty'. 

Ferguson ad Mmubrch. 'B- Celebrilion a d  Despris" 364. 
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enclaves in nsponse to the question of the relation between theory and tnith, but are far 

too quick to shnig off the important questions that give r i r  to the argument altogether. 

Furthemore, the unwillingness to take intersubjectivity and theoretical justification more 

seriously lads to the appeamce of an ostensible "incommensurability" bctween Realist 

and critical IR theories. That thm is an mgurnent in the first place suggests that this is 

not the case. but a shared unwillingiiess to sce mth as something that is justifiable, 

instead of either permanent or irrelcvant, perpetuates intractable theoretical positions. 

That said, the following is a philosophical justification for bringing IR theory back 

to the Ievel of "common sensen in so far as this is taken to mean the mannet in which 

judgements of the reasonableness or "truth" of theoretical statements are gaugcd by vittue 

of interlocutionary rather than epistemological forces, and by the extent to which they 

continue to relate to the everyday lives, to the Lebenswelt, of agents. Underlying this is 

the tenet that tnith is neither hidden nor permanent, it is just what is justifiable given the 

values that shape the lanpage, practices, and agents et any given historical moment. 

What must be done in order for the discipline to "progress" is to do away with the 

propensity to mediate Our intellechial sense of judgement of the world through theoretical 

ptecipices that bave led us to "lose our sense of the genuineness of our conviction in the 

rea~onableness (or unreasonab1eness) or truth (or falsity) of certain actions or claims."" 

In short, the point of this approach is to keep the question of theory ccmstantly dive. 



The Philosophicd Realism in IR Theoy 

Meta-theoretical differences between Realists and their critical counterparts hinge 

around the extent to which Realists make theoretical assertions about the "rcality" of 

world politics and the converse sense in which Criticai IR theorists of al1 sbipesUO see the 

act of making tnie statements about "reality" as inexorably linkcd with a nonnative urge 

to make way for a more liberating human condition (or fieer world). What hm been thus 

far lefi uasaid is the extent to which the controversy minors that of a debate over 

philosophical realism."' While a full discussion of these debates is well beyond the 

puwiew of this examination, it is extraordinarily usehl to approach theoretical debates 

in IR theory fiom this perspective to get mme sense of why the huo sides appear to be 

supposedly "incommensurable" and why pst-modern approaches to IR tbeory have 

become so attractive to scholars who are sceptical of the Realist position. It has becn the 

underlying intent of this entire examination to demonstrate the manner in which Reaiists 

and critical IR theorists have been iterating two conceptions of Truth; to denote the sense 

in which either side advocates two distinct sides of a philosophical realist position? 

Crispin Wright aptly locates the problem of realism: 

Even die postmodem. who prdcr to lmve their epinernologkd wunptions mrOQ disdln "knowiedge 
prrtices" u Tme b e f u e  of îhe myr in which tbese have led a> mfta pncb~or  in rociety. Thy just p d e r  noî 
to offer r "more fiee" theoretical method of knowing nudi in the same mamer u the criticrl tlmrists. This is  the 
point of depuhue for the t w ~  'dissident' theories. 

1t tould be nacd hem that Rulism with the upper case a' denotes IR d i s m .  wtiile the 10- case redisni 
denotes the philosophical rulism. 

" 1 have urod bit notion of  Truth to imply this v e n t ,  for simplicity, since w b r  is u a d e m d  in oieoretid 
debates over T h  is much wm widely apprebanded tbrn da! is undarmod by &bates over philosophicd r d i s m  
and mti-redism. Sunice it to sry. however, it is r non-reldvist rim'-rdism lbrt is king siippoicod bete. 



Rdism is a mixture of madtsty and pesrimption. It modestly dows thot 
hinnanlrind confronts m objective world, somethmg ahost entecly not of our 
rnpluile, possessing a host of acusional f-es which mciy pus dtogetba 
unnoticed by human e4~fiouslless and whose Umemiost nomologicd secrets 
may remain hicidm from us. Howevcr, it presumes that we are by and luge and 
in favourabIe circumstances capable of acquiring knowledge of the wodd and 
understanding it. Two sorts of ability are thaeby creâitd to us: the abdity to 
form tùc right concepts for the classification of grnuine, objtaive fcatiitts of the 
world; aud the ability to come to know, or at lcast rcllsombly klieve, !rue 
statements about the world whose expression those concepts make possible.a3 

The nature of the aatagonism between Realists and Enligbtenment critical IR 

theory is similar in kind to the dinde between the sceptical and idealist ends of the 

philosophical realist spectrum. Realist IR theorists side with realist sceptics who "agree 

that our investigative efforts confiont an autonomous world, that there are truths not of 

out making. But he disputes that there is dtimately any adequate warrant for regarding 

our routine investigative practices as apt to issue in knowledge of, or reasonable belief 

about the world .... the sceptic disputes that we have any reasonable basis for Our 

confidence that we can so much as conceptualise the world as it really is? Naturaily, 

this scepticiun with respect to the human capacity to come up subjectively with 

substantive conceptualisations of the world is the prime basis of positivism, and the belief 

that a method of filtering out the mind from the process of making true statements about 

international politics has been the mantra of Realism ever shce C m  and Morgenthau. 

Conversely, Enligbtcnrnent IR critics as idealist realists, think that the Realist realism "is 

founded on a mimuderstanding of the nature of tmth. It is an error to think of our 

investigations as confionthg an objective amy of states of affairs which arc altogethcr 



independent of out modes of conceiving and investigative enterprises. No tmth is 

aitogether 'not of our making.' Rather reality is .. a reification of out own cognitive nature, 

with no more claim to autonomy than a minor image.""' 

T h m  is much reason to be highly critical of the metaphysics implied in this 

consistent reaiist belief in an "objective" world. That Reaiism and Criticai theory stem 

to be talking about two different worlds stems fiom the fact that the former have chosen 

the scientific realist position which secs ody the "content" of reality, what one cm clearly 

observe, as o f f e ~ g  truc knowledge of a world, while Enlightenment IR critics have 

chosen to rely on conceptual "schemes" as offering glimpses of Tnith. Starting fiom these 

metaphysical positions it cornes as no initial surprise that these theories are incapable of 

speaking to one another, because they do not really speak about the world in which we 

live. ïhis is a product of "the pressure to know, which l ads  us to legitimate forms of 

knowledge, is one that also leads us into metaphysicai confusion .... stretching o u  ordinary 

concepts out to a point where they cease any longer to have an appiicatimflu6 The 

articulation of a concept in itself is not necessarily to be condemned, but the stnving for 

genuine knowledge must always abide by the tenets of the profound ethical imperatives 

implicit in the urge 'to know,' which scem aiways to get lost somewhere in abstraction. 

Theoretical elegance and disciplinary professionalisation have indeed got the best of the 

international scholar's sense of the everyday orientPtion of theory. What else can one 

maice of nicb 'things' as anarchy, sovcrcignty, emancipation, and structurt? How do the 

%id. 

Junes Conrnt, "Introduction* to Rimim, Rcdism With a Hvnror Fcrc, xlvi. 
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theories of Realism and Critical IR theory relate to the shared experiences of those whose 

lives are bound to the worid about which they purport to spcak? Who are the theories 

talking about if nat human beings in a world? 

This is the problcm with IR discourse as it is s e m  here. Mmy critics in tbe 

discipline have noticed, with righdul consternation, the sense in which the dominant 

Realist theory has m l y  ever questioned the sense f which the assertion of  an existing 

"reality"-constihited by anarchy, power, and sovereign states-and the assertion of a 

non-subjective mamer in which to apprehend it are not so abundantly fiutifhl in nally 

getting at the human element in matters of international politics. But in their 

dissatisfaction with Realism they tend to fa11 into the same t r a ~ ~ ~ '  by seing theoretical 

assertions as having to be assertions about a "reality" and, much worse, doing so with the 

insinuation that the Reaiist pichin is "wrong" (morally and epistemologically) in so far 

as it proceeds positivistically to show this picture. These positions bave been presented 

in previous chapters. The point here is to shed some perspective on the bleak fùture 

prospects for IR theory as a resuit of theoreticai engagements between two metaphysical 

theories. 

The first point of note is the extent to which these theories do not really engage 

one anothcr at dl. How could they? They aren't talking about the same "picture," which 

seems sûange to one who might ask with some confusion. 'but are we not talking about 

the same world?' or perhaps more niccinctly, 'are we not living in the same worlû'? The 

urge "to h o w "  about the world bas led IR theorists to nproduce a common Westcm 

- 

a' Whicb 1 have previoudy ulld the 'anpifian m.' see Cbapter l'hoc. 
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mistake: to construct an epistemological platform that is entirely based in a particular 

metaphysical picture of the world. From these platforms assertions of ' r d  knowledge are 

launcbed. In previous chapters the initial pragmatic impulse of both Realism and Critical 

IR theories was located by pointing to the sense in which both approaches arose out of 

some dissatisfaction with cxisting ways of lwking at the world. And for the most part the 

dissatisfaction s p m g  out of the flaws in pmcrice promoted by current theoretical 

fashions. But as the proponents proceeded to expose the fdlibility of the prominent 

theoretical images of the day, they concomitantly contrived ariothet unique picture of the 

world to serve as a basis of their theory. 

Today the two sides, Realism and Critical IR tbeory, argue fiom disparate vantage 

points whose intemal logic seems to forbid taking tbe other side's view seriously. The 

only kind of 'debate' that is possible in such a scenario is one of assertion and counter 

assertions about essences and realities rather than an anempt to see how theoretical 

propositions, words, and concepts actually play out in the world. It is the goal of the 

approach encouraged here to stop the two sides fiom "shnigging otF the other and to see 

"that the brilliaut thinkm who propound such theories are in the grip of an intellechial 

yeaming worth taking ~eriously.""~ One canot  but help get the sense that both Realists 

and Critical theorists do not take one another's arguments very scriously, and that the root 

cause of this derives fiom the construction of their own ontologies, epistemological 

sy stems, and concepts that are cornmensurate with this misguided philosophical approach 

CO international politics. 

"' See Hilary Puinam, R e p ~ t s e n ~ o n  d Rediw, Cunbndge, MA: MIT Press. 1988- 6. 
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evident in both Rcalism and Cntical IR theory, that both approaches have yielded to the 

Western epistemological urge to seck the founâations of hiowledge in a metaphysical 

abstraction. This in itself is not necessarily just a negative thing. In fact. it is quite 

common, "A simple induction from the hisiory of thought suggests that metaphysical 

discussion is not going to disappear as long as reflective people rcmain in the ~ o r l d . " ~ ~  

The best way out of the theoretical dilemma is of course to see each theory as such; for 

each to recognise that their theorks metaphysical, how they logically became 

metaphysical, and to try to exorcise them of thcir metaphysical content. III doing so the 

point of theoretical investigation must then "bring words [and theories] back from their 

metaphysical to their everyday u~e."~'O This camot be done as long as the two sides seem 

unwilling to approach the other's philosophical premisses empatheticaliy. In this sense, 

the metaphysical attachments necessarily become a negativc thing as opponents appear 

much more like dogmatists as they attempt to protect th& theoretical edif i~es.~ '  Until 

such a time as theorists accept the fallibility of their own theories, debatcs over the 

comparative tnith-value of corn pet ing theoretical systcms are as irrelevaat as they are self- 

refuting. A caveat by Wittgenstein is uscful hcre, "For we can avoid ineptness or 

emptiness in out assertions only by presating the mode1 as what it is, an object of 

2~ h m m ,  "Rulisrn With r Hurmn Face," 19. 

" W ittgtnsteia. Phjlosopkicd Invcriigdionr, no. 1 16 

"' For two unsympEth*ic rad c o n a d i a g  polania see Ashlsy. "The Povmy of NeoRulirm" and oie 
response by ûilpin, "Rdism, the Richness of dre T ndition," io Kmhme d, Neondism md its Crftics. For the 
most part however, Redists have bccn the most dogrnatic în their unwi~lingness to rcept Criticai IR thmrics as 
offering vilid strtements b u t  intemuional relations. This is obviously i privilege iccordd by vimie of tbcir 
dominrnt theoretid position in the discipline. 



cornparison-as, so to speak, a measuiing r d ;  not as a preconceived idea to which reality 

must correspond. (The dogmatism into which we fall so easily in doing philos~phy.)"~~ 

if it is possible to assert that Wittgenstein has had mything to offer the twentieth 

century in terms of how it approaches deep questions about the extent of the co~ection 

between words, thoughts, objects, and agents, then perhaps there is some wisdom to be 

gleaned for the debates in international dations theory . It is dortunate that botb Realists 

and Enlightenment IR cntics bave spent much of their theoretical cnergy trying to 

establish an elegant relationship between their theories and the metaphysical object to 

which their empirical systems, concepts, words, and definitions correspond rather than to 

establish the relationship between these elements and the intersubjective interactions that 

establish their meaning in the first place. In this sense, IR theorists who focus on the roie 

of noms and the extent to which these have a significant influence in sbaping the 

relationships between international agents show much promise for the discipline not only 

in so far as they acknowledge the importance of Wittgenstein for international relations, 

but dso to the extent that such approaches orient their theories to the nalm of actual 

human 

But for now, the debates over how one cm make tnie assertions about even the 

development of nom-govemance in international @airs is still subordinate to the larger 

Witîgenrian, Philosophicd I~wcsfigmons, no. 13 1. Emphasis in origind. 

ld3 See apoQdly, Friedrich Knfocbwil, Rules. Noms, ad Dccisions: ûn the Conditions of Pnracd A mf Legd 
Reasoning in Inremcnmcnd Rebions o d k e s d c  Aflam, CmbnQe, UK: Cambridge Univers@ Ras, 1989. The 
pnmisses of Kntochwil's approacb u e  Iwded hem, but the extent to which his use of Wittgtb~tein and nom- 
formation fw r socid ~~nstni*jVist ppmvb i~ mcî twidi iome gprdiemioa On bis point se Jso Nicholu 
Gtanwood Onuf, Wodd of Our Making: Rules od R d e  Ui Socid Theory ad Intermiond RcImmons, Colurnbir, 
SC: University of Soudi Cuolini Press, 1989. 



debate over how one is to make a tnie statement about international affairs at dl. To this 

extent the implicit debate going on between the Realists and the Enlightenment IR critics 

have extraordinary relevancc for the future of the discipline-aiid in this sense it is 

possible to speak of prognss-in so far as they expose the flawed metaphysical systems 

to which both sides are grounded. In so doing, the debatc promises to make IR scholars 

take theory more scriously by whie of the fact that mattea of üuth are contidently 

perceived as a constant mystery with oniy temporary solutions; it will help to rid 

international politics from the insipid and arrogant modemist position of being able to 

define al1 past, current, and future human problems and then articulate the method for 

their solution. In so fat es the debate between Realists and critical theorists stays at the 

level of an abstract argument over whose system more adequately solves the problem of 

Tmth for the discipline, adjudicating between the two positions requires a sensitivity to 

the profundity of the philosophical issues involvcd in the= rifts. Whether intentional or 

not, the surge of critique levelled by cntical IR thcory at Realimi is exposing the kind 

of metaphysical thinking inherent in bah. In so doing, an oppominity to bring IR tbeory 

back to the level of making tnith claims that are dcrived fiom, and judged in, the context 

of the life world is possible. This brings theoretical debates over ûuth back to the level 

of the world to which it is supposed to reflect in the first place: 

Rnther dien looking wirh suspicion on the c h  tba vnne vduc judgements ure 
reasonable and some are unreasonable, or sume views am îme and Jonie arc false, 
a some words da to md some do not, 1 mi conccmed with -8 us back 
to pmcWt1y these daims, which we do, afta oll, ecaromly m&e in our cveryday 
lives. Acccpthg the 'manifest image,' the Lebemelt, the world as wc M u l l y  
expaience demrndp of us who bave (fa better or for wom) ben 
philosophicaiiy mmcd thit we bath regah orir seme of myt(ary (for it is 
mystexious that somcbtirig cm k both in the w d d  rnd dout the worid) and out 
rcw of tbc cornmon (for tht mme l&as am "-le" U, after rll, a 



common fact-it 1s d y  the weird notions of "objectivitym and "subjectivitym that 
we have acqWred fiom Ontology and Epistemology that make us d i t  to dweU 
m the commm)." 

Intembjectivity vs. Incommensu~ility 

It is the assertion herc that the issues of judgement and reasonableness of 

assertions in IR theory will be permanentiy exilcd h m  theoretical discussion so long as 

the divide between critical IR approachcs and Realist approaches is scen as 

incornmensutable. This is partly due to huo meta-theoretical strains that nsonate 

throughout the discipline: that the fact/vdue âichotomy is an acceptable metaphysical 

distinction underlying truth claims, and that there needs to be some kind of 

Epistemological Method to discem tmth values. But it has more to do with ari embedded 

disciplinary attachment to philosophical realim, which explains the ineradicable image 

of a Tnie world, and clouds the extent to which the "bue" world is determincd by the 

nature of intersubjective beliefs. The sceptic may inte ject that in so fai as the pragmatist 

extols the relevance of belief systems in giving substance to claims of reasonableness, he 

alw tacitiy supports both the Realist and the Enlightcnment belief systems; that he is a 

closet relativist, Ynce both are products of "rational" argumentation, or, are believed with 

good reason. To say this would be to miss the cntire pragmatist argument. But it would 

also be to accept metaphysicalism md incommensurability. 

The problem with the manncr in which Realists and Enlightement IR theorists 

have chosen to n i v e  a! thek unique theoreticai position is that it is not tantamount to a 

coagulation of intersubjective "beliefs" at aii. Thcir philosophical systems are rootcd in 

Hilary Putnm, *Why is a Wilos~pher'?~, in Redism Witlt a H m q t  Fme, 118. This qwte dso appem in 
Comt, "Introductiona dix- 



metapbysicalist ontologies whicb act as the foundation of thcir theones, which then taint 

cverytbiag from notions of wbat is truc, what is false, what is a fact, what is a value, and 

so on. This is the clearest sense of what is implicd in Kuhn's many uses of the notion of 

scientific pa~adigm.~' His Stnrciute of Scienttfic Revolutions, among other things, has 

helped nfûte thinking about methodology and theory as objective clements, but as aspects 

conesponding to pmdigms, which "are the source of the methods, problern-field, and 

standards of solution accepted by any mature scientific community at any given tirne."= 

Thomas Kuhn's controversial cri tique of scientif ic redism argues the point that science 

is more about intersubjective beliefs and justificatory practices than it is about objectivity 

detractors. Posi ted against real relativists such as the postmoderns, this label appears 

rather unfair, for Kuhn's point has been instrumental this centuy in illuminating the fact 

that theory need not rernain inexorably me for dl historical contexts in order for it to be 

valid, usefil, or successful in a scientific community. Although the appropriation of Kuhn 

for the purposes of social science is rather dubious, the essence of his theory-that the 

epistemological commitments of a scholarly community depend to a m a t  extent upon a 

pre-determined agreement about thcse issues beforehand-can illuminate how tenuous uny 

notion of 'tnith' really is, and how unlikely is the proposition that then is a Truth beyond 

that which is proffercd by those commited to the idcal that one actually exists. In 

'45 Set  Thornu Kuhn, Struciun of Scientic Revofun'ons. 

'" Ibid., 103. 
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agreement with the postmoderns, Kuhn would argue that knowledge is not always Truc, 

but would qualify such ao assertion with the fact that what counts as knowledge does 

depend in a large measure on what is considered contemporaneously "true," wbthin the 

context and capabilties of the scientijic community. 

In so far as international relations is dominated by theoretical positions attacbed 

to a paradigrnatic self image, there wiil never be any way out of the theoretical quandaiy 

between Realists and Critical IR theorists. As Wight rightly notes, "uncritical acceptance 

of the incommensurability thesis can al1 too quickly become a legitimisation of apartheid 

for paradigms, a dialogue of the deaf which precludes any exploration of the possibility 

of synthesis integration, or some other mode of unification among meta-theoreticd 

approa~hes."~ What segregates the respective theories and prevents them fiom genuine 

resolution of their competing truth claims is the fact that their methods of justification are 

interna1 rather than intersubjective. In fact, in noting the problem of incommensurabitity 

"the first step is to notice that the concept of incommmsurability is not the problem, the 

problem is the concept of commensurability. The orgtcment about incommensurability 

rests on a dichotomy, betwecn on the one hand radical incommensurability (and ultimate 

incommunicability) anong paradips and on the other hand radical incommensurability 

and communicability within paradigms."" Pori of this problem lies in the acceptance of 

thinking about theones as evolving out of something like a paradigm system in the first 

Colin Wight. "Incommensunbili~ md Cross-Pindigm Commpnication in Intemibond Relations Thmy: 
Wbrt's the Frequency bnnethr", MiIIennium: Aumd of Intelll~llond SNdics, 25(2), Summu 1994, 292. 

" Olt Wever, 'The Rise and Fil1 of the Inter-PUlidjgm Deb8te," in Smith, Booth, Zdwb a., Inumpiond 
Theog Positivism od Beyond, 1 7 1. 



place. This provokes a tcndency to think that in a paradigm one has a "closed sign system 

has been achieved which givcs a stable and ultimae meaning to its  participant^."^ 

In previous chapters, the fact tbat both Rcalist and Enlightenment IR theorists each 

purportcd to concoct epistemological qsterns to disccm Truth was problematised. As the 

two theoretical approaches attempt to wmmunicate (implicitly). why this was so is now 

rcadily apparent. Since the Realist and critical IR thcorists each have th& own systems 

of determining what Lind of statements are mie and which are falr, there is no way to 

judge between them; there is no language of justification or aigorithm for theory choice 

that could not be seen to hail from either theory in this scenario. The fact that "the 

proposed construction of altemate tests and theories must proceed fiom within one or 

another paradigm-based traditionwu' leads to the appearance that proponents of competing 

international relations theories "are always at least slightiy at cross-purposes."2s2 Since 

both approaches originate in a real human desire to solve human problems, they are not 

necessarily at cross purposes, but nonetheless have constructcd a rather efficient means 

of stifling debate through their metaphysical attacbments. in any case, as George and 

Campbell rightly note, Kuhn did not necessarily sec that that competing paradigms were 

incomparable, but rather noted the extent which paradip debates did exclude "the 

possibility of compm*son and evaluation in terms of somc neutral, atheoretical or non- 

= Ibid Emphasis added. 

Kuhn, Smcium of Scienn$c Rrvol~tions, 146. 

&id, 148. 



normative methodology reflecting an independent r e a h  of factual e v i d e n ~ e . " ~  For Kuhn 

the only way out of paradigm debates is for the scholarly community to ultimately muke 

o decision based on a (intersubjective) belief as to which one holds the most promise in 

the fiitwe?' This decision can oaly be made by taking the arguments of any interiocutor 

seriously enough to sce that any problem that arises necessarily suggests its omi solution. 

This is especially so in international relations, where to some degree the the fact that one 

can hune something as a tbeoretical "problem" suggests that somethhg of cthical, 

intersubjective, or epistemological substance is being violated. In other words, there is an 

implicit assertion that something is no longer "me" about Realism, which spurns debate. 

The Critical cornplaint with Realism ostensibly derives from the rnannei in which 

positivism aeatly ostracises false or value-laden staternents, but their real problem appears 

to be with the metaphysical assumptions rather than with the positivism. The cboice to 

mdign the positivist clements of Realism rather than the metaphysical elements is 

abundantly clear; because metaphysical arguments are being used. The first obvious 

mistake tbat Critics make in their attack on Realim is to accept the disciplinary fact/value 

dichotomy, which then provokcs an "over-reaction to what it bas considered, miaakenly, 

to be a positivist dogrna; the xparation of 'subject fiom objcct' ....[ which] has precluded 

W n g  fiom cxamining the ontological conditions of possibility for a resolution of the 

problem of incommensurability; in effcct critical thinlring within IR theory has tended to 

*3 Jim Gaorge, David Campbell. "Ruerr~~ of Dis~cllt,~ 275. 

K a ,  S~iuchrm of Sciennic Revol~n'm, 157. Although Kuhn explicitly uyr pmblem wlving 
potentidities is not îhe issue *ch daennina pindigm choice, rbc luger point of tbe role of normrtivity in milting 
judgernmts bt?ween tnith clriiiu is the most relevant point hem. 



cede reality to psitivism."~s This tacit acceptance of the Realist articulation effectively 

splits off a criticai discussion of cveryday problems since the argument here is that evea 

the Realist conception of reality is flawed. But the most important mor in the acceptance 

of theoretical incommenswability is the extent to which the 'foundational fallacy' which 

underpins it remains relatively ~nsca thed .~  To the extent that both theones are perceived 

as so disparate as to warrant assertions of their owii incommcnnirability-th& in spite 

of the real world of intersubjective experience-suggests that "[the appmaches] can al1 

be scen to be contributors to the naturalism debate. In fact, the differences between !hem 

can be seen to revolve around how each frames its omi  ontological and epistemological 

commitments in accord with, or in opposition to, its perceived account of science, 

generally, and mistakenly taken to be positivism."'" 

Ia the end, the problem of incommensurability baween the competing bodies of 

theory in international relations merely shows how metaphysical systems are extremely 

useful in producing an abundance of assertions about possible realitiesZ" but lead scholan 

blindly into an abyss once an effort is made to make some deteminative judgement 

between competing huth claims. To accept the condition of incommmsurability as the 

obstacle to communication between competing theoreticai approaches threatens to 

encourage practices of lmowledge that stay at the level of metaphysicd abstraction instead 



of at the level of agents who speak, act, and engage one anotber on a &y to &y basis. 

It encourages an unacceptable mistrust in the intellectual ability to encounter the question 

of theory as something that is dways open for debate, even if the substantive notion of 

"tnith" claims about the world stems to have been apparcntly settîed. Most importantly, 

seeing theoretical propositions about the world as incommensurab1e perpehiates a neglect 

of the smse in which the Ianguages one uses to exact a theoretical proposition in the fnst 

place relies upon a significantly shared conception of what it is under dispute. Reaiists 

and Critical IR theorins take the language which allows them to makc competing claims 

about international afhirs for granted. They forget that, "without a vast common ground, 

there is no place for disputants to have their q ~ a r r e l . " ~  

Wbat has to be kept in mind is the fact that tbe languages used to discem the 

extent of beliefs about the world are also the same lanpages with which one acts in the 

world; there is no getting around this. It mua be accepted that part of the determinations 

of what is a fact, value, reality, utopia in international relations cannot be separated fiom 

the sense in which the meming of these concepts exists by Wtuc of their constant use 

in making assertions. They do not howevcr, describe or latch on to "the world" nor are 

they "made" mie by us, they just are truc. This king the case, common notions that are 

said to define international relations-anarchy, sovereipty, power, interest, aiid 

emancipation-sll appcar, innuence, and thcn even subside in theu impact on the way 

agents think about and act in the world. They arc not, howwer, etements of some hidden 

teality that the mind or science bas b e n  able to uncover; rather they were conceived as 

'JQ b n d d  Davidson, "The Method of Tnitb in Maiphysiscs," in Keonab Byncs, James bhmui ,  md Thomas 
McCutby eds.. Ajier Philosophy, End or Tnnrfomidion?, Clinbridge, MA: M T  Press, 1987, 167. 



a means to solve the problems that gave rise to the act of theory in the first place. It just 

so happens that the acceptance of anarchy, sovereignty, structure, md emancipation in IR 

parlance was mistakcnly justified as some kind of empirical represcntation of something 

intrinsic rather than something intenubjectiveP60 As htnam notes, "we should reject the 

assumption that thinking is manipufathg items with no intriasic relation to what is outside 

the head?' Tbat this is not taken to heart is, yet again, motha example of the 

penasiveness of philosophical redism in IR. 

Finding one's way out of the intellechial stalemate in IR theoiy requires that the 

dichotomies associated with the foudational disciplinary factvaiue distinction and the 

associated episternological frameworks are abandoned, and a renewed faith in the ability 

to live without al1 the answers is restored. Putnam writes, 

Our image of the world c a ~ o t  be justrfscd by anythg but its success as judged 
by the in- and vaiues which evolve and get mdificd at the same t h e  and 
in our interaction with our evolving image of the world itsclf. Just as the absolute 
"convcntion/fact" dichotomy bad to be abandoned m.... the absolute factvaiue 
dichotomy has to be abandoned, and for similar rasons. On the other hancl, it is 
part of that image itsclf that the world is not the produ* of our wiîi-or our 
dispositions to talk in m i n  ways eith~r?~ 

Post-nodemism. Relaîivism, and IR Theory 

Before offering an account of why the relativism implicit in pst-modern 

theoretical discourse would be a necessarily negative developmeat in IR theory, the 

extraordinady essential 

thinking has necessarily 

critiques of the the manntr in which Western foundational 

cxcluded issues of identity and diffcrcnce h m  entering into 

Ch this point See. W. 'The Question of Rorlism," epdrl ly  ppr. 306-307. 

Ibid., 307. 

'61 Rimam. "Rdim With r Humin Face,* 29. 
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epistemological conscioumess must be granted. In so far as it rcnains from constntcting 

empiricist epistemological edifices which act as a frPme for a certain pichire of reality, 

theorising with a post-modem scnsitivity to the varie@ of agents and identities in the 

lifeworld ensures that oppressive practices are not king passcd off as "biowledge." This 

generdly is the starting point for most cumnt critiques of epistemology. Cntical Theory 

included. Never explicitly endoning an alternative ontologicai cornmitment in the act of 

critique is what distinguishes the postmodernists fiom the otha critical approaches, 

however, and also feeds the appearance that this approach is the best way to cnsure 

immunity fiom the modem tendency to descend theoretically down the path of 

metaphysicalim in the same ways as have Realist and other critical IR approaches. 

Indeed, it would be somcthiag of a white lie w m  it not admitted that to a large extent 

the critique of the Realist and Enlightement critical IR theories in the previous cbapten 

relied very much on a post-modern anti-foundational critique of identity and 

epistem ology P3 

The descent into rclativism is what makes post-modern theories in the social 

sciences and humanities Sem so untenable to those commited to engaging in the 

important theoretical questions that are of imminent intellechial and ethical concern. It is 

au Which explains the more extensive use of Rofty's prqprtism in put digters and bis relative absence in this 
c h q t a  There is an ongoing debate h e m  Roy and Putnim over die extent ta which pmgamaism doa or Qer 
not mdone 8 more m e r d  down notion of midi. Boib tbinkn s W t  witb a aitique of meaphysics but ue embroiled 
in much debaîe ova wh*hu cbis justifies rbodoahg the 'urge t~ how" dtogether. For the r e m &  1 side 
wholehearteûiy with Putaun, who cbintr it mange to evm "argue" wiîhout at lem having rome rare of W, as 
siwed md coatext sensitive rr it may bd RoRy strays a*ly close to the Fmch philosopbm. @dly Daridi 
for both Putaun a myseIf+ For soma points rad ounter points ôetweun these cwo prqplrirtr WC Rony, 'Solidrrity 
or Objectivity,' in Objectiviry, ReIr+ivism, md T ~ t h ;  Rom, 'Hiliy Pufnrm and the Rd&Gn M m , "  in Tm3 
mùhgrrss; Rimam. 'Rsrlism With a Human Face,'; Pumam. 'A Cornpuison of Som*biag Witb Socnediin8 Else,' 
in wonàs Pd ti/C, a bonus Cbaptet for its ciuity on W.V.O. Quine as wI1, 



one thing to say that the "urge to h o w n  has fPiled in so far as it has ofken inclined to 

support foundational projccts that purport "to have a totalistic explmation in the totdity 

of what it explains," because this "goes beyond the bounds of any notion of explaining 

that we have,"" but quite another to say that that because of this inclination that the 

whole enterprise needs to be abandoned. In international relations this would have 

consequaces in the lifeworld even more dire than thcy have been thus fat under the aegis 

of the Realist worid. Intellectual concoctions common to IR such as "anarchic structures" 

and "emancipatory global polis" are aspects of theoretical approaches that are far too 

sweeping in their claims to represent the entire world, let alone even the Western world 

from which they came. There ought not to be so much concern with "representing" the 

world in the f ' s t  place. That Western thought has been inclined to such totalising, 

representationalist namitives is seen by the pst-modems, taking their bearings fiom 

Heidegger, as licence for making a rather scathing indictment ou a cultural predilection 

to subjugate and dominate in the process of constructing totaiising theories. That this is 

represented in epistemological practices is no surprise, and is just (according to post- 

modems) cause for scrapping the questions that got us there in the first place. Putnam 

locates the post-modern scepticism as linked to the following, 

The fadint of our philosaphicd afoundations" is a fdure of the whoie culture, 
and accepting that we wae wrmg in wantùig or h d m g  we couid bave a 
foundation requirts ua to k philosophical revisionists. By thU 1 mean bat, for 
Rorty or Foucault or Deda, the fail- of foimdaticmaiis,m makes a Mcrence 
to how we are aliowed m taik m ordiniry lif-a Merence as to whether and 
when we are dowed to w words like "know." "objecti~e,"~fact,~ and "reascm.' 
The pi- is tht phiiosopôy was not a nfltchon cm the culture, a doct jon 
w>me of wfiose mbitious pojects fahi, but a b i s ,  a sort of pedcnal on which 

~4 Rmim, "Wby is a Philosopher?," 1 17-1 8. 



the culture mted md which has baa abnrptty yankrd out Unch the p e n s e  
that pbilosophy i s  no longer ascriousa thm lies a hiddcn gigantic seri~usness.~~~ 

In short, the post-modems have taken the realist tendencies inherent in most 

Western theoretical undertakings to mean that somehow this is an inevitcible outcome 

from attempting to solve the problem of truth." Indeed the ostensible appearance of 

incommensurability betwcen the two realist approaches outlined h m  feeds the pst 

modern scepticism of theoretical inquiry altogether. But if the urge to see inquiry as 

inherently linked witb metaphysics is dropped along with the corollary that true 

statements need a foundation, then notions like incommensurability and the relatinst 

mantra "anything goes"" do not need to be taken as the only alternative to empiricism 

and ideology. For, if one follows the logic of Kuhn's solution of the problem of paradigm 

incommensurability to an extrerne interpretation, which Feyerabend has done, then indeed, 

solutions to paradip debates do appear on the outset to be irratiooalm and therefore 

undemine the aileged rationality of science and the prestige of rationality itself? This 

is because the choice betwecn competing paradigms seems to ultimately corne down to, 

accorhg to Feyerabend and to post-modems, who is able to speak the loudest, or who 

76s Pumun, "Rdism Witb a Human Face," 20. 

266 ûn tbu and miiny 0th- shoncomings of the pst-modem rpprordi. sec Terry Eagleton, The Illusions of 
Posrmuufemism, Mord: Bllclrwell, 19%. 

S e  Puil K. Feyttibend, Aganst Merkuù: Out1ine of oi A iwrrihistic Tlnoy of Knowledge, London: NEW 
Left Books, 1975. 

" In the saut in wbicb Kuhn himeif b i t s  tha puidigm &ce is a Ieap of him. 'A dmrion kzwan 
Jterrr~te m y s  of pnnicing sciace is d e d  for, rnd in the circumninces ha! decision must ba b o d  l a s  on pmt 
vhievement tbm on hna promise. A decision of rhrt kind cm only k made ou fi#&," S ~ C ~ I I C  of Sr*nri/c 
Revolutions, 157. Empbuis ddd 



is able to best exclude other opponents in the debatey rather than who is most 'rational', 

"A view that sounds 'rationai' in any sense of tbis emotionally charged word has today 

a mucb p a t e r  chance of king accepted than a view that opcnly njects the authonty of 

reason .... thcy [rationalists] will tealise that even in science one is subjected to propaganda 

and involvcd in a stmggle between opposing forces and they will agree bat  argument is 

nothing but a subtle and most effective way of paraiysing a trusting an ~pponent."~' 

Besides the question begging implied in seeing discourse in this way, what Feyaabend 

and other relativist followers forget is that just as nonnative elements led to the the 

authoritative instantiatioa of ideologies passing themselves off as "kn~wledge,"~~ other 

normative elements have allowed such idcologieal nifications to become undone; thus 

allowing one to daim that an assertion of science's epistemological illegitimacy (at leart 

for the human sciences) is somehow 

2m For a good e x m p k  of the exclusivity of diswune in intemationil relations md foreip policy dissoune. ree 
David Campbell, Politics Without Principk: Sovemigng, Eliiics ond the Ndves of the Gulf War, Boulder. CO: 
Lynnes Rienner, 1993. It is not the pst-modem critique îbrt elicits my scam as much as it is tbe implicrtions tbat 
they are so prone to draw for theosy as a result of deconstmcting nmrtives that dwrys irks me. There is a ptofound 
ethicd position behg &en that is always r e g r d l y  left unjustifid, d m  it cornes d o m  to ulking about whem 
theoretical claims corne from. It is no surprise that Campbell inwkes Emmrnuel Levinas for discussing his view of 
ethics, since it is very useful in recognition of the Mer  (which ties into problemltisations of sovereignty) and in 
this sense Campbell's explicit distinction between die mord md the ethicd (Sm Chrpter 6) is one which a d  to 
be taken senously by IR scholars who dways seem to crhge rt the saunds of 'ethics' entering conversation. Set dso 
David Campbell, "The Detemtonrlisation of Rcsponsibility: Levinas, Derridr, and Ethics M e r  the End of 
Philosophy," A 1termdlrmdlves, 19(4), Winter 1994.17ie simplest of &cd cuncems for my  rctor is ta discm die rnswri 
to the following, 'cm 1 act better?', ratber &an to die mord imperrbve, liow shodd (or must) 1 rct?. To discem the 
difference think of the disbnciioa betwsea responsibility (to d o m )  rnd justice (for du). 

" ibid.. 297. F e y e r h d  notes îhat science and mydi u e  c l d y  datai in Oie seme that thy both "cap 
common =se witb r theoreticai supentnicnne." 

Chrinopber No- in 'Truth. Science, md &e Omwth of Knowied& New Le# Review, No. 210, 
Muc)i/April, 1995, cspecidly pps. 107-1 1 O, provides goad critique of the reirtivism implied in Kuhn's work whicb 
is mbsequendy lauded (witû one ourpcca =me coariamiaion by Kuhn and hi$ followen) in the 'epistcmologid 
marchy' of Feyerrbend 



What is readily apparent however, is that the pst-modern philosophical world 

view seems to be one of despair with the degm to which the Western modernia 

cornmitment to its varied metaphysical projects have failed, and that this somehow means 

that asking the questions which have led to such rnetaphysical disasters have to be 

abandoned. For the fiitwe of IR theory it is essential to maintain a pnoccupation with the 

question of how to maLe bettcr statements about the world, even if in the past such 

questions led to unsavoury intellechiai solutions. So long as thinkers as critical as Cam, 

Morgenthau, Cox, Ashley, Linkiater, and George stay focused on a s h g  the questioas 

rather than settling for a solution, conceptual flaws and metaphysical tendencies in the 

theories will continue to be exposed and hopefùlly conected. By otienting the intellechial 

sights of the theorist to the world in addition tu his concepts and thcones about it, both 

the theorist and the world are prevented fiom being "trapped in the prison house of our 

discourse."'" In Chapters one and two, the manna in which Redists and Enlightenment 

theorists take the world away h m  the agents by ascribing meaning to words and 

concepts can now be nvealed as the very thing which inhibits the development of better 

theory and practice in international relations. 

In the philosophically charged debates that ensue in international relations, post- 

modems are not really contributing very much to the resolution of this tcndency since 

theirs is a point of view that inclines to discount the problem of thcory aftogether. 

However, tbeü thcones cae instrumental in "show[ing] that and how both sides 



rnis~priesent the lives we üve with our concepts""' and bow the foundationd tendencies 

in theories have been a "potent weapon in the arsenal of the patnarchs, racists, and 

irnperiaiist~."~'~ To the extent that post-modern approaches have exposed many of the 

negative tendencies in Realist IR theory and the practices which they encourage, they are 

an essential body of critique that the discipline ought not marginalise. It is just the 

manner in which theh approach implicitiy usurps any basis for making a critique, even 

as they proceed to make a critique, that is problematic. This just ends up making a 

mockery of critique, and the theoretical controvcisies that corne with it. This is in keepiag 

with the post-modemist's general disdain for the futility of metaphysical debates over the 

centuries, and oftm leads to pronouncements about the 'end of philosophy.' As Putmm 

notes, bowever, "that a controversy is 'futile' does not mean bat the rival pictures arc 

unimportant. Indeed, to reject a controversy without examining the pichires involved is 

aimost always just a way of defending one of those pictures (usually the one that daims 

to be 'antirnetaphysical')."" In the end, pst-modern IR theorists mereely undermine the 

arguments of their fellow Critical IR counterpms and help to leeve Realism as the more 

acceptable theory, if only for the fact that it abjures unmpentunt idealism. Neufeld adds: 

In the absence of a sustaincd effort by postmodem i n t d o d  Relations 
thcorists to elucidaîe conceptions of reascm and nuoncd criticism whicb would 
dlow us to ducnminate ktween the positive as wcll as the negative dimensions 
of rationality, it will main mcult to counta the suspicion that posmiodern 
internationai nlations is Mer suited to undaminhg tk role of reason in MO 

than to mpanding the notion of reason b o n d  the cdmes of positivin episteme 



in a way conristent with n f l c ~ i v i t y . ~  

Even though there may be some sense in which pure (a prion) "rationality" is 

suspect, there is, however, an intersubjective basis upm which one is able to make 

acceptable theoretical or critical statements, and that this is determined by the p ~ c i p l e s  

of justflcufion? The problem with relativists such as the post-modems is they takt for 

granted what it is that enables thcm to make any theoretical statements at dl, cspecially 

critical ones. They forget that to eugage in the act of critique one implicitly ir making an 

assertion about the right-ness or wrong-ness of aaother a s d o n ,  and in saying 'you are 

wrong and I am right,'2m one carmot skip the justification of the assertion and jump right 

into making the argument. This is no way to arrive at any understanding of world affairs. 

So there needs to be some sense of 'tnrth' to hold any theory together. But this does not 

mean, as Hollis and Smith assert, that "there is no alternative to understanding the world 

through interpretations and models and bence through what are, in the last analysis, 

intellecnial fictions whose warrant is ody that it is us if they were tnie."28' It is the 

metaphysicalism implied in this kind of thinking about tmth that bas hindered IR 

discourse much too long? The much maligned concept of aaarchy is a perfect example 

of how W theory ofien purpons to make definitive epistemologicd statemmts througb 

2n Neufcld, The Restmcturing of I n ~ e ~ o n d  RelPions Thecq, 64. 

See Riarm, "Tm Conceptions of Rmiondity," aposidly ppr. 119-124. 

Or, dus is 'tme' and thu is 'fdse.' 

'" Hollis and Smith, Eplcinng d (I 'nra id ing  Inulll~n~ond Relarions, 64. 
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(which m&es it 8 vuirnt of metrphysid rdism) r8ther thut is it used as 8 meam ta hast undemind r 'concept' 
rs it help agents to relate in the world 



its concepts rather thm through an incisive examination of the concephiai relation to the 

world of experience? In the mû, there is n o t h g  that could contradict the concept of 

anarchy cxclusively because my&hing cm be said to be 'evidence' of anarchy with some 

good lcasoning." It is the purpose herc to see how the 'reasoning' of concepts is putting 

intellectual eggs in the wrong basket. 

In order to understand how some statcmcnts can bc assertcd as more truc or more 

reasonable than otbers, it is suggested that a good way to understand how an assertion can 

be asserted to be 'justifiable' is to refer to what htnarn calls 'interna1 realis~n'~'; the 

notion that "truth (idealised justification), is sometbiiig we grasp as we grasp any other 

concept, via a (largely implicit) understanding of the factors that makc it rationaily 

acceptable to Say that somcthing is me."" What this means is that to engage in debate 

always implies that there is Mme measun of judgernent involved, and to some degree the 

point of the whole exercise is to arrive at an intersubjective agreement over beliefs as to 

what is 'me.' For pragmatists however, this 'tnith' is not "huth as correspondence to a 

ready-made wor~d."~*' It is instead an ascription to a sense of which assertions are more 

reasonable (not "rational" as pet some method of detemi ining rationdity) than others. The 

decisions made about good versus better theories of international politics can reasonably 

This wm the subject of Cbipter Che of U s  exminrion. 

W Ch as Pumrm w d d  sry, ihe concept "proves too much" to ôe of ury td use. Sm Rimrm, "How not to 
Solve Ethicd Robtems," in R d i s m  Wiih a Hwmm Face, 



be assertcd with the caveat that there may at some later point k a better "reading" of 

international politics than the one that is cunently accepted as nasonable (or "tnie").m 

This is not nlativism, strictly because there is the tacit acceptame that certain 

understandings of world poütics are better guides to the practice of politics than others; 

that even though beliefs that shape judgements of reasonableness of one theory over 

another may be just "reading the script of r n ~ d e m i t y " ~ ~  they are ail any community of 

theorists bas to rely upon, and as mentioned time and again, practices and theones (as 

collections of belief) must constantly be evaluated and re-worked to see how they 

influence the course of events in the world of expenence. 

Conclusion: &eaking A way F m  the Tmth 

It has been argued throughout this examination that thwe is something tembly 

wrong with the disciplinary attachrnent to conceiving of theory as somehow linked with 

Tnrth rather than as simply a way putting heads togetha to figure out ways to live more 

effectively. That the two solitudes in the discipline do not see theory this way, indeed that 

their theoretical positions con@ them to separate, solitary existences, ensures that as 

they dig like hedgchogs toward their own notion of Truth, they dig M e r  away from 

each other inteilectually, and fiirther away from an intersubjective understanding of how 

theory and practice in international relations are best imderstood in the cunent bistoncd 



context. In a world rife with military calamities and peace. poverty and wealdi, 

cooperation and enmity . does it make sense to wast intellectual energy digging around for 

Tnitb or dots it aot make more sense to engage in amiable, open dialogue in an effort to 

disceru what we dl really tbink about the state of international affairs as people who 

influence and who are influenced by the theoretical conclusions we draw? More 

importantly, to discuss how thought affects the state of affairs is to believc that oniy 

through practice cm it really be determined whether or not ùie theoretical "buths" are 

really effective means of understanding the world. But there ought not be too much 

concem as to whether the theory IR scholars accept is a good theory as a matta of Tmth; 

this project bas been too grand in the past and will be so in the m e .  Theorcticiii goals 

need to be much more modest, to think that "mith" is what is believed to be so by agents 

at any given t he ;  it is not something beyond the reach of human beings. 

It is tôe pragmatic hope that what cornes out of the debate is a more genuine 

attempt by both sides to take theory seriously, to stop harping on how "incommensurable" 

their approaches are, to cease reheating into their abstract intellechial enclaves, and to be 

much more cognisant of the sense that the act of theory in whicb they are engaged has 

real consequenccs; that practices encouraged by theories refîect upon the way a 

community thinks, and in some sense. upon who they are. The last chapters have show 

how much of IR theory is in many ways p.rspcctiva1 to the extent that their maaphysicd 

approaches are rooted in a Western, Cartesian dichotomous type of thinking that is 

grouaded in Tnitb. The pragmatist hopes that the theontical plurdism and reflexivity 

king practiced in the paradigm debates reveals the untenrbility of these metaphysical 



commitments, demonsûating how thcy precludc good intersubjective inquiry to the samc 

degrce that clinging to one Tnrth inherently mcludes rather than includes al1 voices in 

theoretical discourse. 

The lessons that Kuhn taught the West about science and scientific progress also 

need to be lcamed here: that in many ways what determines the staying power of a 

paradigm depends on large rneasure upon the beliefs and values of the scientific 

community, and that the decision to choose bawecn cornpethg paradigms depends even 

more upon sea-changes in  value^.^ Even if Kuhn's rathcr nebulous notion of "paradigm" 

were applicable to international relations, which it is not, the fact of the matter is that so 

long as theonas continue to nsist the extent to which theoretical debates are an 

intersubjective act-a "reweaving of be1ief"-where judgements of the reasonableness of 

any assertion are determined by the community of scholars, rather than by their adberence 

to the saictures of an out âated theory, then there is very littie reason to bother choosing 

either of the alternatives. But this does not encourage the descent into relativism, for then 

are equal dangers inherent in this approach, not only for IR theory, but also for the 

practice of international politics. What must be recognised, howcver, is the importance 

of the post-modem critique in IR discourse, before we move past its anti-intellectual, anti- 

theoretical premisses. It is hperativc that IR thconsts dispense with the notion that they 

have to preface their intellcctual inquries with a willing suspension of belief in order to 

be good theorists, since it is belief itself which givcs the act of theory its reason and 

Sec Kdm, S m c m  of Sdennfic RcyoIutions; sce dso "ûbj#a'vity, Vdue Judgemmt, rnd Thmry Choicea 
in The Essenthd Tension: Selected Sndics in Sdennpc TlPdition ad Chmge. Cbiqo:  U a i w i e  of Chi-O h, 
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